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THE BOYS' LIFE OF

BARNUM
CHAPTER I
A YOUNG STRANGER

T

HERE would have been much more excitement on the 5th of July, 1810, in the little
New England village of Bethel, nestled among
the Berkshires in western Connecticut, if some
adventurous spirit had dared hint at the possibility of telephones, radio, flying machines, electric lights, or a score _of other things which we
take for granted to-day and consider necessary,
than was caused by the simple announcement of
the kindly neighbors; " 'Phile' Barnum's got a
boy."
It is impossible to say what effect it would have
had on those good, but narrow-minded people
could they have known that the young stranger:
was one day to become America's most famous
showman and his name a household word, not
I
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only here, but abroad as well. Quite certain it is,
however: that the man would have found himself
in considerable trouble who openly attempted to
picture a time, hardly more than a century away,
when people were to enjoy life with all the freedom and comforts which we have to-day, and
fortunate indeed would he have been if the villagers merely supposed him to be getting over a . .
too enthusiastic celebration of Independence Day
and gave him an opportunity to "come ~o himself" quietly in the local jail.
But there were few men then, either in Bethel
or elsewhere, who could imagine such things,
much less forecast them. There was not even a
daily paper to announce the new arrival, and so '
Bethel went on about its affairs as usual and the
Barnum family grappled with the problem of
finding a suitable name for the youngster. He
could not be called Philo, after his father, for that
name had been given to a step-brother; but his
mother had been a Taylor and it was finally decided to compliment her family, so the boy was
called "Phineas Taylor" after his · grandfather,
and the car~er of the man whom the world still
talks about as P. T. Barnum was begun.
There were no convenient stores, as now, filled
with all sorts of elaborate things for little tots.
2
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The material which clothed the whole family was
spun and woven in the homes and undoubtedly
young "Taylor," as his parents called him, .for:
some reason ignoring the Phineas, fared as well,
and no better, than the rest of his age in the village; learning to toddle around the bare floors
dressed in a "tow frock," as the single-piece garment commonly in use for small children, and
made from the coarsest part of the flax, was
called. The everyday dress of the men and
women was hardly better except on Sunday, or
some special occasion, when they put on clothes
made of homespun and "linsey-woolsey," the
latter being a combination of linen and wool.
When the cold winds of fall and the colder
winds of winter blew the future showman was
kept warm by the heat of a great fire in the open
fireplace. At bedtime embers were buried in the
ashes to keep them alive for the purpose of starting the next morning's fire, and if they went out
during the night some member of the family
hurried with a pair of tongs to the nearest neighbor's for a live coal to make good the loss. A
"rain barrel" caught the water which fell on the
roof of the house and furnished a supply for
common use, that needed for cooking and drinking being drawn from a well by means of a
3
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bucket and clumsy "sweep" arrangement. When
it came to giving Taylor a scrubbing, in addition
to the rain water his mother used soft soap, a
semi-liquid substance which she had made from
fat, drippings, and marrow saved while cooking
the meat. While not attractive, it was very efficient, and there is no reason for thinking that
when she had finished, the boy's face was not as
clean and shiny as it would have been had she
used the best and finest scented cake of toilet soap
possible to buy now.
Young Barnum being a sturdy child, it could
not have been more than two or three summers
before he was playing out in front of the house
and making his way down the road, meeting there
other youngsters of his own age whom he came
to know as John Hoyt, "Bill" Shepard, Eli Ferry,
"Ben" Beebe, "Dil" Benedict, etc., they in turn
learning to call him "Tale" Barnum. Summoned
from his play to meals, he found his food placed
for him on a great wooden plate, or "trencher,"
as it was called; but being hungry as a young
savage, it made little difference to him what the
dishes were and he ate with a zest the beans, bean
porridge, coarse rye bread, apple sauce, or hasty
pudding, and milk which fell to his lot and looked
forward to the day when he could share the meat,
·4
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vegetables, :fish, and sometimes big clams from
the beach at Bridgeport o.r Norwalk, which he
saw his elders having.
It was not many years, though, before he was
allowed to share in the frequent "pot luck." This
was produced by boiling· together, in the great
iron kettle which hung on the crane over the fire,
salt pork, corned beef, and all sorts of vegetables~
Sometimes, for variety, there was added an
Indian pudding, made by mixing com meal and
water and stirring with it a little salt. This mixture, kept pretty thick, was tied up in a brown
linen bag and boiled in the big kettle with the
vegetables and meat. When the meal was ready
it was eaten in just the opposite order to what we
do to-day-dessert first-his mother serving the
pudding with plain molasses for a sauce before
the boiled dinner was taken from the pot.
From his earliest days "Tale" Barnum was in
the midst of lively events. One summer when he
was not more than three or four years old, he saw
his father and the rest of the men in the neighborhood put through a daily military drill because of
the second war with Great Britain, which was
then going on. This made such an impression
on him that when he was an old man he re-

s
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membered and told of it. Only a short distance
away was Danbury, where, during the Revolution, there had been a sharp little fight and the
British burned more or less of the town. Only
a few miles farther from his home was Ridgefield,
where Benedict Arnold, then a gallant officer who
had not turned traitor, had his horse shot under,
him but still managed to escape capture. There
were plenty of .people in the region, some even
among his relatives, who had taken part in these
and other Revolutionary events; in fact, his
father's father had been a captain in the Revolutionary army, and not only did young Barnum
hear many a first-hand account of these things,
but, in addition, of adventures with the Indians
which had happened scarcely two generations
before.
In the fall of .1817 there was a "hanging'' in
Danbury. Instead of carrying out this, the severest penalty the law can inflict, quietly with as few
observers as possible, as such matters are
handled now, the grewsome event was made the
excuse for a holiday in which the whole countryside took part. There was a ·great crowd, people
driving in from as far as twenty-five miles away,
some even coming the night before to make sure
of securing a position where they could see all
6
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that happened. The scaffold was set up at the
head of a street surrounded by open fields, and
the victim was escorted there by soldiers who
marched to the music of drum and fife. Somewhere, either along the roadside or in the limbs of
one of the trees which commanded a good view,
was Barnum, then not much more than seven
years old. Whatever the impression the murderer's death made on him, the event must have
opened his eyes to the possibilities of gathering a
crowd if the attraction was great enough. Later
in life he made it his business to produce equally
great attractions of a better sort and such crowds
btcame an everyday matter.
Dm~ing Barnum's boyhood there were no trains
which went to Bethel and only a few wagons or
carriages were owned or used there. Practically
all the traveling about was done on horseback.
The grists of grain were taken to mill in sacks
thrown across the back of a horse. The women
rode to church on Sunday, or if they had occasion
to visit a neighbor on a week day, seated on a
cushion behind the saddle, while some one of the
meri of the family, drove the horse. Even the old
doctor went about on horseback, carrying his
few drugs and clumsy instruments in a saddlebag.
7
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Bethel knew nothing about a daily .paper. The
nearest one was more than sixty miles away, but
there was a weekly published in Bridgeport and
an old man whom everyone knew as "Uncle Silliman" brought copies of each issue to Bethel. In
addition he carried pins, needles, ~nd a few other
such small wares. He must have been a picturesque figure as he trudged along the street with
his great basket on his arm, stopping before each
house to call out loudly:
"News-ss-s, news-s-s, pins, needles, needles,
news."
Beside calling his wares it was his custom to
add various more or less pious declarations such
as "The Lord reigns," and end with a statement
about the weather. He must have been something
of a wag, too, for on one disagreeable day when it
alternately rained and snowed he went on his
rounds calling out:
"News-ss-s, news-ss, news, pins, needles, pins.
,T he Lord reigns and snows a little."
"Tale" Barnum began going to school when he
was but six years old. While he did not especially
dislike studies, at the same time fishing, hunting
after berries, or roaming over the beautiful hills
which surrounded the town often appealed to him
more than the struggle after knowledge, and he
8
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was frequently away from his place in the little
old schoolhouse. In those days the birch, the
ferule, and the rattan were very active in the
schoolroom and young Barnum got a liberal share,
and in later years admitted that he deserved it.
There were other and pleasanter experiences,
though. Sometimes he and his boy friends were
allowed to take links of sausage to school with
them. At noontime they sharpened long sticks,
stuck the sausages on them, which made them resemble cat-tails, and then held the sausages over
the fire until they were cooked. No meat ever
tasted better than that cooked in the schoolhouse
fireplace, and these treats and others of a similar
character did much to break the unpleasantness
of his school life. He must have given some
serious attention to his books and tasks, however,
for he stood well in his lessons, was especially
quick in arithmetic, and although his schooling
was interrupted more or less by work and he was
obliged to leave school altogether very early in
his 'teens he still managed to secure education
enough to enable him to acquire as he went along
the information necessary for his work and
career. But all his life he was conscious of the
handicap put upon him by the lack of educational
advantages in his youth.
9
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In 1821, when he was eleven years old, there
occurred one of the outstanding events in
Barnum's life. Somehow, somewhere, he went to
a circus for the first time, and spent what he declared were the "happiest two hours of my life."
It must have been outside of Connecticut, for at
that time the Connecticut law frowned on circuses. It might have been in a town a few miles
to the westward, just over the line in New York
State. Where does not matter, but the boy who
was one day to give his name to the biggest circus
in the world was astonished at the "primitive concern." The riding and leaping surprised and delighted him, while the clowns kept him in a roar
of laughter with their jokes. One of them he
never forgot.
"Your jacket is too short," the ringmaster;
said to the clown.
"It will be long enough before I get another,"
was the quick reply.
The eleven-year-old boy went home to
Bethel a different person. He had got a glimpse
of the outside world and for weeks and months
he thought about the show,- laughed again and
again over the jokes and wondered how it was
possible for anyone to i~vent such funny replies.
IO

' CHAPTER II
IN THE BIG TOWN

"L"'()R boys as well as men in Bethel work was
_c, the order of the day, and young Barnum was
no exception. Very early in his career he began to
be useful and drove the cows to and from the
pasture, learned to shell corn and weed in the
garden. As he grew larger he rode the horses
for plowing, turned and raked hay, and got
acquainted with the hoe and shovel. Sometimes
these things interfered with school. Once in a
while as he grew still older he had an opportunity
to earn a few cents by helping a neighbor, and
felt quite well rewarded to receive ten cents after
a day spent in guiding a horse. At that time combs
and a few other articles were being made in
Bethel out of horn. The horns had to be scraped
before using, and the future millionaire occasionally added to his income by doing this at the rate
of ten cents for a hundred horns.
In the few holidays and "training days" he
saw still more opportunities to turn a penny, and
II
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·sallied forth as a peddler with home-made molasses candy, gingerbread, cookies, and cherry rum,
usually finding himself quite a bit richer at the
end of the day. These earnings were supplemented by various "trades," and so it was that
even as a young boy he began to acquire property
of a sort and was always proud of the fact that
before he was twelve he had quite a little store of
savings in coin _a s well as a sheep and a calf.
But even work had to stop in Bethel on a Sunday, for the day was very strictly observed. Unless people were going to or from "meeting,"
travel on horseback, or in one of the very few
carriages in the region, was prohibited. If before sunset on Sunday a man ventured to be seen
riding or driving, a "tithing man," grand-juryman, or a deacon was on the alert to arrest him,
and did, unless he could show clearly that he was
doing it because of some serious necessity. Connecticut stages could not travel on Sunday,
though the mail stage froiv New York to Boston
was allowed to pass through because that was
controlled by the United States government and
Connecticut could not stop it. But Connecticut
could and did stop its carrying passengers on
Sunday, and if sometimes a driver and passenger
"took the risk," they were almost sure to be
12
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caught, for at each "meeting-house" on the route
was a sentinel on watch, and if he discovered one
or more pass~ngers in the stage, then the driver,
passenger, mail bags, horses, and baggage, were
detained until Monday morning, when the driver
and passengers were fined before they were allowed to go on.
There was but one church, or "meeting-house,"
in Bethel, an old, uncomfortable building with
neither steeple, bell, nor means to heat it. Here
young Barnum was obliged to go with the strictest regularity and listen to sermons from an hour
and a half to two hours long, as well as attend
the Sunday school. His mother taught him the
lessons and catechism with great care and he compared well with the other boys in the school. The
church was of the Presbyterian denomination,
but, as there was no other, nearly everyone attended it, regardless of his particular choice of
creed. Barnum in time became a U niversalist,
like his grandfather, and, strange as it may seem,
was all his life a religious man.
Along about the time Barnum was twelve his
life, as well as that of a number of other Bethel
boys, was made miserable at times by a big rough
bully named Haight. He was a couple of years
older than Barnum and his companions and kept
13
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them in constant fear -of what he might do. One
day they were all out on the ice and Haight, in
trying to show off, ventured too far on a thin
portion and broke through. He bawled loudly for
the boys to help him out, but, remembering his
treatment of them, they were unconcerned and
made no effort to help him. He then threatened
them with a "thundering licking" if they did not,
but, being well satisfied to see the bully floundering around in the cold water, Barnum and the rest
of the boys simply went on and left him to get
out as best he could. The next day, as Barnum
was going along the street, he was stopped by
Haight, who said:
"Look here 'Tale' Barnum, I believe I owe you
a licking."
With this he threw his coat on the snow and,
getting busy, "canceled the debt in less than two
minutes." Well .pummeled and in tears, the
future showman hurried home to his mother with
his tale of abuse. The good woman listened
patiently, but refused to extend any sympathy,
telling him that under the circumstances it "served
him just right."
Barnum's father, among other things which
he did to earn a living, kept a small tavern and
livery stable. There were a few regular boarders,
14
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probably men who worked in some Bethel shop,
and the rest of the business was made up of
travelers who stopped there for a night and went
on the next morning. The West was still unsettled; great meat concerns like Armour and
Swift were undreamed of and the large towns
and cities depended for their beef supply on
droves of cattle driven in on foot from the surrounding country and killed by the local butchers.
The men who brought these cattle in were called
"drovers" and sometimes they came from considerable distances, buying from farmers along
the way, so that by the time they got to their
destination they had many more cattle than at the
start.
Late on an afternoon in January, 1822, one
of these drovers by the name of Brown stopped
at the Barnum tavern on his way from farther
east to New York City. Finding that he could
be accommodated for the night, his fat cattle were
driven into the barnyard, his horses stabled, and
he and his man, after a hot supper, made themselves comfortable by the tavern fireplace. Young
Barnum, lingering around and listening to the
conversation, heard Brown tell how he planned
to buy more cattle and that he must hire some one
to help drive them. "Tale" lost no time in urging
15
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his father to sel:ure the job for him. It was soon
arranged with Brown, Mrs. Barnum's consent
was also secured, and the boy went off to bed
eager for morning to come.
When morning did come it was snowing, but
this did not stop the drover from starting on toward New York with his cattle as soon as it was
daylight. Only a few miles had been traveled
when Barnum was sent on a horse to round up a
stray ox. He went off at a gallop, but the going
was treacherous, the horse stumbled and fell, and
the boy came back with a sprained ankle. It
gave him a good deal of pain, but he was so afraid
that he would be sent back home that he made no
complaint. The drover, evidently a kindly sort
of man, allowed him to ride most of the way to
New York, where they arrived several days later
and put up at the Bull's Head Tavern.
The drover was a week disposing of his cattle,
and what a week it was for the boy from Connecticut! His mother had allowed him to take a
dollar of his savings with him, and the very first
time he went down the street he discovered a
most fascinating "toy shop" where he began to
invest his money immediately. On different visits
to it he bought a small gun which fired a stick,
torpedoes, a watch, a breastpin, and a top. With
16
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his funds reduced to eleven cents by these purchases, he came across a wonderful knife-two
- blades, a gimlet, and a corkscrew-which he decided he must have, and finally secured by turning
back to the woman who kept the shop, at a slight
discount, his breastpin and top, together with the
eleven cents.
These treasures did not bring him the unalloyed
pleasure he had anticipated, for he was unfortunate enough to hit the tavern-keeper on the ear
with the stick from his gun, and to astonish some
of the other guests al together too much with his
torpedoes, with the result that he had his ears
boxed very severely a couple of times. Soon
after this he began ";s wapping" his treasures
back to the woman in the toy shop for molasses
candy. One after another they disappeared in
payment for this delicious commodity, until they
were all gone, as well as two pocket handkerchiefs
and an extra pair of stockings which he feft sure
he would not need.
While the cattle were being sold there was not
much for the boy to do, and with his purchasing
powers at an end he amused himself by wandering around. There must have been plenty which
was new and surprising for the young country
boy to see and inquire about. It would be strange
17
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if in these walks he did not pass frequently the
corner of Broadway and Ann Street, but how
little could he have suspected the crowds and the
attention he was to attract in the years to come
on that very corner.
When drover B__rown finally finished his business he and young Barnum started for Bethel in
a sleigh. It must have been a much more comfortable means of travel than the journey down
with the cattle, and they were only two days making the trip. His homecoming, though, was not
quite what it might have been, for, while the
family was glad to see him, his brothers and
sisters were considerably disappointed because
he had brought them nothing, and his mother on
discovering the loss of the handkerchiefs and
stockings whipped him and sent him off to bed.
But though the trip had such a sort of inglorious
end, it had been a wonderful experience. He had
learned something of the oultside world; had
seen a different sort of people with different ideas.
Bethel would never be quite the same to him again
and for a long time he was a lion among his mates
because he had been to the big Gity.

18
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CHAPTER III
JOKES AND A SHADOW

W

HEN Barnum was about fourteen, John
Quigley, one of his neighbors, went up into
Litchfield County on a visit. This was some
thirty or forty miles· from Bethel and considered
a good deal of a journey, especially in the wintertime. On Quigley's return he was plied with
questions about his trip and conditions in that
part of the state. No less curious than the rest
was Taylor Barnum.
"John," he asked, "didn't you see anything up
there new and strange?"
"Yes," Quigley drawled in reply, "I saw something which struck me as being curious. I saw
a dog of ordinary size which had two natural
tails, one about three feet long."
"Whew! That is a curiosity!" Barnum
exclaimed. For a moment he did some rapid
thinking, and there was the first flash of the showman which was to be, for he was struck with the
19
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idea that if he only had that strange dog he
could make some money exhibiting it.
"Do you suppose I could buy him, Quigley?"
he asked, eagerly.
"Why, yes," John replied slowly, "I guess that
five or ten dollars would buy him."
Barnun:i got quite excited and declared that he
would start for Litchfield the next morning to
find the dog. Quigley talked the matter over
with him for a time and then started home, saying, as he went out:
"Better see me in the morning, Taylor, before
you go. I might think of something which would
help you."
The next morning was bitter cold, but Barnum
put on thick boots, a big overcoat, a heavy muffler, a knitted woolen cap, mounted one of his
father's horses, and at half past seven rode out
of the yard, bound for Litchfield and his first
curiosity. Remembering what Quigley had said
the night before, he pulled up in front of his house
and called him out.
"Well, John," he said, "I am off for Litchfield.
I'm going to get that dog somehow or other. Have
you any suggestions ?"
"Yes," Quigley replied with a more provoking
drawl than ever. "I forgot to mention that the
20
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dog with two tails was coming out of a tanyard,
and one of the tails was a cow's tail which he
carried in his mouth."
It is easy to imagine how young Barnum's
spirits must have fallen as he realized that he was
the victim of a joke, but there was nothing
for him to do but go home and nurse his chagrin ..
It is likely, too, that Quigley took pains to let the
neighborhood know of it, and it was many a day
before Barnum heard the last of the "two-tailed
dog."
This was by no means the first large joke
played on Barnum. Phineas Taylor, on the day
his grandson and namesake was christened,
gravely presented him with a "gift-deed" conveying the right and title to five acres of land which
lcJ,y some little distance to the east of the village
and was known as "Ivy Island." From his
earliest recollection Taylor Barnum heard much
in the family and neighborhood about his wealth
in real estate, but in spite of the pride and curiosity which this aroused in him it was not until he
was ten years old that his father arranged for,
him to see the property. Then, to his extreme
mortification, he realized that Ivy Island was a
portion of swamp land which Bethel considered
worthless and that all the allusions to it had been
21
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keenest sarcasm. In later years, though, he ma:i1aged to make Ivy Island do him a real service,
and so in a measure the joke was turned back on
its author.
Playing jokes of various sorts provided a large
amount of amusement to the men of that generation and the custom for some score of years more
in the country districts. Many of the jokes were
mere rough "horse-play," while others were the
keenest sort of wit. Although frequently the
victim, Barnum never ceased to be fond of any
jokes which appealed to him as being especially
clever and was continually springing them on
others to the end of his life.
Phineas Taylor Barnum was ambitious, but
his ambitions were not like those of the other boys
in Bethel. He had no desire to own a farm and
lead the life of a farmer, and ash~ grew older and
bigger his dislike of all kinds of manual labor
increased rapidly and soon Bethel concluded that
he was lazy. In those days pretty nearly all boys
were obliged to work enough to more than pay
for what they ate and wore. There was but
little money in the Barnum family and it became
necessary to find something in which Taylor had
sufficient interest to stick to. After several other
things had been tried, his father, almost in de22
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spair, put up a small building in Bethel, formed
a partnership with a man by the name of Weed,
laid in a stock of dry goods, hardware, and groceries, together with all sorts of notions, and in
this "general store" thirteen-year-old Taylor
Barnum was placed as a clerk. In return for his
services he was paid a small salary and allowed
the privilege of making what profit he could by
buying candy and selling it to the boys on his
own account. Under the arrangement he was to
live at home, so he did not have to pay board,
but it was stipulated that he should buy his own
clothes.
He was very proud of his ,new position in the
community and developed into a wonderfully
active storekeeper, although his dignity was considerably bruised by the fact that he had to do
such menial duties as putting up and taking down
the shutters, sweeping out the store, and building
and tending the fire. These matters were soon
seen to, though, and there was much which he enjoyed. It was a position which furnished a
splendid opportunity for sharpening a young fellow's wits. Of course some of the goods were sold
for cash, others on credit, but by far the larger
portion of the business was carried on by barter.
The women of the region brought in butter, eggs,
23
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beeswax, feathers, etc., to exchange for dry goods
and spices. The men came with oats, buckwheat,
axhelves, hats, and other commodities, and traded
them for such things as nails, molasses, salt codfish, and the New England rum which everyone,
even clergymen, drank on every kind of occasion
and was as much a staple grocery as tea or coffee
now. Whoever succeeded in such a store had to
be able to drive a bargain, and Barnum soon
demonstrated his ability in that direction. The
position taught one to be cautious, and curious,
too, for in spite of the fact that Sunday was so ,
well kept the young merchant discovered frequently that things were not what they seemed.
The bundles of rags sometimes weighed more
because of ashes or gravel in the center, and the
specified amount of grain would fall short by two
or three bushels.
On stormy days and in the evenings little business was done, but there was sure to be a number
of men gathered around the fire and it was always
interesting and amusing to listen to the round
of stories and jokes. Sometimes, after the store
was closed for the night, Taylor would go to the
house of an acquaintance for story-telling and
games, getting home at a late hour. This practice
was not approved by his parents, and as he per24
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sisted in it a younger brother with whom he slept
was charged with the duty of keeping track of
the time Taylor came in. His success was not
great, however, cl~d did not break up Taylor's
habit, for, regardless of furniture and trunks
piled against the door, cord strung about, nailing
the latch and various other expedients which were
tried, the older boy, as a usual thing, managed to
slip in.without waking his brother.
So the time went swiftly and happily along
until the spring of 1825, when there came a
spreading shadow. In March his father was
taken sick, gradually failed-through the summer,
and on Septe1;11ber 7th passed out. Although a
worker and a man of ideas, he never met with the
success which his famous son felt would have rewarded him had he had a larger field and different
opportunities, _a nd he left nothing but debts to
his wife and five children. As Taylor, the eldest,
was a minor, his few savings were considered the
property of his father and therefore a part of the
insolvent estate, and at fifteen he found himself
face to face with the world, dependent on his
own efforts, and in debt for the shoes in which he
went to his father's funeral.
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CHAPTER IV
GREEN BOTTLES AND A NEW FRIEND

OUNG Barnum did not remain long in the
employ of Hiram Weed, his father's partner.
Instead he found a position as a clerk in the store
of Keeler & Whitlock at "Grassy Plain." This was
a small community a mile or more to the northwest of Bethel, but, though the distance was not
great, it meant his leaving home, for the hours
were long and the bargain was for "six dollars
a month and board." For some reason he did
not live in the family of either of the men he
worked for, but with a Mrs. Jerusha Wheeler,
who was known to everyone around as "Aunt
Rushia." The kindly old lady and her two
daughters endeavored to make it as agreeable
and comfortable for the fatherless boy as they
could, and succeeded so well that in later years
he referred to her house as "an excellent home."
His experience in the Bethel store now stood
him in good stead and it was not long before he
had acquired the confidence of the men he was

Y
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working for and the reputation of being a "cute"
trader. This Yankee distinction implied a pretty
keen, alert mind and far from a sleepy or indifferent attitude toward his work. In the old
store at Grassy Plain he found opportunities
which were lacking in the new store at Bethel for
displaying his talents and original ideas. Long
established, like all country stores obliged to deal
in everything used in the community, it had accumulated a great stock of left-overs and surplus
goods which were shop-worn, unsaleable, and
simply gathering dust and cobwebs on the top
shelves and in the back room. Keeler & Whitlock, like other merchants at the time, considered
the loss on this sort of goods a necessary part of
the business and thought little about it, but the
idea of the loss spurred Barnum to invent some
way of getting rid of them. One day a man drove
up in front of the store with a wagonful of green
bottles of various sizes, and tried to sell some of
them to Barnum, who, as frequently happened,
had been left alone. The young clerk was not
interested to buy the small quantity offered, but,
seeing his opportunity, astonished the traveling
vendor by proposing to bargain for the whole
load. There was some "dickering" over the matter, and when, a little while later, the man drove
27
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on, leaving his load of bottles at the Grassy Plain
store, he took with him much of the shop-worn
goods which had fretted the enterprising spirit
of young Barnum.
But when Taylor Barnum sent the old goods
away with the stranger he had only exchanged
one problem for another. He had still to find a
way to turn the bottles into money before the
transaction could be considered a complete business success. He was not long in doing this.
There was still left in the store a considerable
amount of old tinware. Barnum put this and the
bottles together, added a few new things, and
divided the whole off into lots which he offered
as prizes and sold chances on. Something of his
genius as an advertiser must have shown out in
the way he presented his scheme to the people of
the neighborhood, for it proved popular, the
tickets sold rapidly, and in a short time Keeler &
Whitlock had a tidy sum of cash in place of
their old goods. Though pleased with the enterprise and resourcefulness of their young clerk,
his employers did not see fit to raise his wages,
holding to the "six a mob.th arld board." They
did, however, allow him to engage in various
little business deals of his own, and presently he
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had the satisfaction of seeing something laid one
side.
As a usual thing Barnum did not spend Sunday
with Aunt Rushia. His mother was still managing the little tavern which had been his home before his father died, and as soon as the store was
closed on Saturday nights, unJess something prevented, he mounted a horse, rode down to Bethel,
and stayed with her until Monday morning. One
Saturday night, just as he was hurrying to get
away before an approaching thunderstorm broke
over the valley, a milliner who lived near by sent
one of her family to ask if Taylor would be willing to come that way and escort a customer of
hers back to Bethel. Stopping at the house he
found the "customer'~ to be an attractive, rosycheeked, buxom girl of about his own age, who
had ridden up from Bethel to get a new hat, but
was afraid to go home alone in the face of the
storm. There was no time to be lost if the shower
was to be beaten. Already the wind was beginning
to pick up. There was a vicious snap to the flashes
of lightning which flared against the black mass
of clouds rolling down from the northwest, and
each peal of thunder seemed nearer. The girl
was hurriedly introduced as "Charity Hallett."
Barnum helped her to mount her horse, then
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sprang into his own saddle, and they were off.
As they hurried on ahead of the storm he learned
that she was a tailoress who had come to work
for Zereh Benedict in Bethel. The lightning gave
him glimpses of her face and smile, and before
they got to Bethel she had made such an impression on the young "storeke.e per" that he would
have been glad if the distance to the Benedict
door had been much farther than it was. He was
in the habit of going to church with his mother on
Sunday, and the next morning he saw the young
tailoress there, as well as on many of the succeeding Sundays, but, much as he would have
been glad to know her better, the season passed
without an opportunity.
Some word of his good work in Grassy Plain
must have spread through the region, for he had
been there hardly a year when a Danbury man,
who had opened a grocery store in Brooklyn, New
York, offered him a position which he accepted.
It was not long before his new employer had such
confidence in him and respect for his ability that
he was intrusted with most of the buying for the
Brooklyn store. This took him to New York,
where he hunted for the places in which he could
buy the cheapest. He also attended auctions, of
which there were many, bidding in tea, sugar,
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molasses, codfish, and othet . grocery supplies
which in those days were often sold by that
method.
Summer had scarcely come again, though, before misfortune came also; a misfortune common
enough in those days, but rare now, thanks to
greater medical knowledge and precaution. Somewhere as he went about he contracted the smallpox, and for weeks and weeks he was confined
with that loathsome and dangerous disease. As
he lay sick in the city, with the hot sun pouring
down on houses and pavements, how he must
have longed for Bethel with its hills and trees
and summer---breezes and his mother and other
familiar home faces. How he must have looked
forward to the day when he would be well enough
to start for Connecticut. At last that day came,
as all days do, and the sick boy made his way to
the dock and engaged passage on a sloop which
was sailing for Norwalk. What a thrill he must
have felt as the' sail was spread and the little
vessel began to pull up the East River. Of a
sudden, though, the joy was turned to disappointment, for as soon as the other passengers saw the
fresh marks of the dreaded disease on his face
they were so frightened and made such vigorous
objections to the captain of the sloop that the
/
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latter put Barnum ashore and went on to Long
Island Sound without him. The young man
found a place to spend the night on Fulton Street,
and the next morning he was more fortunate,
being able to get passage on a steamboat which
got to Norwalk in time for him to reach Bethel
by stage before the sun went down behind the
range of hills on the opposite side of the valley
from his mother's tavern.
Then followed days of convalescence, with his
mother to care for him and friends and acquaintances to vis,i t with and the familiar fields and
trees to look upon. What a delightful and comforting change from the weeks of sickness among
strangers in the stifling city! As he grew stronger,
no doubt he called on all the neighbors and spent
some time each day in the village store. There
would be much for him to tell about his experiences in New York; many questions to answer, and much to describe to the Bethel people,
the majority of whom had seen no more of the
great town than those who lived many times as
far away from it. Quite likely, too, he went up
to Grassy Plain and visited Aunt Rushia and
dropped in to see his former employers, Keeler
& Whitlock. Certain it is that he found op32
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portunity to get better acquainted with the attractive tailoress, Charity Hallett, whom he
was eager to see more of, in spite of the fact that
he had been away from Bethel for a good part
of a year. Under such pleasant conditions how
/f ast the time flies! Almost before he was aware,
a whole month had gone and he was well and
strong again. The long sickness had wrecked
his little store of savings, he could no longer afford to be-idle, and so once more, ,h e turned his
back on the little Connecticut town and started
out into the bustling world to make his fortune.
Young Barnum's position in the Brooklyn
grocery store was unusually good considering
his age and experience, but nevertheless he was
uneasy. He was not satisfied with a mere salary.
He was anxious to be engaged in some enterprise
of his own where there was a chance of securing
large returns in a short time and where he could
put into opera'tion the unique ideas and striking
methods of advertising which finally made him
famous and wealthy, so as soon as he got back to
Brooklyn he gave his employer notice and not
long after left him.
It was not quite so easy as he imagined, running a business in New York,1and the little public
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house which he started he was glad to sell after
a short time and accept a position with a Mr.
Thorp, who ran a similar, though larger, establishment at 29 Peck Slip. Thorp' s place was popular with the hatters, combmakers, and other business men of Danbury and Bethel who went to
New York. Most, if not all, of these Barnum was
acquainted with, and as he was allowed considerable freedom he frequently showed them around
the city and went to the theater with them. In
this way he came to be more or less familiar with
the players of the day. These visits of the Connecticut people tended to keep him thinking of
Bethel and in touch with Bethel matters. Perhaps they made him feel dissatisfied with the
position he found himself in. At any rate, when
spring came he was ready to listen to the urgings
of his grandfather, who wanted him to establish
himself in Bethel.
Facing on the main street of the village was a
carriage house which his grandfather owned,
and so anxious was the old gentleman to get the
boy settled ·at home that he offered him a portion
of it, rent free, if he would open some sort of
business in it. The offer was accepted and
Barnum finally decided to make his start with
fruit and confectionery. His capital was not
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large, something more than a hundred dollars,
but he put nearly half of it into "fixing up" the
store, and with the balance of it he bought goods
from dealers with whom he had traded while
working in New York.
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CHAPTER V
A BIT OF HIGH LIVING

T

HE spring "training day" in Bethel came on
the first Monday in May and was one of the
red-letter days of the year. From all the region
round people crowded in to w~tch the drills and
games and various contests of speed and strength
on the green, as well as visit with acquaintances
whom they seldom saw at any other time, and
Barnum settled on this occasion as being just the
time for him to have his "opening."
It was an excellent choice. · There had never
been any shop of the kind in Bethel and the
novelty of the little store attracted attention.
Large numbers went in to see what sort of a place
it was, and many of them bought-so many, in
fact, that the morning wa~ not half over before
Barnum had to call an old schoolmate to help
him wait on the customers and when he counted
up his receipts that first night he was surprised to
find that he had taken in almost as much as his
goods had cost him and still had some·of his stock
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left. He was delighted and excited. It looked
as though the store was going to be a success, and
as soon as possible he hurried to New York and
laid in a supply of pocket-books, combs, beads,
rings; knives, toys, and other things of a like
nature with his fruit and candy. By fall the
business was well established, and as a finishing
touch, when the weather got co~d, he began serving stews made with great luscious oysters which
were gathered from the waters of Long Island
Sound at Norwalk.
While there are many things commonly done
to-day which would astonish and shock the people
who lived in the days of Barnum's parents, and
his boyhood, it is ·equally true that those people
fully approved of some things which are
strictly against the law now. The lottery is one
of these. Not only were they legal, but they were
advertised in the daily and weekly papers, largely
patronized, and that, too, by many of the very
best people. Even Thomas Jefferson in his last
years seriously considered selling his great estate
in Virginia by that method. This being true,
it is not surprising that we find Barnum taking
his grandfather's advice and adding to his other
business an agency for the sale of lottery tickets.
There is nothing to show that Barnum played the
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lottery himself; probably he was too shrewd and
cautious to do that; but the same shrewdness
helped him to ~ee the advantage of keeping for
himself ten per cent of the money which other
people risked, and it was not long before this
feature in connection with the little store made his
profits "quite satisfactory."
It was not in the nature of Barnum to be
satisfied for long, especially if he thought he
could spread out and do more, and so before the
season was over we find him starting off to Pittsburgh with Samuel Sherwood of Bridgeport. If
the opportunity there proved as good as reported,
they intended to open a big lottery office. On the
way the two young fellows stopped in New York
and Barnum had a long talk with the head of a
big concern which handled lottery tickets. This
man knew the situation in Pittsburgh and told
Barnum so much about it that the latter gave up
the idea of going there; but the New York dealer
made Barnum an offer which it must have been
hard for him to refuse. He told him that if he
would go to Nash ville and open an office he would
make him an agent for the whole state of Tennessee. No doubt the idea was attractive to a young
man like Barnum and he could have made the
position profitable, but it was a long journey from
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New York to Nash ville with the slow means of
travel which were all that were available then,
and, besides, Barnum was more than ever interested in Charity Hallett and there was no telling
what might happen in Bethel if he went so far
away; so he gave up both the Pittsburgh and the
Tennessee plans.
But to go directly home to Connecticut seemed
too tame an ending of their ambitiously planned
journey, and so the two young fellows decided ·to
go on to Philadelphia for a little pleasure trip.
They put up at a hotel on Chestnut Street known
as "Congress Hall." Neither had ever seen so
much style before. Such dishes! Such glassware ! So many smooth-mannered and smoothtongued waiters! How they loved it! For a
week they made the most of it-the sight-seeing,
the shows, and the swell life at the hotel; then they
asked for a bill, and what a shock it was when the
clerk handed it to them. They could pay it, ·
though, but when they had bought tickets for New
York and put what change they had left together,
they found that it only counted up to twenty-seven
cents. Twenty-five of this went to the bootblack,
for they could not think of leaving in any less
style than they had been living, and so, with their
pockets filled with the remaining two cents and a
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Jew biscuits smuggled from the breakfast table,
but with high heads and smiling faces, the future
king of showmen and his companion started back
to Connecticut. There was no swell lunch that
day-only the dry biscuits from their pocketsand when they reached New York they carried
their own baggage to a hotel in Fulton Street
where Barnum was known. The next morning
Sherwood hunted up a relative and borrowed
money enough to pay for the balance of the trip.
Back in Bethel once more, Barnum studied to
improve his lottery business. He had learned
some things in New York which made it possible
to buy tickets at a better rate, and he began to
establish agencies in the larger towns of western
Connecticut and it was not long before he became
successful enough to take in an uncle as partner. Meanwhile he was not neglecting other interests, and least of all Charity Hallett, the
tailoress, who was still working in Bethel and
whom he managed to see frequently. Sometime
in October, 1829, Miss Hallett got permission
from her employer to visit an uncle in New York.
Two or three weeks after Barnum discovered that
he needed a lot of new goods for his store and
went to New York to purchase them. So far as
Bethel people were aware, he had no other busi40
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ness, but there had been some quiet arrangements in progress in the city, and on the evening
of the very day he arrived, November 8, 1829, P.
T. Barnum and Charity Hallett were married .
.The wedding was not large-only a few of the
bride's relatives and friends-and there was no
wedding trip unless the littl~ journey back to
Connecticut a few days later. could be considered
one.
What a bit of excitement it must have created
in Bethel when it was learned that young Barnum,
who was not much more than nineteen years old,
had "gone and got married" without first taking
the town into his confidence. It is safe to say
that there was much buzzing of tongues, solemn
shaking of heads, and many dire prophecies, all
o'f which would be little apt to make any difference
to young Barnum and his ·bride, who were boarding in the same family in which she had lived for
some time. Very possible it is, too, that the happy
couple were given an old-fa&hioned country serenade with horns and pans and other easily obtainable noisy instruments.. This, however, will
always have to remain an uncertainty, for there
is no record, and those who knew have long since
been dead.
Now that he was married, it seemed that
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Barnum was destined to remain in Bethel and
become one of the substantial men of his native
town. He was pushing his different lines of
business with renewed energy. Before long he
had lottery agencies in Stamford, Bridgeport,
Norwalk, and as far a way as Middletown, and
was publishing advertisements a third of a column
long in Connecticut papers. It was a characteristic of Barnum all through his life to set matters
in motion and then leave their operation to others.
This was the method he used with his store and
ticket business, a method which soon made it possible for him to have most of the profits, but with
time to give his own energies to developing new
schemes and enterprises. One of these was dealing in books. From publishers, dealers, and at
auctions in New York he bought large numbers,
which he took to Connecticut and sold from town
to town at auction. In most of the places he
realized well, but finally, after some of his best
ones had been stolen, he gave up the business in
disgust. Nevertheless, this book business, though
it did not fit his tastes and inclinations nor earn
him money enough to make him wish to continue
it, no doubt had a far greater value for him all
through his life, for I think we may believe that
lie read many of the books himself and in this way
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gathered much of the general knowledge which
he could never have acquired in the short time
he went to school.
Thus in 1831, as the beautiful colors of fall
began to make gorgeous the Connecticut landscape, we find Barnum slightly more than twentyone, an extra hustling, original, and successful
young man, but known only to those he did business with in Connecticut and New York. Then
of a sudden there arose a situation which provoked him to launch an enterprise which began
to spread his name farther and farther beyond the
limits where it had ever been heard before-an
enterprise which was to bring him praise and
blame, both heated, and that condition so necessary to his career of being talked about.
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CHAPTER VI
THE HERALD OF FREEDOM

T is hard to realize how seriously men took
their politics a hundred years ago and how
bitter were the feelings aroused by the disputes
over differences in religion. In some of his views
and beliefs Barnum was considerably ahead of
men of his generation, and though most of these
opinions are little questioned now, to hold them
at that time stamped one in the eyes of many
good people as being very much like what we
call a "Red," or at least a "radical." In politics
he was an enthusiastic follower of Andrew Jackson, then in the second half of his first term as
President; and whose Democratic ideas were little
relished by numbers of people in southwestern
Connecticut, a region which even in the days of
the Revolutionary War always had a large Tory
population. In religious matters he was a
Universalist, a denomination with which most
other denominations would have nothing to db,
whose members were considered little better than

I
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infidels, and were sometimes barred from testifying in court.
Barnum was active in both politics and religion.
Through all his long career publicity was his main
resource, and when in 1831 there sprang up some
local matter which created a strong political
excitement, it is not surprising to~ find him
anxious to publish his opinions. There were difficulties in the way of this, for there was only one
paper, a weekly printed in Danbury, three miles
away, and it refused to print what the young man
from Bethel wanted to say. Several times he prepared carefully a long "communication," as letters to newspapers were then called, only to meet
with the same refusal to print it. Finally his
anger rose and he told the Danbury editor that if
he did not print his letters he would buy press
and type and start a paper of his own in two
weeks. Of course the editor only laughed, for
what newspaper man would believe that any inexperienced young fellow either could or would
do such a foolish thing, and if he did attempt it
that it would be anything but a failure. But Barnum was in earnest. He had meant exactly what
he said. More than that, he made good his threat,
and at the end of two weeks, on October 19, 1831,
there appeared in Bethel the first number of the
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Herald of Freedom, of which P. T. Barnum was
not only the editor and publisher, but the owner
as well.
What a thrill the young man must have had as
he saw those first copies of his paper coming off
the press. What a satisfaction in sending them
out, and we can easily excuse him if one of the
first copies went to the editor of the Danbury
paper who refused to print his letters. Copies
went to other editors in the county and state, and
soon their papers were commenting on the new
sheet. One of these said the new publication "is
got up with much taste and contains a variety of
matter," which was considerable praise then for
a newspaper edited by a young man who had
never had an hour's experience in news.paper
work.
The sheet proved popular, the subscription lists
began to grow, and young Barnum had the
satisfaction of knowing that he had provided himself with a means of saying to the public whatever he wished, limited only by his judgment and
the laws of libel, but the former was crowded
aside by his fiery enthusiasm, and as a result he
soon came in contact with the latter. The motto
of the paper was "Truth," but sometimes, if the
truth is told too frankly and pointedly, it stirs up
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such bitterness as almost to defeat the good
intended. It was a period when editors used
their pens on one another and on those who displeased them almost as roughly as the medi~val
players at quarter-staff belabored one another
with their staves. Barnum had the ability and
the nerve to write editorials and articles which
were full of very definite accusations, biting sarcasm, and ridicule, an ability which he exercised
to the limit, with the result that before very long
he was summoned into court on a charge of libel.
The suit was brought by a butcher in Danbury,
an active politician whom Barnum in his paper
had accused of being a spy in a Democratic caucus. There must have been much to say in Barnum's favor, for at the first trial the jury could
not agree, but at a second one he was found guilty
and fined several hundred dollars.
The .p ayment of this heavy fine was not followed by more caution on the part of the Herald
of Freedom's editor. There were many people in
Bethel and the.neighboring towns who considered
he was in the right ·a nd welcomed the blunt and
vigorous attacks on what they believed to be
wrongs. Soon there was another libel suit, which
for some reason or other was not pressed, and
the paper went on its way, causing more and more
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commotion and anger among Barnum's political
and religious opponents, but without getting him
into serious troubl~ until the fall of 1832. Then
the young editor saw fit to go after a prominent
deacon of Bethel, whom he accused of being
a hypocrite and of charging an orphan boy
altogether too great a rate of interest, and not
only did he make the charges, but he commented
on them stingingly in an editorial of some length.
As a result a criminal suit
libel was at once
brought against him. l'he whole matter stirred
up a great excitement in Bethel and the surrounding towns. There was a large amount of public
opinion in Barnum's favor and many people
thought he was the victim of "oppression" and
an attempt to interfere with the rights of free
speech. This brought a great crowd to the trial,
including many ministers, there being no less
than eight of them seated with the lawyers and
judges.
Barnum and his friends offered evidence to
show that he had stated nothing but the truth,
though this seemed to have little weight with the
jury, which paid more attention to statements of
the unfriendly judge who presided and then
brought in a verdict of "guilty." This time in
addition to a fine Barnum was sentenced to sixty·

for
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days' imprisonment in the Danbury jail, a verdict and sentence which greatly increased indignation and excitement among his friends and followers. Some even advised him to try and avoid
the jail sentence, but he ref used to make the effort,
saying that he believed his going to jail would
"be the means of opening many eyes."
Few prisoners ever spent so comfortable a sixty
days in jail. His friends hurried to paper the
wall~ of his cell and put a comfortable carpet on
the floor. Care was taken that he should not be
without the best of food; he had constant streams
of visitors and went right on with his editorial
work, so that, instead of the paper stopping, as
many of his enemies would have been glad to
have it, it gained largely in circulation and was
better and more widely known than ever before.
Then on the day he was released from jail his
'friends, _coming from all the' neighboring towns,
showed their disapproval of his imprisonment by
a great demonstration. In the very courtroom
where he had been tried and convicted several
hundred men sat down to a big dinner at which
Barnum was the guest of honor. After the eating there were singing and speech-making, but
even when all this was over and the young editor
was ready to go to his home., he found that his
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friends were not through with him. The street
in front of the building was packed with a noisy
crowd which cheered loudly as he appeared in the
doorway. Lined up at one side of the street were
forty men on horseback, with a marshal at their
head, carrying an American flag. Just back of
them a gayly decorated coach, drawn by six
spirited horses and carrying a band, waited for
Barnum. The president of the day and the principal speech-maker took their places in a carriage
at the rear of the coach, while sixty other carriages were quickly filled with men and joined the
line. When all was ready the marshal waved his
hand. From somewhere off at one side a cannon
boomed. The crowd shouted. The band struck
up a lively air and the procession started for
Bethel. All down through the valley for the
whole three miles the loud notes of patriotic
pieces floated off among the hills; then as the
procession drew up in front of Barnum's house
the band struck into "Home, Sweet Home"; Barnum climbed down from the coach and bowed low.
There were three cheers for the Herald of Freedom and its editor, a blare from the band, and
horses and crowd went on, leaving the happy man
with his family. It had been a great day for:
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Barnum, one of the greatest in a life full of great
days, and he never forgot it.
Even sixty days in jail was not discouragement
enough to make the young editor give up his
paper. For two years more he kept on with it,
still saying such biting things that he was frequently in trouble, and once ref erred to the time
as being one of "continual contest." He managed
to keep from going to jail again, but in the fall
of 1834, after having brought out one hundred
and sixty issues, he turned the paper over to his
brother-in-law and never tried the newspaper
business afterward.
Although he gave it up in something like disgust, running and editing a newspaper was a
valuable experience and training which he was
to benefit largely from later on. It had also been
the means of his getting acquainted and making
friends among other editors, some of them having papers much larger and more important than
the Herald of Freedom. One of these was Gideon
Welles, who afterward became famous as Secretary of the Navy during President Lincoln's
administration, but was at the time editor of a
Connecticut paper. Then, too, it had once taken
him with other Connecticut editors to meet President Jackson and Martin Van Buren, who were
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on a journey through New England, and when
Barnum was introduced to Mr. Van Buren the
latter remarked, with a twinkle in his eye, "Oh,
you are the editor who went to jail!" which
showed the Bethel editor had become something
of_a public character who had been heard of a
good ways from home, and this meant much to .
Barnum.
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CHAPJ'ERVII
BECOMING A SHOWMAN

YEAR previously Barnum had disposed 0£
his interest in the store; a new law had put
an end to the lottery agency and selling the Herald
of Freedom left him without a business of any
kind. He was now twenty-four years old, and
for a young man of that time he had met with an
unusual amount of success and been engaged in
a variety of enterprises. He had worked in New
York and knew men there. He already had a
family, and on three acres of land purchased
from his grandfather built a house in which he
was living. He had been the owner and publisher of a paper for three years, and this had
been the means of his being heard of, and to
some extent known, all through his state, and
there was every reason for thinking he could go
on rapidly to comfortable business success and
possible public office and honors. But these prospects did not interest him. Bethel seemed small,
unattractive, and, so far as he was concerned, its

A
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opportunities exhausted. Possibilities and prospects which most young men would have seized
with enthusiasm he pushed aside with the growing feeling that he had reached the end of the
road in his native town. Still, he had no definite
plan for the future. There was no particular
thing he wished more than another to do. The
lines of endeavor for which he had been especially
gifted by nature and which were to bring him
fame and fortune were still undreamed of. He
wanted to get on in the world, get on in a large
way. But how and where? He did not know, he
felt only that Bethel cramped and held him.
And so he lingered uneasily as the fall days·
passed. Possibly he climbed the high hills back
of his home, to stand and look off on the Berkshires stretching to the northward, marvelous in
their autumn coloring, mellowed by the haze of
Indian summer, and there wrestle with his problem and dream of the future, dreams which could
not have pictured it as it was to be. No doubt he
found himself looking off to the southwest toward
New York, which even then was a great town
filled with rush and struggle and visions of great
fortune. But all around, in whichever way he
looked, 4e knew that beyond the hills was the
great world whose excitements and opportunities
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beckoned and lured him on. So as the winter
began to shut down he sold his house, gave the
accounts which were owed him to an agent to collect, took his family and what little money he had,
and, turning his back on Bethel, started out once
more to make a place for himself in New York.
First of all, he hired a house on Hudson Street
and got his family settled in it. Then he began
to look for his opportunity. He had hoped to
find some merchant who would give him a position
and let him share in the profits, but for one
reason or: another none of them seemed to need
him. Day after day he kept up the search, only
to come back to Hudson Street tired and disappointed. Each morning he got a copy of the
Sun. and eagerly read the "want" column, hoping
to find something which he could do. Frequently
there was an announcement which seemed to
promise well, and off he would go, hot-footed, to
look it up, only to find that it was a schemer's ruse
to catch the unwary and sell them something or
else a promoter's plan for making a sure and
immediate fortune, provided Barnum would put
in money; plans which ranged from wonderful
. new pills to marvelous mouse traps and "hydrooxygen" microscopes~ and required all the way
from a few to many hundreds of dollars. Most
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of them he would have nothing to do with under
any circumstances, and the few which had merit
he was prevented from interesting himself in
because of lack of capital. Thus the dreary
winter days passed along, days whose mornings
were filled with eager hopes and anticipations and .
followed by afternoons ~qually filled with disappointments, worries, forebodings. Meanwhile,
as if to add to his burden, his family was taken
sick, his money began to give out, and in order
to keep himself going he was obliged to sell what
_goods he could for several concerns which were
willing to allow him a small commission.
In this disheartening way- the entire winter
passed, but with the coming of spring there were
better days. His agent in Bethel sent some money
which he had been able to collect, and with this
Barnum and his wife opened a boarding-house at ·
52 Frankfort Street. It was not only near Franklin Square and what was then the business center:
of the town, but also near the dock where boats
with passengers from Connecticut landed. Barnum placed advertisements in the Connecticut
papers announcing his boarding-house and pointing out these advantages. People going down to
the city from the country liked to stop with some
~me they knew. Barnum ~s always a genial
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host and famous story-teller, and no doubt was
always willing to give his guests the benefit of
his know ledge of the town, . and so his house
proved popular from the start and it was ·not
long before the patronage of his Connecticut
friends made the venture profitable, so much so
that he was able to buy an interest and spend part
of his time in a near-by grocery store.
One of his Connecticut visitors that summer
was Coley Bartram, of Redding. Among other
bits of news and gossip he told Barnum of a colored woman who was, said to be more than a
hundred and fifty years old. Such an astonishing thing aroused Barnum's interest at once and
he wanted to know more about her. Colored
people in the United States at that time were
owned and traded in like other .pieces of personal
property, for it was still almost thirty years
before Pres}d~nt Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation which set them free, and it seemed that
Bartram had been a part owner of the old woman,
who was known as "Joice Heth" and whom he
and a partner by the name of Lindsay, in an
effort to make money, had been exhibiting publicly._ The scheme not proving very profitable,
Bartram had sold out to Lindsay, who was still
keeping up the ~xhibition in Philadelphia. But
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Barnum discovered, in talking with Bartram, that
Lindsay was not much of a showman and would
be glad to sell out.
.,
Bartram went on his way, but his tale had set
Barnum to thinking-thinking along lines he had
not thought on before since the night back in
Bethel when, as a fourteen-year-old boy, he had
listened to John Quigley' s account of the Litchfield dog with two tails. The more he thought
the more he believed he could make a success of
exhibiting Joice Heth; at any rate, he wanted to
know more about her, and off he hurried to
· Philadelphia.
L~ndsay, who came from Jefferson County,
Kentucky, was more than glad to tell Barnum
about Joice Heth, and a remarkable story it was,
too, for not only did he claim such great age for
her, but he also declared that she had been the
first nurse of George Washington. Nor was
Barnum asked to believe the story on Lindsay's
word alone, for the latter produced an old bill of
sale dated away back in 1727 which recorded the
purchase, by a neighbor of the W ashingtons', for
"thirty-three pounds lawful money of Virginia,"
one "negro woman named Joice Heth." The
document, old and wrinkled and yellowed, was
signed with the name of George Washington's
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father, Augustine Washington. Apparently the
story and the paper were genuine, but still Barnum had a doubt. Why was it, he inquired of
Lindsay, if his story was true, that such a remarkable person had never been heard of before. The
clever Lindsay was ready with an answer; she
had been carried to Kentucky and kept on a
plantation so many years .that no one knew or
cared anything about her or her age until the old
- bill of sale had been discovered accidentally a
short time before.
It all appeared so possible and plausible that
Barnum began to be very anxioµs to acquire the
rights to so remarkable an individual, and his
desire was not lessened any when he saw her, for
Joice Heth "looked the part." Age and disease
had affected the unfortunate creature in such a
way that she could not move, except one arm.
'She was toothless and totally blind, and her
wrinkled and seamed face looked as though it
might have seen even more than the number of
years whish Lindsay claimed. Nevertheless, she
was in good spirits and would rattle on to anyone
who would talk to her, having much to say about
"dear little George," her religion, and occasionally, if asked, singing an old hymn in a broken,
squeaky voice. Barnum hurried back to New
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York, sold his interest in the grocery store, got
together what other money he could, and, returning to Philadelphia, secured the rights to Joice
Heth, and his career as a showman had begun.
Leaving Lindsay to continue the Philadelphia
exhibition, Barnum arranged to show his
curiosity in New York, Boston, Albany, and other
and smaller cities and towns. In the hands of
Bartram and Lindsay the exhibition of Joice
Heth ha~ proved almost or quite a failure; under
the management of Barnum her exhibition was
a great success, attracting the attention of large
numbers of people and netting him a handsome
sum of money. That was the difference between
Barnum and other showmen, and the secret of
it was in his wonderful ability to attract attention
and set people to talking. Bartram and Lindsay
had advertised their exhibition; Barnum did the
same, but in addition he did many other things
to get the papers and people to talking, thinking,
and even disputing about Joice Heth, and this is
what filled his showroom.
Of course it all came out after a time that Bartram and Lindsay were a pair of swindlers who
had trained the old colored woman what to say,
and that the bill of sale was a clever forgery,
and that in spite of her appearance Joice Heth
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was not more than half as old as they claimed for
her. In later years Barnum declared that at first
he had been as badly fooled as anyone, and I think
we may believe him. At any rate, poor old Joice
lived only a few months more, and when she died
Barnum gave her a decent burial in Bethel.
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CHAPTER VIII
ON THE ROAD

T

HE Joice Heth episode was much more in
Barnum's life than a mere profitable venture a few months long; it was a turning-point.
Through the accident of Coley Bartram's visit he
had found his calling, the thing he was best fitted
to do. Joice Heth had been the means of his
becoming a showman. He had recognized his
own ability, and a showman he would remain .for
the rest of his life. Not only that, but it indirectly
provided the opportunity for taking his second
step in the show business, for while in Albany
attending to matters connected with the exhibition of Joice Heth he found Signor Antonio.
Signor Antonio was an expert juggler, an
Italian whose journey from Italy and his engagements had led him to Albany by the way of
Canada. He could do wonderful feats in spinnin.g plates, in balancing, and on high stilts. Barnum was so much taken with his performance
that he engaged him at once for a whole year. No
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sooner had the contract been signed, though, than
the career of Signor Antonio came to an end, for
the first thing Barnum did was to begin calling
him Signor Vivalla. This he did in some stories
which he wrote and had printed as news in the
Albany papers. As soon as the papers were on
the street he secured copies, marked the stories,
and sent the papers to theater managers in New
York. Then he took his Italian juggler and
started for there himself.
The New York theater managers, however,
proved to be a hard, skeptical lot. They had seen
"eminent Italian artists" before and were not in
the least excited over the new showman's find or
at all anxious to engage him. Finally, after mµch
effort on Barnum's part, he found one who would
let him put Signor Vivalla on his bill for one
night as a trial one without pay. This was
enough of an opening wedge for Barnum who
succeeded in getting so much into the papers
about the signor, both as advertisements and reading matter, that when the night came the theater
was crowded and the manager was glad enough
o engage the act for a week, and at the end of
that time for a second week also.
When, on that trial night in New York, Barnum and the signor came out before the foot63
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lights, it was the Italian's first appearance in the
great American city and Barnum's first appearance on any stage. It was necessary for some
one to aid the juggler by handing him his plates
and other articles which he used in his act, and
to pass to him the gun which he fired while hopping around on one stilt ten feet in the air. This
service of an assistant Barnum performed himself, to save the expense of another man. At
the close of Vivalla's act there was a call for him
from the audience, and Barnum, going in front
of the curtain, made a little speech for the Italian,
thus not only making his first appearance on, but
his first speech from, a stage the same evening.
The new showman was comin·g on rapidly.
At the end of the engagement in New York
the two went to Boston, where their success was
equal to that in New York, but in Washington,
their next stop, they had a week of discouragement and disappointment, for it snowed the whole
week long, and as Barnum was to be paid on the
basis of a certain part of the receipts, he lost
heavily, for so few came in the storm to see the
signor that Barnum had to borrow money to get
from Washington to Philadelphia, where he had
an engagement at the Walnut Street Theater.
Times were dull just then in Philadelphia, and,
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though the signor's act was well advertised and
well received by those who saw it, few came to
the theater, and it began to look as though the
Washington -experience was going to be repeated ;
but just then there occurred an incident which
enabled Barnum, by the exercise of that peculiar .
genius for which he was famous, to set the whole
city to talking about Signor Vivalla and his show
and to turn a loss into a very profitable stay.
Singularly enough, the thing which Barnum
seized upon to boost his show wa~ the very thing
which most showmen under the circumstances
would have dreaded-a loud hiss from somewhere among the best seats in the house while
Vivalla was doing his act. Barnum watched to
see where it came from, spotted the man, and as
soon as he could, got him off at one side and had a
talk• with him. The fellow, whose name was
Roberts, proved to be a professional juggler himself who had traveled a great deal with circuses.
When asked why he had hissed Vivalla's feats,
he boasted that he could do as much and more.
This gave Barnum an idea. Hurrying to a
printer, he got out some cards in Vivalla' s name,
offering a thousand-dollar challenge to anyone
who would meet him and equal his feats. J'hese
cards were distributed broadcast all over the city.
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Presently the town was flooded with cards in
Roberts' name, accepting the challenge. To make
sure that Roberts did not back out, Barnum
engaged him for a month, and then repeated the
same methods which had brought him so much
success with Joice Heth and with Vivalla in New
York. By means of clever advertisements and
newspaper stories he got the town not only to
talking about the contest which was to take place
between Vivalla and Roberts, but also got it
divided into two parties-one that backed Vivalla
and one that backed Roberts. Meanwhile Barnum
brought the two jugglers together and a program
was arranged and rehearsed which allowed each
juggler to show his best feats without duplicating
any of his rivals'. V/hen the night of the contest
arrived there was real excitement. The theater
could not hold all those who came, and many had
to be turned away. The trial of skill that night
did not determine which was the superior juggler,
but the crowd went away satisfied and Barnum
kept the contests between the two men going on
for a month, providing the public with much
entertainment and himself with profit.
It was impossible to keep on doing so well with
Vivalla after the Philadelphia engagement was at
an end. Barnum took him to numbers of the
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towns andlarger villages in Connecticut and New
Jersey, but, while they did well in some places,
there were many towns in which the expenses
were more than the receipts, and spring found
Barnum ready to take advantage of some new
opportunity. This soon pres.ented itself in the
form of Aaron Turner's circus. An arrangement was made for Vivalla and Barnum to join
this show, Vivalla to do his juggling and Barnum
to act in the triple capacity of ticket-seller, secretary, and treasurer. Barnum was to receive a
salary for himself and Vivalla, and also a certain
per cent of the net receipts. Again everything
looked rosy.
Spring among the New England hills is a beautiful time, and as Turner's string of circus wagons
rumbled out of Danbury, Connecticut, on a morning late in April, 1836, young Barnum must have
felt a thrill. It was a far different matter, though,
traveling with a circus in those days than it was
years later when he gave his name to the "Greatest Show On Earth," and he did not have 1ong to
wait before he began to have his illusions shattered. Midday found the show steadily jogging
on toward Massachusetts, and Barnum with a
fierce appetite wondering why Turner did not stop
at some tavern for dinner. After a time a halt
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was made in front of a big farmhouse and Turner
disappeared inside. In a few minutes he appeared
with three loaves of rye bread and a pound of
!butter. His share of these Barnum received
along with the rest, and then the show rolled and
rattled on down the hill. Two days after it left
Danbury the show gave its first performance of
the season, but for some reason or other the band
which was expected from another direction had
not arrived and everyone had to try and make up
for the handicap. In addition to his ticket-selling
Barnum was pressed into making speeches in
which he gave some sort of a reason for the band
not reaching the town in time, emphasized the
management's disappointment, and declared that
the show was determined to please its patrons
even if it did not have a band.
It was only a few days before the band overtook the show, and then things went on better,
for a circus isn't much of a circus unless it has a
band. It was a hard life, though, at best, with
its irregular and long hours, uncertain meals, and _
the necessity of riding from town to town nights
on a wagon, no matter what the weather might
be or how; tired he was. There wei-e some real
adventures, too. In one of these he just escaped
suffocation. The butt of a cigar thrown into a
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half-filled box of sawdust as the men were going
to bed one night started the sawdust to smoldering. After a time it began to send out a dense,
dangerous smudge. Fortunately one of the men
woke up and roused the others, but they did not
get out into the clear air a minute too soon.
Another experience which came near having a
very serious ending was the result of what Turner, the owner of the circus, considered a joke.
The show had gone from place to place until one
Sunday morning found it far down in Maryland.
The day before Barnum had bought himself a
fine new black suit, and after breakfast, looking
more like a minister than a man connected with
a circus, he started out for a stroll around the
town. The papers had recently been filled with
accounts of a sensational murder case in Rhode
Island, and, although the court had failed to convict the accused man, a minister by the name of
A very, nearly every one considered him guilty.
Waiting until Barnum was far enough away to
be out of hearing, Turner, pointing to him, told
some of the men sitting around the hotel that it
was A very. The word spread like wildfire, and
soon Barnum was overtaken by a noisy group
who began to call him names. The more that he
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denied being A very the more indignant became
the increasing crowd. Soon some one brought a
rail and rough hands put him astride of it and
there began to be ugly cries of, "Lynch him!
Lynch him!" Finally some of the wiser ones
prevailed on the mob to give Barnum a chance
to prove that he was not A very, and so back to
the hotel he was carri~d. Turner, nearly convulsed with laughter, admitted that there must
be some mistake, for, he said to the crowd, "this
man is not Avery, but my friend Barnum."
"Friend Barnum's" nice new coat was a wreck
and he was very indignant, and none the less so
when Turner told him that he should not mind the
adventure, for it would be talked about all over
the town and bring a crowd to the show the next
night. This proved true, but the joke rankled in
Barnum's recollection, and he watched for an
opportunity to get even. He did not find it,
though, for some time, not until they had worked
their way into Virginia, then one night after the
show, while a number were telling stories and
asking various conundrums and catch questions,
Barnum said to Turner:
"Suppose a man thirty years old has a child
one year old ; he is thirty times as old as the child.
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When the child is thirty the father, then sixty,
is only twice as old. At ninety he is only one
third older and the father at one hundred and
twenty is only one-fourth older than the child
who is ninety. The child is gradually but surely
overtaking the father. At what age, if they could
both live long enough, would the child overtake
the father and they be the same age?"
Most of those standing around saw the point,
but _T urner did not. He got much interested in
the problem and declared emphatically that if
they lived long enough, say perhaps a thousand
years, the child would surely overtake the father
and they J:>e the same age. Finally an old man
said scornfully that such an idea was all nonsense
and o:ffered to wager a dozen bottles of champagne
that it could not be done, even on paper. Turner
angrily accepted the wager, but was soon convinced that, no matter how long tpe two lived,
the father would always be thirty years older than
the child. The champagne cost him twenty-five
dollars, and Barnum chuckled at Turner's chagrin
and the thought that in a measure he had paid the
old circus man for his Avery joke.
Thus days in which were mingled work, hardship, some pleasure, and constantly changing sur-
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roundings passed quickly while the show rumbled
and rattled its way down through Virginia and
into North Carolina. October came; with it came
the end of Barnum's contract and he decided to
leave Turner.
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CHAPTER IX
ADVENTURES IN THE SOUTH

T was not because of any unpleasantness that
Barnum left Turner, for the two parted the
best of friends; but Barnum could never be satisfied to be simply a part, no matter how important, of some other man's affairs. It had been a
good circus season; Barnum's share of the profits
amounted to a fairly good sum; he felt the
irresistible urge to be for himself, and he decided
to try going out with a small show of his own.
It was not much of an outfit he started with-a
few horses, a small tent, some old wagons, several
musicians, a colored fellow named Sanford who
could sing and dance, faithful Vivalla, and himself. Hardly to be compared with the circus with
· which he astonished England fifty-three years
later.
However, it answered for a show and the ambitious young man ~et it in motion, then getting
into Turner's carriage, the man he had spetJ.t the
summer with took him for "some twenty miles"

I
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'on his journey. It would be interesting to know
what they talked about as they drove along
that southern highway, these two men, one an
experienced showman, the other a beginner. It
would be interesting to know what advice the
older man gave the younger and if he were
shrewd enough to 1realize the latter's genius. At
any rate the pleasant journey soon came to an
end. Turner cramped his carriage wheel and
Barnum got out. Their farewells were spoken
and their ways parted, one to go on with his
career and become known as America's greatest
showman, and the other to be remembered principally because he had once employed Barnum.
i
Barnum's position as the owner and manager
of a small traveling show was far from being
1
care-free. There were many responsibilities,
some of them heavy, and in addition unlooked
for conditions and problems were constantly coming up to try his patience and resourcefulness.
The little company bad not been on the road many
days before one of these disconcerting incidents
occurred. It was nearly time for the show, and
Sanford, the colored singer, could not be found.
A hasty search failed to produce him. He had
been advertised to sing "Zip Coon" and a number
of other popular songs. If the audience found

j
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no singer and heard no songs it might show its
displeasur.e by wrecking the show. Something
had to be done, so, Barnum blacked himself, went
on the stage, and sang the songs. Much to his
surprise, they were applauded and two of them
made such a hit that he had to go back for an
encore. Sanford did not show up the next day
or the next. In fact, he never came back, and
for a time Barnum was obliged to make his place
good at every performance.
It was but a short while before there was
another handicap. One of the musicians, a
Scotchman, while in a South Carolina barber
shop got into conversation with the colored f ellow who was shaving him. He seemed intelligent,
and the Scotchman, his sympathies touched by
the man's plight as a slave, advised him to run
away to the Northern states or Canada. In some
way the whites found out about it, the Scotch
musician was arrested, and in spite-of all Barnum's effort to clear him was obliged to spend
six months in a South Carolina jail.
The loss of Sanford and the Scotchman was
made good after a few weeks by the addition of
Joe Pentland and Robert White. With these two
in the company things went easier for a while.
.They had been a part of Turner's circus, of course
75
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knew Barnum, and were glad to go to him after
Turner's show disbanded. White, being a singer,
could relieve Barnum, and Pentland was an allround fellow, clown, ventriloquist, comic singer,
balancer, and something of a magician.
So all winter the little show calling itself "Barnum's Grand Scientific and Musical Theater"
made its way farther and farther south. Nearly
always it gave its performance in a town of some
sort, no matter how small; but once in a while,
when the distance between towns was too great
to be made in a day, the tent was put up out in
the country. If enough people drove in from the
surrounding region to make receipts equal
expenses the performance was considered a success. About noon one day, as the show was
doing its best to hurry through a desolate portion
of Georgia, it came to a bridge which was without planks. A group of m~n seemed to be repairing it. Replying to Barnum's inquiries, they said
it would take at least half a day to make it passable, but blandly informed him, though, that there
was another crossing sixteen miles down the
stream. He explained that he was a showman
billed to exhibit that night and must cross as
soon as possible. Couldn't they help him? After
a little discussion they offered to do their best if
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Barnum would give them tickets to the show.
This he was glad to do, and fifteen minutes later
the planks, which had been hidden in the bushes,
were in place on the bridge and Barnum's wagons
rolling over.
From Georgia the "Grand Scientific and
Musical Theater" went on through Alabama into
Tennessee, where it disbanded in May, and Barnum hurried north to see his family. Two months
later he was going west again with a new company of performers, and soon he and a partner
by the name of Hawley had a show on the road
in Kentucky. But this time everything seemed
to go wrong. Some of the performers were no
good and had to be gotten rid of. A singer was
drowned crossing a river and, to make matters
worse and more discouraging, it cost more to
run the show than they took in. As a result
Barnum got rid o.f Hawley in August and, going
up to Ohio, secured other performers, among
them his old friend, Joe Pentland, the clown.
Once more Barnum started out in Kentucky
and headed south. Things went better and he
kept on. While in Nashville, Tennessee, he took
time to go out to the "Hermitage" and visit
Andrew Jackson, who had finished his second
term as President of the United States only the
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March before. Barnum had always been a great
admirer of "Old Hickory" and had written many
a word in his praise and defense back in the
Herald of Freedom days. Perhaps he told the
old man something of this. Very likely he
ref erred to the time when, with other editors, he
had met President Jackson in Connecticut. We
have no record, th~ugh, of what Barnum and
his hero talked about and it is not likely that he
ever saw him again, for Jackson lived only a few
years more.
Business was good enough in the Tennessee,
Alabama, and Mississippi towns, for Barnum
to go farther south than he had ever been before.
At Vicksburg a new experience waited him, for
there he sold all his teams and wagons exce,pt
the "band-wagon" and four horses. With the
money thus obtained he bought a steamboat
named the Ceres. Hiring a captain and crew,
he put his show on board and started down the
great Mississippi River. Whenever they came
to a town large enough to make it pay, the ·boat
was tied to the dock, the tent taken ashore and
set up, the band climbed to the top of its wagon,
which was driven through the principal streets
while the musicians tried their best to make
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enough noise to create the impression that the
show was of some size and worth while.
In those days it was a rough, wild country,
whisky was plentiful, and quarrels and violent
deaths common. It often required real diplomatic ability to avoid serious trouble. One
night, at Francisville, Louisiana, a fellow who
had been drinking tried to pass in without paying, and when he was prevented from. doing so
went away angry. In a short time 4e came back
with a bunch of half-drunken companions who
were armed and carried great flaming t~rches.
They solemnly told Barnum to take his show
and get out. They not only made the · order
emphatic, but _they gave him just an hour in
which to do it. Then they sat down at one side
to watch, and to prevent anyone from helping
who did not belong to the show. It was .a big
task for an hour, but each one worked as hard
as he could. The tent came down much quicker
than ever before. It needed only a glance at
the group of ruffians, with rifles across their
laps and frequently passing a whisky bottle
around, to spur the showmen on. After what
seemed a long while the last load was ready and
the show people started for the boat with it.
The ruffians followed, waving their torches, and
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as the Ceres, five minutes before the hour was
up, swung into the stream, they bellowed out unsteady, derisive cheers.
Without other adventure the Ceres followed
the windings of the great stream clear to New
Orleans, where the show performed for a week,
was disbanded, and Barnum sold the steamer.
Nature had designed him for the show business,
which he liked, but he detested the life of a
traveling showman; so when he reached New
York a few weeks later he turned his attention ·
to finding something to do. It was not easy.
Most of the various business opportunities
which he investigated proved to be dishonest or
at best so "shady" that he would have nothing
to do with them, and a man with whom he went
into partnership in the manufacture of blacking
cheated him out of what money he had saved,
and before long we find Barnum in the show
business again and soon after on the road with
another small show. This time he started in a
different direction, going through Buffalo,
Toronto, Detroit, Chicago, and some of the
smaller towns between. Then he turned south ·
again. But the trip was not successful. He
barely made his expenses. One by one his
troupe deserted him until he had only two left80
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a dancer and fiddler-when he reached New
Orleans. There the dancer left him and the
discouraged man started home.
Barnum looked upon himself as a dealer in
amusements. So far, though, he had been like
the small peddler who drives from door to door
and town to town. But such days were nearly
over. There was to be another turning-point in
his career. Hard circumstances a few years
before had placed him in a ,position where the
information given him by a chance visitor had
made him a showman. Hard circumstances
were soon to put him in another position where
he would secure information enabling him to go
into the show business again, not like a petty
peddler, but like a merchant with a great department store to which customers would come from
far and near.

/

CHAPTERX
BUYING WITH CHARACTER AND REPUTATION

T was late in 1841, when he was thirty-one
years old, that Barnum made his next move,
and to understand it and its success we must not
forget how different were those times when
compared with the present day. Practically all
of the means of amusement and recreation now
enjoyed were unheard of. There were no
"movies," no automobiles, no bicycles, no radio,
no Victrolas, no trolleys, no cheap books and
magazines filled with interesting pictures. But
people enjoyed looking at things which were
strange and curious. Hardly a home of any
pretension which did not have a shelf or drawer
in which was treasured some sort of relic:
articles picked up by travelers in far-away
countries; odd things brought home by csailors
and sea captains; a bullet from an old battlefield;
a bit of wood from the home of some famous
man; possibly a tiny fragment from Plymouth
Rock or some equally hist.oric spot. To-day it
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would be difficult to find a museum of any consequence which is not owned and cared for by
a city or large town, a college or some institution
of the sort, but in those days so general was the
interest in such collections that in many of the
cities and large towns men found it profitable
to buy great numbers of curious articles and
make a business of exhibiting them for money.
There was a large establishment of this kirid in
New York at the corner of. Ann Street and
Broadway, only a few steps from where the
famous Woolworth Building now stands. It
was known as "Scudder's American Museum."
A man by the name of Scudder had spent at
least fifty thousand dollars in getting the collec~
tion together, but it had proven popular and produced profits great enough to enable Scudder at
his death to leave his daughters a large sum of
money.
Barnum that fall had found himself without
work or business, and in order to support his
family he was writing notices and advertisements for the Bowery theatre. This paid him
four dollars a week, and with what he could get
for articles he sold the Sunday newspapers he
managed to get along. While going about
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engaged in this work he learned that since the
death of Mr. Scudder the museum had not paid
expenses. This information set Barnum to
thinking, and the more he thought the more he
believed that if he could only get possession of
the American Museum he could make it pay
better than it had ever been made to .pay before.
But how was a young man with no business and
no money going to buy a museum which the
owners wanted fifteen thousand dollars for?
Barnum wrestled with this problem for a while
and then decided to make a try for it. The
museum building was owned by a retired merchant, a Mr. Olmstead, and Barnum wrote him
a letter telling how certain he was that he could
make the museum pay if he could only get control of it, but at the same time saying frankly
that he had no money and asking Mr. Olmstead
to buy the museum, put it into his hands to run,
and let him pay for it as fast as he could out of
the profits. He offered to give Mr. Olmstead,
toward the payment for the museum, all the
money he made as fast as he made it, except
just enough to support his family, and ended
his _appeal in these words:
In fact, Mr. Olmstead, you may bind me in any way
and as tightly as you please-only give me a chance to
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From an old picture in the Eno Collection, New York Public Library
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dig out or scratch out, and I will do so or forfeit all
the lab6r and trouble I have incurred.

Barnum was so anxious about the matter and
considered the letter so important that he
carried it himself and saw it safely inside Mr.
Olmstead's house. Something about the letter,
its unusualness, the intensely _earnest way in
which it was written, or the daring proposition,
interested the old merchant, and he answered it,
setting a day and hour for Barnum to call on
him. The latter was prompt to the minute and
the two men had a long talk in which Mr. Olmstead asked him many questions about his habits
and experience, and Barnum told him of his
different ventures and why he was confident he
could make a success of the American Museum._
Finally Mr. Olmstead, turning to him, asked:
"Who are your references?"
Barnum named some well-known men in the
show business and two 01". three newspaper
editors.
"Can you get any of them to call on me?"
"Yes, I think I can,'~ Barnum told him, and
soon after hurried away to ask them. He had
not been mistaken in his friends. The next day
a number of them found time to visit Mr. Olmstead, among them being the proprietor of
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Niblo's Garden and Moses Y. Beach of the New
York Sun.
We can easily imagine with what a mixture
of hope and fear the young showman rang the
Olmstead bell the following morning and how
full his pulses must have been as he was shown
in by the butler, but before he could say good
morning the man from whom he had hoped so
much snapped out:
"I don't like your references, Barnum."
If he had been struck he would not have been
more surprised or taken back. There flashed
through his mind the ruin of all his hopes, and
in his confusion he stammered and stuttered
something about regret. The old merchant
broke out into a hearty laugh and ended by saying:
"They all speak too well of you. They all
talk as though they were partners of yours and
intended to share the profits."
Barnum's spirits rose as rapidly as they had
fallen, and, before he left, Mr. Olmstead had
told him that he would back him in the museum
enterprise and they had arranged the details
of the transaction. It remained for Barnum to
see the agent of the owners of the collection in
regard to its purchase. He lost no time in do86
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ing this and was able to get the price reduced
from fifteen to twelve thousand dollars, and it
was understood that he was to take possession
on the 15th of November. When that day came,
however, the agent failed to make good his word.
There were some anxious days and weeks in
which it looked as though, after all, he might
have to go on the road again, but on December
27 the papers were signed which mad~ him
"proprietor" of the American Museum.
The management of the Museum was now in
Barnum's hands; he would also be the owner of
it as soon as he could pay for it, and this he set
about doing, working harder than he had ever
worked before in his life. He started in to make
it the talk of the town. One of the things which
every visitor to New York would feel he must
see before going home. He opened it every
morning at sunrise and many people from nearby hotels wandered through it before they had
their breakfast. Barnum was a genius as an
advertiser, but the formal print advertisement,
although he made great ·use of it, was only one
of his methods. He realized that the greatest
advertisement of all was to get people to talk
about his Museum. It made little difference to
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bim whether they praised or blamed it. Talking
made it known, and if people knew about it
they went to see it. When he took possession,
all there was on the outside of the building to
inform the public of the nature of the enterprise inside were the two words, "American
.Museum." Everything about the place was
He
quiet.
Nothing to attract attention.
covered the building with great posters announcing his special attractions. He placed a band on
the balcony outside to play most of the day, and
at night he had huge lights which lighted Broadway for many blocks as it had never been lighted
before. He was constantly studying out some
new thing to surprise and astonish the publ_ic.
Nothing pleased him more than to have people
asking, "What will Barnum do next?"· Sometimes he seized on a passing incident and made
it serve his purpose, incidents in which no one
but Barnum would have seen an advertising
,opportunity. One morning a strong, robustlooking man walked into the Museum office and
asked Barnum for money.
"Why don't you work and earn a living?"-the
..showman inquired.
"I can't find anything to do. I would be glad
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to work for a dollar a day if I could find something to do," the fellow replied.
"Go and get some breakfast, and then come
back and I will give you a good light job," Barnum said, at the same time handing him a quarter, and then added, as the man turned to go out,
"and I'll give you a dollar and a half a day, too."
This was a fair price for a laborer at that
time, and before long the man was back again.
Barnum gave him five common bricks and told
him to follow him outside. Under Barnum's
direction he laid one of the bricks on the curb
at the corrier of Broadway and Ann Street.
Then he laid one in front of the Museum,
another across Broadway at the corner of Vesey
Street near the Astor House, and the fourth in
front of St. Paul's Church, which was ·directly
opposite.
"Now," said Barnum, "take your fifth brick
and march rapidly to the first one you laid down;
exchange them. Go on to the next and do the
same, and so on with all four, and keep on
repeating the round but say nothing to anyone."
"What is it all for?" the man asked.
"Never mind," Barnum replied; "it is a bit
of my fun, but to be worth anything to me you
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must look solemn, seem to be as deaf as a post,
pay no attention to anyone, and answer no questions."
"It's all the same to me so long as I get my
money," said the fellow, with a shrug of the
shoulders as he began his rounds.
In a few moments a number had noticed his
peculiar actions and stopped to watch. Some
asked him questions, but he marched on as
though he did not hear them. More people
itopped to see what was attracting attention.
Not more tha~ thirty minutes passed before five
hundred at least were watching and commenting
on the strange man's actions. When St. Paul's
clock had measured off an hour and the street
was so packed that it was difficult to get through,
the fellow, still following instructions, took a
ticket from his pocket, presente_d it at the door
of the Museum, and went in. In fifteen minutes
he came back and began his solemn and
mysterious rounds, going back into the Museum
at the end of another hour, and so on until sunset, and each time he disappeared inside from a
dozen to a score of people bought tickets and
followed him. For several days the "hrickman"
went his rounds; then the police inter£ered, tellgo
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ing Barnum that the crowds were blocking
traffic so much that he must stop his man with
the bricks, which of course he did. But it had
been an excellent thing for Barnum. Not only
had numbers followed the man into the Museum,
· but many hundreds had seen his strange actions
and would tell their friends of them. They in
turn would tell still other friends. In short, it
set people to talking about Barnum and his
Museum, and this meant much to him.
Thus scheme followed scheme, and long busy
days were followed by other days which, if anything, were longer and.busier as the young showman pushed on in a determined effort to make
the Museum his. Some months had passed since
he took it over, when Mr. Olmstead, stopping
for a moment in the ticket office, found Barnum
eating a cold corned-beef sandwich which he had
brought from home.
"Is this the way the proprietor of the American Museum eats his lunch?" he asked.
"I haven't eaten a warm dinner, except on
Sundays, since I bought the Museum," Barnum
replied; "and what is more," he added, "I don't
intend to until I have paid for it."
"Ah!" exclaimed the delighted old merchant,
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clapping him on the shoulder, "you are safe and
will pay for it inside the year."
It proved a good prophecy, for before Christmas came the Museum was Barnum's and he had
paid every cent of the large price for it out of
its earnings.
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CHAPTER XI
CLIMBING THE LADDER OF FORTUNE

E

VEN though the Museum was paid for and
Barnum could honestly call it his own,
he did not relax his efforts. If anything, he
increased them. He realized that the Museum
was his "ladder to fortune" and he continued to
climb as fast as his ingenuity and the hours of
the day would let him. He thought, ate, and
drank Museum and his mind was constantly
busy with the problem of finding new and more
striking ways of attracting attention to it and
· getting people to talk about it. At the same
time he kept up his efforts to secure as many
additions to his collection, which was of real
interest, as he could hear of. From time to time,
too, he exhibited living animals which can be
found now at a park or zoological garden in
most large cities, but which were rare
then: such creatures as grizzly bears, orangutans, rhinoceroses, giraffes, and great serpents.
It was his ambition to have men and women all
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over the country say: "There is not another
place in the United States where so much can
be seen for twenty-five cents as in Barnum's
American Museum." He printed whole columns
in the newspapers, he hung out great strings of
banners and flags, and his visitors carried away
generous amounts of printed matter and pictures
describing the Museum and its contents. These
pamphlets and handbills shown to their friends
helped to spread the fame of the institution and
its proprietor.
One morning as people were hurrying down
Broadway to their work they stopped in
astonishment at sight of the old-fashioned building, several stories high, in which the Museum
had its home. Overnight, as if by magic, the
appearance of the entire building had been
changed; changed, too, in a way that probably no
other building was ever changed before or since,
for hanging between the many windows in what
had been blank spaces the night before were great
oval-shaped oil paintings, each one picturing
some animal or strange bird. So sudden and
striking a change not only created a lot of talk
and comment, but it drew so many people into
the Museum that the receipts for the day were
much larger than usual, and from then on con94
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tinued so, and such novel advertising methods
proved so effective that when the Fourth of July
came, only a year and a half after Barnum had
taken charge, it was necessary to turn crowds
away because there was not room enough for
them in the building.
Under Scudder's management of the Museum
there had been a small "lecture room" with a
platform and seats for a small audience. Barnum enlarged this, building on an addition and
putting in a stage, so that he had a theater which
would comfortably seat about three thousand.
As soon as this was ready he began giving plays
and entertainments of various sorts which visitors to the Museum were free to attend if they
cared to. On holidays there was a performance
every hour during the afternoon and evening.
In this little playhouse Barnum attempted to
improve on the character of much of the public
amusement of the time by forbidding profanity
and vulgarity in the acts, and putting on play3
which had a moral, such as, "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," "Moses in Egypt," "The Drunkard,"
etc., plays which have long since been forgotten,
except "Uncle Tom's Cabin." On this little
stage many an actor and actress who afterward
became famous was glad to appear and do his
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or her daily act for a modest sum, probably the
most celebrated of. these being E. A. Sothern, the
comedian.
There was constant variety in the things
which Barnum did in his efforts to startle people,
make them talk, and above all to let them know
he had a Museum. Among others were baby
shows, then much more of a novelty than now.
l'hey were advertised for some time in advance
and the number of entries limited to one hundred. Prizes in money, as well as medals and
diplomas, were given for the prettiest and biggest, for twins and triplets, and for the finest
all-round youngster. Barnum himself acted as
judge at the first show, but never afterward,
f oc when he announced his decision the disappointed mothers and their friends made such
a commotion that he was glad to hurry to his
office and leave the prizes to be given to whichever children the excited women could agree
upon.
One morning the New York newspapers
informed their readers that a hunter had arrived
in Hoboken, just across the Hudson River in
New Jersey, with a herd of bu:ffalos, and that
on a certain day there would be a "grand buffalo hunt" on the Hoboken race-track. The pub96
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lie was invited to attend and the exhibition was
to be free. No names were mentioned in the
advertisement, and, although there was considerable interest, no one seemed to know who
was back of the affair. The weather was
.pleasant when the day came, and over twenty
thousand people crowded across the river on the
ferry-boats to see the "hunt." It proved a
rather tame one, though, for the buffalos, were
young and far from fierce, and the hunter,
dressed as an Indian and mounted on a horse,
had considerable difficulty in getting them to
run enough for him to follow and catch with a
lasso. The crowd took it good-naturedly, enjoyed the breeze on the river, for it was a hot
day, and wondered who got up the show. A few
days later the papers were allowed to discover:
that the whole thing had been arranged by the
proprietor · of the American Museum. People
laughed, said it was like Barnum, and asked
"What next?" All of which helped to spread his
reputation and keep people talking about him
and his Museum.
Another thing to attract attention and the
crowd was a company of Indians which Barnum
secured from the Western plains. They were
real savages who had never seen a train or a
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steamboat until they started East. In the Company were braves, squaws, and two or three
"papooses." A large room at the top of the
building was set aside for their use· and there
they cooked their own food and lived in their
own way. Each day they did a war dance on the
stage in the little theater. It was done very
vigorously and thoroughly, for the Indians took
it all very seriously, so much so, in fact, that Barnum fenced off the stag,e with ropes while they
were doing the dance, fearing that they might be
tempted to use a knife or hatchet on any person
who might get near enough to be convenient.
After the band had been giving its war dance
for a time Barnum suggested that a wedding
dance be given for a week as a change. The
Indians were willing enough, but explained
through the interpreter that the dance at one.
point required a gift from the bridegroom to
the bride's father of a new woolen blanket.
Barnum had one bought for the purpose, and
the dance went off nicely enough. When it came
time for the second dance, though, another
blanket was asked for. Barnum tried to explain that it was just "make-believe" and that
one blanket would do for all the dances. The
surly old chief refused to see it that way, and
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so Barnum was obliged to buy an expensive new
blanket for each performance for a week. The
Indians and their dances were popular with the
audiences which saw them, but, although a
wonderful experience, it ended sadly for the Indians, as one of the squaws sickened and died not
long before they were to finish their exhibition
and go home. She was buried in the Greenwood
Cemetery, but the Indians, true to their custom,
placed food for her spirit on the roof of the
Museum building each morning as long as they
stayed in New York, a custom which we have
no reason for thinking had been observed . there
since the white men drove the Indians from Manhattan, or ever would be again.
By such methods as these Barnum in less than
two years had not only paid for the Museum and
became a wealthy man, but he had made himself
known far and wide also. The Museum was so
thoroughly established that he could safely leave
it in the hands of others to run under his direction while the restless genius himself did other
things. This combination of circumstances was
about to result in another discovery and opportunity, which, recognized and pushed with his
~ingular methods and energy, was to carry his
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name still farther out into the world and into
another field of the showman's domain.
In cold and raw November, 1842, Barnum
went to Albany on business, but as the Hudson
River had frozen over and boat travel was at an
end for the season, he returned by the less direct
way of the Housatonic Railroad, stopping for
a night with his brother Philo, who ran the
Franklin House in Bridgeport. As the two men
visited by a comfortable fire Philo happened to
mention a strange case of a boy living in the
town who had seemed to stop growing. The
showman was all interest at once. He asked
a few questions, and then urged his brother to
bring the boy to the hotel for him to see. The
brother hurried out, returning in a short time
with one of the smallest human beings that was
ever able to walk. He was less than two feet
high and did not weigh quite sixteen pounds,
but he was perfectly healthy, with bright eyes,
light hair, a ruddy complexion, and his figure,
though so tiny, was in good proportion.
The big showman was astonished and delighted. He bent down and tried to talk with
his exceedingly small guest, but the little fellow
was diffident and had nothing to say. It was
not long, though, bef~re he began to melt and
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said that his name was "Stratton"-''Charley
Stratton"-and that his father's name was
"Sherwood Stratton." Barnum and Charley had
had quite a visit when they parted for the night,
one to tell his parents of the nice big man who
had held him on his knee and talked with him,
and the other to lay new plans for the future in
which he hoped to use the doll-like boy.

IOI

CHAPTER XII
THE LEAST OF LITTLE MEN.

T

HROUGH all the ages dwarfs have had
a strange fascination for the rest of mankind. They have touched the awe, the wonder,
and the superstition of the race. They have
been credited with strange powers, and £or, some
reason or other kings and nobles were always
glad to attach them to their households, and
stories of real dwarfs of the distant past have
been so interwoven with folk tales and legends
that it will never be quite possible to separate
the two. As strange <;LS the dwarfs themselves
were some of the beliefs regarding their origin,
opinions which seem all the stranger and more
amusing now science has learned the surprising
fact that it is a little gland in the throat which
makes all the difference between a dwarf and a
giant. If it loafs on the job the result is a dwarf.
If it gets too ambitious and works more than it
should, we have a giant, and now science is trying to find out how to keep it doing just enough,
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and so in every case have nothing but a normalsized person.
Of course Barnum knew no more about this
than did anyone else at the time, although we can
easily imagine how interested he would have
been in it all, but his keen showman's instinct
saw instantly a great opportunity, and he lost no
time the next morning in getting to Charley's
parents. There was a little hesitancy on their
part at first, but Barnum soon overcame this and
an arrangement was made for him to exhibit the
boy, paying so much a week to his parents for
the privilege and whatever expenses there were
besides. The contract signed, Barnum began
at once on Charley's training, for he was altogether too good a showman to merely put little
Charley on a box for people to look at. The
boy must act a part. So patiently, hour after
hour, day after day, the big showman taught
the little creature. Barnum was always popular
with children and it was not. long before Charley
became very fond of him. The dwarf was
bright and quick, had a sense of what was ludicrous, and enjoyed working with his instructor
so much and doing the things which were wanted
of him that by Thanksgiving week, which came
in De_cember that year, he was ready to go be103
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fore the public. Barnum arranged things in
New York, advertised the small man in the
papers, and when he sent word Mrs. Stratton took Charley and started for the great city. ·
It was a new and strange experience for both of
them, with much to see and be astonished at, but
the thing which astonished the mother more than
anything else was, when she came in sight of the
American Museum, to find her son advertised
over and over on the building, not as Charley
Stratton, but as General Tom Thumb.
Not only did Barnum show that he knew how
much is in a name by changing Charley's, but he
also showed a familiarity with English stories
and legends, for the name Tom Thumb, spelled
in various ways, appears again and again in the
legends and stories of dwarfs in England and
Scandinavian countries and even in Germany.
It is claimed that King Edgar had a dwarf an
account of which gave rise to the fiction of Tom
Thumb and some lines written in 1630 tell us
that:
"In Arthur's court Tom Thumbe did live,
A man of mickle might,
The best of all the table round,
And eke a doughty knight."
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THE LEAST OF LITTLE MEN
Somewhere, sometime, along life's journey
from the little country town and in his rough-and
tumble conflict with the world, Barnum must
have read of the ancient Tom Thumb, and so he
appropriated the name, for with his keen judgment of human nature he knew well that however remarkable his dwarf, as Charley Stratton
it would always remain commonplace, but as
General Tom Thumb it had the advantage of. an
impression of distinction to begin with.
The General was popular from the start. Most
dwarfs are more or less misshapen, gnome-like,
and repelling, but the General was perfectly proportioned and good-looking. He was like other
people in every way except size, and when the
public discovered that the American Museum
really had a man who was quick-witted, laughed
and talked and did things, and yet in height
reached only a little above other men's knees, it
crowded the place.
One of the first things which Barnum did with
"the least of little men," as he sometimes called
the General, was to take him to the house of a
famous editor. The editor had just begun to
carve his Thanksgiving turkey when the "miniature man," with a cane no longer than a foot
rule, was ushered into the dining room. The
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editor could not conceal his astonishment, and it
was in no way lessened when Barnum lifted the
General to the top of the table. The legs of the
great turkey on the platter. reached to the Gen. eral's shoulder and Barnum assured the editor
that the turkey actually weighed more than the
little man he was talking with. The General,
dressed in a dashing uniform, sauntered around
the table, stopping to make pert remarks at members of the editor's family and his guests, avoiding the large dishes and calmly pushing aside
with his foot a drinking glass which happened .to
be in his way. After a few minutes the little
General and his big guardian went on, but it is
easy to imagine that most of the talk at the
editor's table that day would be about the dwarf,
and the next morning the editor's paper printed
a story about the visit in which the editor said
that General Tom Thumb was the most remarkable dwarf he had ever seen or known of.
Barnum in his advertisements challenged the
world to produce a smaller human being, but no
one took it up. One fellow who had been quite
an attraction as a dwarf came to see the General,
and went away saying that he could not call himself a dwarf any more, but would have to advertise as a giant. The General's r~putation spread
100
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rapidly. Those who came to see him went away
and told others, and they came, in turn telling
others who came also. Well-to-do and fashionable people became interested in the tiny man
from Bridgeport, and some days there were long
lines of carriages waiting on Broadway while
their owners were being entertained by the
General.
Meanwhile Barnum kept up the General's
training, and in addition to the things which he
was teaching him to do on the stage provided
him with a tutor to look after his ordinary education. The General was quick at repartee and
his visitors enjoyed his saucy replies to their
questions. Then, to emphasize his smallness,
Barnum had a little house built, so small that a
boy could have picked it up, and this was put on
the stage, and the General walked around in it
or sat on a tiny chair and talked to his audience
through the window. One by one Barnum
taught him to impersonate ·various characters.
Sometimes he appeared as an English fox-hunter
,i n a red coat, drab breeches, and top boots the
feet of which were only three inches long and
an inch and a quarter wide. Then dressed as
Napoleon, he would strut up and down his little
.stage with quite the air of the famous French107
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man. Again it would be as Frederick the Great
or a Highland chieftain. He also learned to appear in tableaux, taking the poses of various
famous Greek statues, seeming himself to be an
actual statuette. Then by way of contrast he
would come running out dressed as a sailor and
-dance a hornpipe to per£ection. He could sing,
too, and gradually his list of songs grew until, in
addition to "Yankee Doodle" and variou:; sentimental airs, he gave his hearers "Dandy Jim"
and quite an assortment of ,icoon songs." These
sung in a droll way with his high-pitched treble
voice never failed to please.
So time went on rapidly. After the first arrangement with the General's parents came to
an end Barnum made another and another. The
General's fame spread and Barnum took him to
the large towns and cities of the United States,
and everywhere he went the crowds came to see
him and the money flowed in, making Barnum,
the General, and his parents richer and richer.
Two years passed in this way and the General
was back at the American Museum in New York
again. He was still the popular attraction which
he always had been, but still Barnum was not
satisfied. The General had been heard of on
the other side o'f the water, there was some
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curiosity there concerning him, and Barnum
could not keep from thinking of the success he
imagined might be possible if he exhibited the
General over there. The more he thought about
it the more anxious he was to try it and finally~
in January, 1844, Barnum, with the General, the
General's parents, and a tutor, sailed for England.
The General had become almost as much of a
popular hero as a real general Barnum did not
keep his plans from the public. There was
something about the idea of the Connecticut
dwarf going over the great sea to astonish the
Englishmen which appealed to the popular
fancy, and the departure of the party was made
an event. They went on the Yorkshire, which the
New York Sun. referred to the next morning as.
the "finest ship the world ever produced." Nevertheless, it was delayed in its sailing a couple of
days by the weather, but finally, on the 18th, the.
winds were favorable, and the trim ship, with
fifteen cabin passengers besides the Barnum
party, passed down through the Narrows and.
headed for England. The General was escorted
from the Museum to the boat by the City Brass.
Band_, and standing on the seat of an open carnage, he bowed gallantly to the crowds filling
rog
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Fulton Street and the hundreds of ladies who
waved their handkerchiefs from the windows on
either side. A number of thousand persons followed the carriage to the dock, and the rigging
of all the boats near the Yorkshire was black
with men and boys trying to get a glimpse of
America's smallest man as he went on board.
In spite of an able captain and a fine vessel
the voyage to Liverpool took nineteen days, almost long enough to make two round trips now.
The General's fame had preceded him and the
Liverpool papers had said that he was to arrive
on the Yorks hire, so there was a great crowd waiting at the pier when the vessel docked. But Barnum had no idea of giving a free exhibition of
his treasure, so the General entered England
wrapped up as an infant in his mother's arms,
and the crowd saw her pass without a suspicion
of the trick which was being played.
Barnum was now in England, with three thousand miles of water between him and home. He
was on the threshold of the land where he had
dreamed success and fortune waited for him, but
Barnum, jovial, optimistic Barnum, faced an entirely new and novel experience. On the evening of the very day he arrived in Liverpool a
showman called and offered to hire the General
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at ten dollars a week. The next night at the
!Theatre Royal a couple, whose appearance indicated to Barnum "inteUigence and wea-lth,"
1
predicted that an exhibition of the General would
be successful. The woman thought it might be
possible to ask an adnrission fee of as much as
"tuppence," but the man was certain that it would
never do to ask more than a "penny," as that
was the popular price in ·England for seeing
ldwarfs and giants. Barnum went back to his
hotel blue and despondent. Was this what he
had come so far for? "Ten dollars a week" or
an admission price of about two cents! Was that
all he could hope to make England pay to see
_his famous dwarf ? He was almost in despair,
and for a little time he wished he had never le£ t
the shores of the United States.
I
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CHAPTER XIII
TWO YANKEES AT COURT

B

ARNUM'S low spirits did not last long. He
had been careful to take with him from
America many letters of introduction to people
in England. These very soon brought him in
touch with sorhe of the best families in Liverpool, and he was advised to place the General on
exhibition in that city. Barnum followed the
suggestion, hired a hall, and advertised his
dwarf. Crowds came to see the American won...
der, and with the coming of the crowds
Barnum's spirits returned. It was not many
days' before the manager of the Princess's
Theatre in London came to Liverpool to have a
look at the General. He was so pleased with
him and the success of his exhibition that he was
anxious to engage him at once for the London
Theatre. Barnum, however, would only consider a three-night engagement, which the Lon- ,,
don manager finally agreed to, and as soon as
Barnum could bring the Liverpool exhibition to
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an end he went to London with the General. The
little man's appearance there was a decided "hit"
and the manager of the theater was very anxious
to lengthen the engagement, but Barnum would
not listen to it, although offered a much larger
price. The three-day exhibition of the General
had set people talking about the remarkable
American curiosity which was in the city. This
was what Barnum wanted, but he had his own
plans for satisfying that curiosity, methods
which no one but Barnum would ever have
thought of or used, and which were designed to
increase the curiosity before satisfying it.
At that time Grafton Street, in the West End
of London, was in the very center of the most
fashionable part of the city. It was filled with
the homes of lords and others of the aristocracy
and gentry. Barnum was able to hire a furnished mansion there which for several years had
. been the 'home of a lord by the name of Talbot.
Once established in it with the General, Barnum
began sending editors and some of the nobility
invitations to call and see his "ward." Most of
them came, and it was not long before others
whom they told about the General were anxious
for a sight of him, too. Soon there were fine
carriage~ ornamented with coats of arms stopu3
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ping at the old mansion, and their owners requesting admittance, but unless ·t hey had cards
of invitation the polite man in livery who tended
the door refused them. He was very careful,
though, to get their names and give them no offense, and the next day, or the day after, they
were sure to receive invitations. So matters
went on for a week or more, and then one evening the Baroness Rothschild sent her carriage
for Barnum and the General.
,
The baroness, wife of the richest banker in
the world, lived in famous Piccadilly. The
grounds surrounding her great mansion were
closed in with a high wall, the big gates of which
swung open for the carriage as it turned from
the street and at a brisk pace carried the two
Americans direct to the main entrance of the
house. Here they were received by a half dozen
servants, who escorted them up a broad marble
staircase to where the baroness with a large
party of her guests was waiting. For two hours
Tom Thumb amused the party with his
drolleries; then he and his big companion said
good night and were whisked away home again
in the elegant carriage. As they were leaving,
a servant slipped a purse filled with gold into
Barnum's hand. He was beginning to harvest
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the yellow .crop he had crossed the ocean lto
secure. It had been a great experience for the
American showman and the dwarf from Bridgeport, but it was only the beginning.
Soon after this experience at the baroness's
Barnum decided that the time had come to put
the General on exhibition, and so .presently he
was advertised at "Egyptian Hall," in Piccadilly.
There was a rush to see him, and of the numbers
that came many were people of wealth and fashion. Things seemed to be going nicely, but meanwhile Barnum had been at work on other schemes
to increase the popularity of General Tom Thumb.
Among the many letters which Barnum carried to
England with him had been one written by his
friend, Horace Greeley, the famous editor, introducing him to Edward Everett, then Ambassador to Great Britain. The distinguished
American had called at Grafton Street, and
Barnum and the dwarf had dined at the Everett
home. Then one day an invitation came for
Barnum to have breakfast with the Ambassador
and there he met a Mr. Murray, Master of the
Queen's Household. Of course there was some
talk about Tom Thumb, and Barnum told Mr.
Murray that he was thinking of ta}dng the little
fellow to Paris soon. It must have been a very
II5
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interesting meal, for Mr. Murray was an able
man, an author of some note. Barnum was no
doubt at his best, full of humorous stories and
keen witticisms, and Mr. Everett was of course
a celebrated statesman, orator, and author. At
any rate, the meal bore fruit, for the next morning
there was a ring on the Barnum bell at the mansion in Grafton Street, and when the old servant
in his immaculate livery swung back the door he
was astonished to see standing before him, imposing in size and gorgeous uni£ orm, a member
of the Queen's Life Guards. The noble-looking
fellow brought a note for Mr. Barnum informing
him that Her Majesty Queen Victoria would like
to have General Tom Thumb and himself appear
before her at Buckingham Palace on a certain
evening. It was a great moment in the Barnum
establishment, and no time was lost in accepting
the invitation and beginning preparations for the
visit to the royal home. Appearing before the
Queen was far from being a simple matter.
Every little detail of behavior and dress was
rigidly provided for by court etiquette, which no
European would so much as think of breaking;
but soon after the big soldier went away Mr.
Murray came hurrying to Grafton Street to say
that the Queen wanted the General to appear ben6
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fore her just as he di~ everywhere else, with no
instructions in the use of royal titles or special
training for the visit. Even so there was much
to be done and much hurrying back and forth
and time spent with the tailor, making sure that
the two sets of court clothes, a generous one for
the big showman and a tiny one for the dwarf,
were ready and fitted perfectly.
When the evening for the audience finally came,
one of the last things which Barnum did before
starting for the Palace was to close Egyptian Hall
and hang on the outside of the door a card which
read:
Closed for the evening, General Tom Thumb being
at Buckingham Palace by command of Her Majesty.

That one little notice meant much to Barnum,
for it ~was a more powerful advertisement than
hundreds of columns in the newspapers, for when
once it became known that the Queen had been
curious to see the General, everyone else would be,
also.
On reaching the Palace, Barnum was taken in
hand by the lord-in-waiting, who gave him very
particular instructions regarding his behavior in
the presence of the Queen, telling him especially
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that under no circumstances was he to speak
directly to Her Majesty, but to be careful and remember to carry on any conversation with her
through the lord-in-waiting, himself. Then he
explained that court etiquette required all who
appeared before the Queen to back out of her
presence; he backed around the room to illustrate,
and had Barnum try it. When the lord felt satisfied that Barnum was properly drilled he led the
way down a long. corridor. Close behind followed
the two Yankees. Never had the walls of the
old Palace in all the comings and goings of its
many years looked down on a stranger procession than those three: the stately lord-in-waiting
filled with importance, the big, handsome, broadshouldered American showman, and his exhibit,
the least of little men, whose head scarcely
reached higher than the knees of his companions.
At the end of the corridor were great marble
stairs. Up these they went. The big doors swung
open and they passed into a magnificent picture
gallery. At the farther end stood some twenty
or thirty people, the ladies dressed in the very
height of fashion, their gowns sparkling with
diamonds-that is, all but one, who was not a
very large person and who "was modestly attire~
in plain black with no ornaments whatever."
II8 '
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Barnum noticed that she had an "unassuming appearance" and eyes that were "soft and full" and
seemed to indicate a "good heart."
9nce in the gallery, Barnum and the lord fell
back a few steps and allowed the General to advance alone to greet the Queen. He failed to
recognize her at first, but on approaching the
distinguished group he made a profound bow and
called out, "Good evening, ladies and gentlemen!"
A burst of laughter followed, but the kindlyappearing lady in black, paying no attention to
his mistake, came forward and, taking him by the
hand, led him around the gallery, showing him the
different paintings and asking him many questions. The rest of the party followed them, filled
with astonishment at the appearance of the General, and thoroughly amused and entertained by
his talk. When he had finished looking at the
paintings the General, using a common Yankee
expression of admiration, told the Queen that he
thought her pictures were "first rate." He also
told her that he should like to see the Prince of
Wales; but she explained that the Prince was in
bed, promising the young American, though,
that he should come to the Palace again and see
the Prince. Then the General sang his songs,
did a dance or two, and went through with his
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impersonations, all of which continued to interest
and amuse his royal audience.
After he had finished, and while Prince Albert,
the Duchess of Kent, and some of the others
were plying him with questions, the Queen, curious to know more about her small visitor, turned
toward Barnum and began to ask questions. The
solemn lord-in-waiting gravely repeated them to
Barnum, and as gravely repeated Barnum's
answers to the Queen, although it was impossible
for both the Queen and Barnum not to hear what
each said as well as did the lord-in-waiting. Such
a wooden, ludicrous, and slow proceeding was too
much for Barnum, who was anxious to discuss
Tom Thumb with the Queen, and so, after the
third or fourth question and answer had gone its
slow rounds, he addressed his conversation
directly to Her Majesty. The lord-in-waiting
was not only shocked, but horrified. Never in all
his experience at court had ·such a thing been
known to occur; but in spite of his trepidation
nothing happened. The Queen seemed to enjoy
the experience and for a little time the greatest
Queen in the world and the American showman
visited together with a "total absence of
formality."
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Finally, after having spent more than an hour;
with royalty, it came time to go and the backing
out began. All went well and with perfect
decorum until the General looked over his
shoulder and ·saw that Barnum and the lord-inwaiting were gaining on him. He tried to hurry,
but his tiny legs were no match for those of the
two big men. He gave another look, glanced at
the royal group at the other end of the great
gallery, and then turned and scampered as fast
as he could until he caught up with Barnum, when
he began backing again, and again turned and
,. scampered when he found he was being left
behind. Even if the Queen could overlook such
a breach of manners, it was evident that her
poodle dog could not, for he came rushing and
barking at the General so furiously that for a
moment the little man was startled; but, gathering
himself, he went after the dog with his tiny .cane,
and so, running, backing, and striking at the dog,
he finally made his way out through the big doors
into the anteroom, while the gallery rang with the
laughter of his new-found royal friends.
What a wonderful experience for the two
Yankees! How much they had to talk over as
they rolled back to Graf ton Street in their car121
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riage. Then, too, the papers next day printed an
account of their visit, and this ,brought such
crowds to see the General that Barnum had to
hire a larger exhibition room; and best of all, the
Queen had said that they were to come again.
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CHAPTER XIV
MORE FAVORS FROM ROYALTY

T was only a short time before the Queen made
good her promise and Barnum and General
Tom Thumb were again sent for to visit the
Palace. On this second visit the lord-in-waiting
led the way to the picture gallery as before, but
instead of stopping there with his guests he kept
on into a magnificent apartment opening out of
it which was known as the "Yellow DrawingRoom." .The royal family and its guests were
still at dinner, and while Barnum and the "least of.
little men" waited they had an opportunity to
study the room. It was quite the most gorgeous
they had ever seen. The draperies were of rich
yellow satin damask and the couches, sofas, and
chairs were covered with the same costly material.
The walls were paneled in gold, and where the
walls and the ceiling came together there were
beautiful carvings overlaid with gilt. The tables,
pianos, and similar pieces of furniture were ornamented with elabor;;i.te designs, mounted with

I
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gold, and inlaid with pearl of various shades and
colors. Hanging from the ceiling in the center
of the room was a great sparkling chandelier,
and on all sides were vases, urns, and ornaments
of various sorts, and each one a specimen of
wonderful workmanship. While they were still
wondering at the splendor with which they were
surrounded there was the sound of approaching
voices, and the Queen came leading the way from
the dining room. The General was not mistaken
in her this time, but, going forward, bowed low
and remarked:
"I have seen you before." Then added, before
the Queen could reply, "I think this it a prettier
room than the .picture gallery; that chandelier is
very fine:"
"I hope you are very well," the Queen said,
smiling and taking him by the hand.
"Yes ma'am, I am first rate," he assured her.
"GeneraJ," said the Queen, turning to a young
man by her side, "this is the Prince of Wales."
"How are you, Prince?" the General asked
with true Yankee directness, and, stepping over
by the Prince's side, he looked up at him, remarking with emphasis, "The Prince is taller than I
am, but I feel as big as anybody." With this he
suddenly began strutting up and down the room
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like a peacock, bringing shouts of laughter from
everyone present.
The Queen then introduced the Princess Royal,
and the General in a very gallant. manner led her
over to one of his own little sofas and seated himself by her side. After a few minutes he got up
and went through his various performances.
When he had finished, the Queen presented him
with a valuable piece of jewelry which she had
ordered made especially for him.
"I am very much obliged," he told her, l"and
I shall keep it as long as I live."
Among other guests of the English Queen
that night was the Queen of the Belgians, who
was daughter of the French King Louis Philippe.
"Where will you go when yqu leave London?"
she asked the General.
"To Paris."
"Whom do you expect to see there?".
"I shall see Monsieur Guillaudeu," was the
astonishing reply, for everyone, including
Barnum, had expected that he would say "the
King.''
The two queens were greatly puzzled, but when
Barnum explained that Monsieur Guillaudeu, of
whom, of course, they had never heard, was a
naturalist in his employ, and who had gone on to
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Paris ahead of Barnum and the General, they
laughed heartily.
But this was not the greatest surprise which the
little American from Bridgeport sprung at Buckingham Palace. At a third visit Leopold, King
of the Belgians, was present. He was much
amused with the miniature man and asked him
quantities of questions. Finally Queen Victoria
suggested he sing a song, and asked him what
one he would pref er to sing.
" 'Yankee Doodle,' " was the prompt reply.
Of all places to sing "Yankee Doodle !"· But
the royal group were not offended, laughing
heartily at such astonishing audacity, the Queen
saying as soon as she could be heard:
"That is a _p retty song, General. Sing it if
you please."
The General did sing it in the sauciest manner,
and then soon after he bade his royal hostess
"good by," she in turn telling him, "I hope we
shall see you again."
It would have been difficult, even if Barnum
had desired, to keep the knowledge from the
British public that General Tom Thumb had
been received three times at Buckingham Palace.
As a result the Bridgeport freak became at once
the chief attraction in London. Egyptian Hall
1
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was crowded, and for several months the Gen...
eral's visitors averaged two thousand a day.
Many of these were members of the nobility and
at times it was possible to count as many as fifty
or sixty of their carriages waiting in line before
the hall.
Among other distinguished visitors who came
to see the General was a famous old soldier, the
Duke of Wellington. The first visit of the Duke
happened to be just when Tom Thumb was impersonating Napoleon. Dressed as nearly as
possible like the French Emperor, he was marching up and down his little platform, apparently
lost in deep thought, when Barnum stopped him
and introduced the Duke, who asked him what it
was that he was thinking so seriously about.
Quick as a flash came the answer :
"I was thinking of the loss of the battle of
Waterloo."
Such a quick and witty reply not only pleased
the Duke, but everyone who heard of it as well,
and it was told all over England.
But it was not alone in Egyptian Hall that the
General entertained. He was constantly being
invited to private houses, either as the attraction
at some party or in order that some wealthy or
noted person might see him with no crowd about.
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Such a one was the Emperor Nicholas of Russia,
who visited London while Tom Thumb's popularity was at its height. It was afternoon, about
five o'clock, that Barnum and his small
companion drove to the home of the Russian Ambassador in Dover Street. The imposing surroundings, the eight or ten servants in elegant
livery who met them at the door, and the formality of being ushered ttp the great stairway had
all become familiar through so many visits to
homes of wealthy members of the nobility as well
as the three visits at Buckingham Palace. The
Emperor was seated on a couch, surrounded by
some twenty or more distinguished persons, and
the whole group, including the Emperor, rose as
Barnum and the General entered the room. The
Emperor was astonished at the smallness of the
General, and Barnum afterward declared that
he never saw anyone show so much surprise at
sight of him. At first the Emperor laughed,
laughed as though he would never stop, but finally
he controlled himself and took the General on his
knee, asked him many questions, and at the end
of an hour, as the General was leaving, gave him
an urgent invitation to visit him in St. Petersburg.
During some of the warm months Barnum
and the General lived at Greenwich, going back
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and forth to London as they needed, and here one
afternoon the General was paid a visit by the boys
from a near-by naval school. There were seven
hundred of them, all from seven to twelve years
of age, and they had a fine band along with them.
Of course they were delighted with the General
and his performances and had a merry time
watching him. When they were ready to go, the
band, as was customary at the end of any sort
of an entertainment, played the national air, and
the boys stood at "attention" with their caps off.
The General en joyed the visit as much as the
naval lads, and when the music stopped he exclaimed, '"Boys, I can't let you go until you play
'Yankee Doodle' !"
· The band did not know the tune, but the general
insisted that made no difference. He hummed the
air through once or twice and the boys caught it
and began to play, and as they did so the rest of
the seven hundred again stood at "attention"
and took off their caps. When the General
noticed it he shouted as loud as he could:
"You may put on your hats, boys. We don't
take off our hats in America when they play
'Yankee Doodle.'"
Although Tom Thumb had become well known
in London and in fact all over England, Barnum
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went quietly about preparations to draw new attention to him and keep people talking about him.
Going to the man who built the carriages for Her
Majesty the Queen, he ordered a carriage small
enough for Tom Thumb but complete in every
way, and an imitation of those used by royalty
and nobility. It was a surprisingly small and
wonderful little carriage, with a body only about
a foot wide and twenty inches high, but it had a
beautiful figured yellow silk lining, with lace
to match. The windows were of plate glass which
opened and shut by touching a spring. There
were Venetian shutters and shades, too. The
outside of the body was .painted an intense blue
and trimmed crimson and white. The wheels
were blue and red, with silver hub caps, and the
body was hung on leather straps, or "braces,"
as they were called, which were embroidered in
white silk. Behind was a place for a footman to
stand and in front a box for the driver. Of
course it would never do not to have a coat of
arms, and so Barnum invented one which was
painted on the panels of the doors. It was made
up of the figures of Britannia and the Goddess
of Liberty, the British lio~ and the American
eagle, together with the British and American
flags, and had for a motto the words, "Go ahead."
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Over the "box" was spread a crimson cloth ornamented with a silver star and red and green
flowers. A gay bright vehicle it must have been,
though too small for any ordinary horse to draw;
but such a difficulty did not bother Barnum, for
he simply had men hunt ail over England and
Scotland until they found a pair of Shetland
ponies small enough to go with the carriage, tiny
animals only thirty-four inches tall. For these
he had harnesses made of black leather trimmed
with silver and bearing the coat of arms. But
even then he d1d not consider the outfit complete,
and kept on until he found a couple of young
fellows, hardly larger than dwarfs themselves,
one to be coachman and the other footman. And
what liveries they wore! Sky-blue coats trimmed
with silver lace; red breeches; silk stockings with
silver garters and buckles; silver-plated buttons;
and the footman carried a silver-headed cane. Is
it any wonder that the General attracted atten-·
tion whenever he went out for a drive, not only
in London, but every town in England or Scotland
· which he visited as well?
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CHAPTERX~
A SONG TO A CAT

AMES MONROE was President of the
United States and Barnum was still a tenyear-old boy busy with his books and mischief
in the little red school in Bethel when far away
across the water in the old Swedish city of Stockholm on a day in October, 1820, a girl was born
to a family by the name of Lind. It was not a
happy home into which the. little stranger came.
Trouble and hardship had made the mother harsh
and unloving, and as she kept a school for girls,
some of whom she also boarded, there was little
time to spend caring for babies, and so the frail
little thing was loaded down with the ugly name
of Johanna Maria and soon after sent away to be
cared for. It was a kindly couple who took her,
Carl Ferndal and his wife, in the little village of
Sollentuna, fifteen miles out in the country, and
there for three years little "Jenny" was well
cared for and happy. But as her mother quarreled with everyone, it was ~ot strange that at
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the end of that time she quarreled with the Ferndal's and took the child back tq the city with her.
There in her own home an old grandmother
was the only one who paid any attention to her.
Much of the time she was left alone and obliged
to amuse herself. Some of the windows opened
out on a busy street and she loved to watch the
passing back and forth. Frequently a company
of soldiers marched by, and she enjoyed this more
than anything else,, for the music of their band
thrilled her, and when they could no longer be
seen or heard up the street she would creep across
the room to the old square piano and, pulling herself on to her feet, beat out with one baby finger
the air which the bugles had played. One day
the grandmother, coming along the hall, heard
with amazement the snappy notes of the bugle
imitated on the piano.
"Mina ! Mina ! Is that you?" she called in
excitement, thinking it must have been done by
an older gir1 who had taken lessons. There was
no answer to her call. She could see no one in
the room, and it was not until she discovered little
Jenny hidden under the piano and sobbing gently
for fear of punishment that she understood what
had happened. There was no danger of punishment, however, for the sound of those notes had
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told the grandmother something, and when, a
little later, Jenny's mother came in, the old lady
cautioned her to watch and be careful of the child,
for there would come a day when she would do
something great.
Soon the little girl was more lonely than ever,
for the grandmother went away to live in a
widows' home, and for three or four years Jenny
had a sorry time of it; then the school was given
up, and she, too, was sent to live in the big institution for widows. Life must have been lonely and
cheerless to this young creature who was the only
child in the great building and whose .single playmate was a c~t, but in spite of it all she developed
a sweet, happy disposition, and whatever she did,
she was always singing. When she ran and when
she jumped she sang. When she played any little
make-believe she sang, and often she sang just
because there was nothing else to do. It seemed
as though she was always singing. How fond
she was of her cat! Day after day she would
dress it up with a bit of blue ribbon and then hold
it in her lap as she sat by the window and watched
the people in the street, for, though there were
no soldiers who marched that way as there were
at her old home, still she loved to watch, and
always as she sat there she sang to her cat. Pos134
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sibly sh~ wondered why people so of ten lingered
in the street so near her window. Perhaps she
never noticed. At any rate, she kept on singing,
singing, singing to her cat. And so it happened
one day the maid of Mademoiselle Lundber came
down the street and her ear caught the sound of
Jenny2s singing. Such singing! The maid lingered
for a little and then hurried home to tell her
mistress of the wonderful voice she had heard
coming from a home for old widows. What could
it mean?
Mademoiselle was so interested in the story
which her maid brought her that she took steps
at once to find out who the singer was in the
widows' home, and one day, not long after, she
sent for Jenny and her mother, and she, too, listened while the girl sang.
"This child is a genius," she told her mother.
"You must have her educated for the stage."
Though Jenny's mother was opposed to anything connected with the stage, she finally consented to take the child to see Herr Crolius, who
was singing master at the Royal Theatre. When
they reached the steps leading to the old singing
master's office the mother almost turned back, but
the eager girl pushed open the big black door and
the faltering woman followed. Poorly dressed,
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frail, and awkward-no less promising a child
was ever brought to the music master in all his
long career. But when she sang, what a difference! . As the wonderful tones swelled out
from the childish throat the old teacher became
agitated and the tears rolled down his cheeJ{s.
Then he hurried with her to Count Pulke, head
of the Royal Theatre, but his story failed to
interest the crusty nobleman, who did not so
much as look up from his work.
"How old is she?" he snapped.
"Nine," the music master replied.
"Nine! This is not a nursery; this is the King's
:Theatre!" the count shouted, angrily.
"If the count will not hear her," Crolius persisted, "then I will teach her without pay myself,
and one day she will astonish you."
The count, somewhat softened by the unusual
determination and excitement of his singing master, grudgingly consented to listen, and once more
little Jenny began to sing. It only required a few
measures for the marvelous voice to move the
count as deeply as it had Herr Crolius, and before
Jenny and her mother left the building the first
steps in her career had been decided upon. She
was to become a pupil in the school attached to the
Royal Theat_re. It was to support her, educate
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her, and train her to act and sing. In so short
a time had the whole world changed for Jenny,
and the lonely neglected girl was to become the
treasured child of the theater.
Her genius was evident from the beginning of
her training, and it was not more than a year
after she entered the school before she was
appearing in child's .parts on the stage of the
Royal Theatre and astonishing everyone with her
powers. It was not long before the people of
Stockholm became fond of her, and gradually her
fame began to spread over Sweden. At seventeen, when she began to travel and give concerts,
the papers commenced to call her "the Swedish
Nightingale," ·and at twenty she was appointed
court singer to His Majesty the King of Sweden.
But in spite of this great success Jenny Lind
was not satisfied. Praise and honors had not
spoiled her ; she was as modest, unassuming, and
,/cheerful as in the days when she sang to her cat
in the widows' home, but she felt that she must
study more, that she had not sufficiently perfected her art, and so she traveled down to Paris
to the famous singing m·a ster Manuel Garcia.
He selected a piece for her to sing, one she knew
well, but a terrible thing happened. Before she
was half through it that wonderful voice failed
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her and she broke down completely. Overwork
and the strain of too much singing had wrecked
it.
"Mademoiselle, it would be useless to teach you.
You have no voice left," the celebrated teacher.
told her, with a cruel smile.
It was the hardest moment of her life. Garcia
would hold out no hopes that her voice would ever .,,J
come back; he would not even promise to help
her; all he would say was for her to rest her
voice, not sing a note, not speak, even, if she could
help it, and after a long time he :would listen
again. And so for weeks and weeks the marvelous voke was silent and the famous singer was
tortured with fears, but at last there came a
happy day when Garcia agreed to begin giving
her lessons, and for months and months Jenny
Lind patiently practiced scales and exercises
under the supervision of the French singing mas..,
ter.
The:n there came a day whet). the Nightingale
went home to Sweden and a series of tremendous
successes. Audiences were swept off their feet
with her singing. Encore after encore called her
back again and again; once twenty times. At
Copenhagen a great body of ·students with fl.am-;ing torches gathered about the house where she
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stopped, and sang songs in her honor far into the
night. When all Sweden had heard her she went
to Berlin and took the staid old German town by
storm, then toured the German cities, and in the
spring of 1847 crossed over to England to be
greeted everywhere with the greatest enthusiasm
and praise and to receive the most unusual attention and honors from British royalty, and so
before she was thirty years old the lonely neglected girl of Stockholm, who comforted herself
by singing to her cat, had become the most noted
singer in all Europe and the great Mendelssohn
had said she was the greatest artist he had ever
known and told her friend, Hans Andersen, the
famous author:
"There will not be born, in a whole century,
another bei~g as gifted as she."
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CHAPTER XVI
BRINGING A FAMOUS WOMAN TO AMERICA

UST before noon on Sunday, September 1,
1850, certain eager-eyed watchers caught
sight of a ship making its way up through the
narrows separating New York Harbor from the
tossing seas which reach to Europe. The boat
was the Atlantic, one of the largest and finest
passenger ships of that time. As she came into
the harbor and slowed down, a small boat put out
from the Staten Island shore and headed toward
her, urged on by four pairs of stout arms. When
it reached her side two men climbed up the rope
ladder to her deck. One was the health officer
of the port and the other was P. T. Barnum.
Barnum joined a little group whose members
were intent on the view which only one of them
had seen before, the health officer went about
his duties, and soon the big ship crept on toward
the upper harbor and its dock. Suddenly there
was the shrill sound of a whistle from some small
boat, then another and another, followed by

J
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deeper tones as larger boa ts took up the cry. A
fog horn boomed in and there followed a perfect
roar of sound. As the ship came nearer the city
its .passengers saw that every boat in the harbor
was crowded and every pier covered with solid
masses of human beings who waved handkerchiefs and hats and sent up lusty cheers as the
steamer slipped past. Thirty thousand people
surged about the slip at the foot of Canal Street,
making the docking of the vessel difficult and
dangerous, but at last it was accomplished; the
gangplank was put in place, a carpet was spread
over it, and then Captain West of the Atlantic
escorted a young woman from the ship to a waiting carriage. As the two appeared over the side
of the vessel there was a great shout from the
crowd as it saw for itself that Jenny Lind had
, reached America, and then in wild enthusiasm
cheered and pressed forward until it broke down
the dock gates and people were trampled in the
confusion. Barnum and the rest of the famous
singer's party followed down the gangplank and
entered the carriage, which was driven the short
distance to the Irving House through almost impassable streets and under evergreen arches which
bore the legends: "Welcome Jenny Lind," "Welcome to America." Again and again she bowed
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to the throng from the carriage window, and when
the police had forced a passage hurried up to her
rooms; but the crowd refused to be satisfied until
she appeared on a balcony in answer to repeated
calls for the "Nightingale" and waved her handkerchief to the thousands below.
But even then the crowd did not go away. It
increased instead until Broadway was completely
blocked with twenty thousand persons eagerly
watching for a glimpse of the celebrated singer
who had won the praise and admiration of
Europe. All through the evening and into the
night it stayed there, raising a cheer if so much
as a shadow flitted across the shade of Jenny
Lind's window. Finally there drifted over the
city the sound of bells striking the hour of midnight, and not long after followed the sound of
lively music, faint at first and then louder
and coming nearer. Eyes and ears were strained
in its direction, and presently those on the dutskirts of the crowd saw the glare of flickering
lights coming down the street. They proved to
be (orche?) three hundred of them, each one
carried by a fireman wearing a flaming red ·
shirt. They formed an escort for a musical
society which began a serenade in front of the
Irving House as soon as the firemen were able
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to ' force their way into the crowd and form a
hollow square for the use of the two hundred
musicians. The light of the torches flaring up
against the surrounding buildings showed their
roofs lined with people, figures at the windows,
and lamp-posts and awnings alive with those agile
and venturesome enough to take advantage of
the better view to be had from such uncomfortable positions. The serenade had not been going
on very long before there began to be calls for
Jenny Lind. Soon these calls became so loud as
almost to drown the music, and probably would
have if Barnum had not led her out upon a balcony, where she cbuld be seen easily, and where
she was greeted with cheering which lasted for
several minutes.
Then Barnum asked the
musicians to play "Yankee Doodle" and "Hail,
Columbia." When the music stopped the crowd
saw Jenny Lind clapping her hands and waving
her handkerchief. It cheered more madly than
ever and sometime toward morning, after the
music and speech-making were over, melted
away, leaving the street clear again and the
"Swedish Nightingale" able to get to bed after
her first day in the strange New World which
had welcomed her so noisily.
Wonderful singer as she was and great as had
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been her success in Europe, it was an entirely new
and unheard-of thing in 1850, although common
enough now, to bring such an artist as Jenny Lind
to the United States for a series of popular concerts. It was a daring undertaking on Barnum's
part, causing him months of anxiety and Gne on
which he not only staked his reputation, but his
fortune as well. It was an undertaking, though,
which in the end proved very successful, increasing the reputations of both Jenny Lind and Barnum, earning them great sums of money and
above all opening the way for other singers and
eventually leading to the establishment of opera
in America.
When Barnum set in motion the negotiations
.which ended in bringing the famous Swedish
singer to this country he had never heard her
sing, had never seen her, even, for he left England in 1847, a few weeks before she reached
there on her first tour of that country; but he
had heard much about h~r, read of the great
enthusiasm she aroused wherever she sang, and
so one day in October, 1849, almost a year before
the Sunday when she sailed into New York Harbor on the Atlantic, there suddenly occurred to
him the possibility of bringing Jenny Lind to
America. Accustomed as he was to large enter144
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prises and to following ·his first impressions, this
scheme was so bold and unusual that he gave it
more thought and study than common. For several days he worked on the problem, covering
sheet after sheet of paper with figures, but the
more he thought and the more he figured the more
, certain he became that the thing could be done,
and done successfully, and he decided to attempt
it.
For some reason Barnum did not see fit to
cross the water and, if possible, engage the serv'ices of Jenny Lind himself. Instead he hunted
out a suitable person to send on this most important errand, and the choice fell on an Englishman
by the name of Wilton, who was then in America
and knew something about the country from having traveled with a company of musicians. Wilton, supplied with all sorts of references and letters of introduction, sailed from New York early
in November, and as soon as he reached London
began a correspondence with Miss Lind, who was
in Germany. One of the first things which he
discovered from her letters was that if she
decided to come to America she wanted with her
Julius Benedict, a well-known composer, pianist,
and musical director, and also Signor Belletti, an
Italian baritone. Both of these rpen were in Lon145
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don, and Wilton, after many interviews and much
discussion, finally got them to say they would
come to America with Miss Lind. Then Wilton
hurried away to Lubeck to see Miss Lind herself.
A week was all the time that was necessary to
discuss the details of the contract and meet the
objections and conditions of the great singer, and
on January 9, 1850, she put her name to the paper
in which she pledged herself to cross the water
and sing in the United States.
There was no quick way then of sending news
from the old country to the new, for it was nearly
ten years after that the first message was sent
by cable from Europe to America, and so Barnum
did not know how successful his agent had been
until more than a month later, when Wilton
arrived in New York again. According to the
terms of the contract Barnum was to take all the
risks of the enterprise. He must pay Jenny Lind,
the singer, one thousand dollars a concert for one
hundred and fifty concerts, twenty-five thousand
dollars to Benedict, the musical director, and
twelve thousand five hundred to Belletti, the
baritone, and the whole sum of almost two hundred thousand dollars must be deposited in cash
with bankers in London before any one of the
three musical artists would start for America.
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Difficult as the terms were, Barnum was delighted
with the result of his agent's efforts; the success
of his plans seemed assured and the future looked
rosy. On his way to New York the next morning, filled with enthusiasm over his new enterprise, he mentioned to a friend that he had
arranged to bring Jenny Lind to America.
"Jenny Lind! Who is she? Some dancer?"
the man asked.
Barnum was startled by his friend's question,
almost frightened, in fact, for it made him realize
instantly that, except for a few who had been to
Europe, Jenny Lind's name meant nothing to
Americans, and unless it did her coming to this
country would end in failure. But he did not ·
despair. Europe's famous songstress was not to
sail until August. There was still time to tell
America who and what she was, and Barnum,
with all his skill as a publicity man, set about
doing it. The crowd which met and welcomed
Jenny Lind proved how thoroughly he performed
his task.
Even after her arrival in New York there was
much to be done before Jenny Lind could give her
first concert, and her second day in America was
spent with Barnum, Belletti and Benedict,
$eatching for a suitable hall, going from place to
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place, followed by a crowd almost amounting to
a procession which, in spite of clouds and rain,
trailed on in hope of getting a glimpse of the
distinguished group. New York then had none
of the great theaters it has to-day and most of the
halls were small, but standing just on the edge
of the harbor at the lower end of the city was a
circular-shaped building known as "Castle Garden." Around it flowed the waters of the bay
and entrance· was by means of a bridge. Once
it had been a fort, and picturesque old guns, black
and threatening, had pointed out through its sides
across the famous waterway. Years before,
though its portholes had been filled in and adapted
to more peaceful purposes, the building had
4ecome the largest gathering-place in the city,
and here it was finally decided to hold the concerts. Other busy days followed the decision.
There must be an orchestra, and Julius Benedict
had to select and drill the members. Under Barnum's direction the seating capacity was increased
and more standing room provided, and when this
was done rehearsals followed and there came a
day when Jenny Lind was to try her part. Julius
Benedict rapped gently on his conductor's stand
for attention, gave the signal, and the orchestra
commenced its accompaniment. With the first
/
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sound of the full, firm tones Jenny Lind stepped
forward, looked up at the great rows of empty
seats, and began to sing. Suddenly the music of
the orchestra faltered, grew fainter and fainter,
and finally stopped as the musicians, yielding to
the magic of the wonderful voice, with silent
instruments in their hands listened breathlessly
to the marvelous flood of tones.
A few days before the opening night there was
an auction sale of tickets. Four thousand people
crowded in to bid for a choice of seats. Lively
bids carried the price of the first ticket up rapidly,
and soon there was excitement. "Twenty-five!""Fif ty !" Some of the bidders began to drop out.
The bids kept steadily rising. "Seventy-five!""Eighty !" "A hundred, a hundred, give me a
hundred," the auctioneer was calling. A man
nodded his head and the price went higher and
higher still as the excitement increasel "One
hundred and fifty !"-"One hundred and seventyfive !" Men almost doubted their ears, but .still
the auctioneer called for more, and higher and
higher went the bids. "Two hundred!" The
excitement was intense. Would they never stop?
There were only a few bidding. It was more difficult for the auctioneer to get bids, and then
finally came his cry, "Going-going-fair warn149
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ing-sold, for two hundred and twenty-five dollars." Never had a ticket brought so much money
before, and a hatter by the name of Genin had
become its owner. Other tickets brought big
prices also, but none so much as this coveted one.
The first concert was on September 11. It
was to commence at eight o'clock in the evening,
but to avoid the possibility of annoyance by a
crowd Jenny Lind crossed over into the old fort
at four in the afternoon. An hour later the doors
were thrown ·open and the ticket-holders began
to arrive. Between a long double row of police
and under a great awning they passed to the
building and, after three different doormen had
examined their tickets, found themselves in the
big auditorium. It had been divided off into four
sections, each a different color. Everything about
a section corresponded in color-the seats, the
tickets, the lamps, even the rosettes on the twentyfive ushers detailed to each section, and the long
flowing ribbons on their wands. Away down in
front, seated in a big velvet chair marked Al, was
Genin the hatter, uncomfortable under his sudden notoriety, while outside in a couple of hun...
dred boats a thousand people were trying to get
near enough to hear; if possible, something of
what was taking place inside.
1
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So the hours dragged along until the city clocks
struck eight and Julius Benedict took his place
before the orchestra. At his word the sixty
musicians began an overture to which the thousands in the audience listened indifferently. Signor Belletti followed with a solo, and after he
had finished the great audience became so still
that the least sound could have been heard all over
the building. A door had opened at the back of
the stage and Jenny Lind, dressed in white, was
being escorted to the footlights. It was a trying
moment for her. All the long, weary evening,
back in her dressing room, she had been tortured
with the fear that she might fail. What if, after
coming across the three thousand miles of water,
she should fail? What if the thousands out in
front did not care for her singing? What if
America was disappointed in her? Such thoughts
made her feel sick.
She had never su11g before so large an audience
as this which stood up and welcomed her with
cheers and shouts and much waving of handkerchiefs, and finally settled back into quiet attention. As she stood there waiting for quiet and
the orchestra her face was deadly pale, she
trembled from head to foot and perspiration ran
down her cheeks in streams. At last came the
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strains of her accompaniment and she began to
sing. It was an anxious moment for Barnum
and her friends for the first words faltered and
trembled. Would she fail? A few notes more
and her confidence returned. She was calm, selfpossessed, and the firm tones of the marvelous
voice in all their wonderful richness swelled out
to fill the old building with such song as had
never before been heard on this side of the
Atlantic. The audience was carried away with
enthusiasm. Before the last notes of the piec~
had been sung there was a thunder of applause,
while bouquets began to pile up in front of her,
women waved their handkerchiefs wildly, and the
men shouted themselves hoarse. The "Swedish
Nightingale" had touched the heart of America
with her singing.

I

CHAPTER XVII
A THIRTY-THOUSAND-DOLLAR NUT

REAT luck with small people seemed to
follow Barnum. Such giants as he had
never caused much excitement, but his dwarfs
gave him and his Museum all sorts of notoriety,
besides earning him a fortune. One day, a few
years after returning from Europe with Tom
Thumb, while sitting in his office at the Museum,
a caller, George Washington Morrison Nutt, was
announced, and Barnum ordered him shown in.
There was a surprising difference, however,
between the showman's visitor and the extensive
name which he carried, for what Barnum saw
when the door opened was not a portly man, but
a dwarf even smaller than Tom Thumb. He was
seventeen years old, only twenty-nine inches high,
and weighed but twenty-four pounds. He proved
intelligent, sharp, full of keen wit, and all in all
most droll. Barnum was delighted, and from the
first moment eager to secure him, and it was only
a day or two later that one of his most capable

G
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agents was on the way to New Hampshire for
the purpose of closing a contract for the dwarf's
services, if possible, with Major Rodnia Nutt,
his father. Other showmen were there on the
same errand, but Barnum's agent had been
instructed to make as good a bargain as he could,
but to secure the dwarf at all costs, and so he
kept raising his offer until his competitors either
could not or dare not go higher, and he was able
to start back to New York with the coveted contract in his pocket; but he had been obliged to
bind Barnum to pay thirty thousand dollars for
three years of the dwarf's time, and for this
reason he was sometimes called the "thirty-thousand-dollar nut."
Barnum at once forgot the George Washington
Morrison part of his new treasure's name and
announced him as "Commodore Nutt." As soon
after as possible the new Commodore was fitted
out with a tiny coach which, when closed,
represented a gigantic English walnut, a pair of
Shetland ponies with gold-mounted harnesses,
and a miniature coachman and footman in gay
livery. Such a new and striking addition to the
Museum could not but attract attention, and the
crowds began to come to see the Commodore.
Then a funny thing happened. Commodore Nutt
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in looks was almost an exact duplicate of Tom
Thumb-that is, as Tom Thumb looked a few
years before. The resemblance was so striking
that when Barnum took the Commodore to
Bridgeport, persons who had known Tom Thumb
all his life refused at first to believe it was not
Charles Stratton. Tom Thumb had not been on
exhibition in New York for some time, but was
traveling on his own account in the South and
West. So as soon as some of Barnum's patrons
who remembered Thumb saw the Commodore,
they began to look wise, and soon there was a
story in circulation that Barnum had no new
dwarf at all, but was just exhibiting Tom Thumb
again under a new name. The more Barnum tol~
the truth and persisted that it was really a new
dwarf, the more they smiled and showed that
they believed themselves too smart to be taken
in by such a clever trick. So Barnum sent for
Tom Thumb and then advertised "the two smallest men." Crowds flocked in again, but Tom
Thumb had put on flesh and changed considerably in looks since his last appearance in
New York, and the crowd insisted that the Commodore was the genuine Tom Thumb and, refusing to believe that the real Tom Thumb was their
old-time favorite, declared that Barnum was try-
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ing to pass off some small stranger on them, and
went away from the Museum proud of their
keenness; all of which amused Barnum immensely
and swelled the Museum's receipts, for the more
people discussed the two dwarfs the greater was
the number who went to see them.
When the Commodore had been on exhibition
a year or so arid just as he was beginning to be
something of an old story to New York, word
came to Barnum of a dwarf up in Massachusetts,
a girl this time, by the name of Lavinia Warren.
She was living with her parents, and Barnum lost
no time in sending them an invitation to visit him
in Bridgeport and bring Lavinia with them. The
invitation was accepted. Barnum found Lavinia
to be an "educated, accomplished, and perfectly
developed woman in miniature" and before the
Warrens left he had closed a contract to exhibit
her both in Europe and in America.
His next move was to take her to the house
of his daughter in New York, where she stayed
while a large wardrobe was made for her. The
dresses were the richest and most elegant to be
had, and in addition Barnum provided her with
costly jewels and everything else which money
could buy to make her charming and attractive,
and then she was brought out at the Mu~eum,
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where she was a great success from the first day.
The Commodore was still on exhibition there
and, though considerably younger, took a great
fancy to her from the first. One of the rings
which Barnum had given Miss Warren did not
fit, and with Barnum's permission she gave it to
the Commodore. To her surprise the act was .
misconstrued, and fanned his fancy for her into
a flame, a result which distressed her, for she considered herself a woman and the Commodore
merely a nice boy.
At the time Miss Warren was brought out at
the Museum, Tom Thumb was taking a vacation
at his home in Bridgeport. He had become very
wealthy and his time was spent with horses and
a fine yacht which he owned and in which he
enjoyed sailing up and down Long Island Sound.
One day he went in to New York for some purpose or other and, having some time to spare,
dropped in at the Museum to see Barnum and his
other friends there. Possibly he may have had
' some curiosity besides concerning Barnum's new
attraction. At any rate, he saw Lavinia Warren
for the first time, was introduced, and had an
opportunity to talk with her for a little while.
Then he went straight to Barnum's office and
asked to see the showman alone. Barnum closed
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the door and the big and little man sat down
together. The dwarf asked to be told all about
Miss Warren's family, listening with a satisfied
air as Barnum told him what he knew of it.
"Mr. Barnum," the dwarf exc;faimed when the
showman had finished, "that is the most charming
little lady I ever saw and I believe she was created
on purpose to be my wife!"
Barnum was considerably astonished and
started to say so, but the dwarf, interrupting
him, continued:
"I must marry that young lady! You have
always been a friend of mine and I want you
to say a good word for me."
The little General was greatly excited and the
showman told him that he had made his decision
too quickly, that he should take time to think such
an important matter over more; but the General
insisted that he had made up his mind and years
of thinking would not change it. Then Barnum
told his young friend that he would not oppose
his suit, but that he must do his own, courting,
and after warning him that he must expect a
rival in Commodore Nutt and that it would be
necessary for him to be very careful if he wanted
to win the affections of Miss Warren, the dwarf
went away.
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There was a sudden change in Tom Thumb.
The yacht was no longer an attraction. He paid
little or no attention to his fast horses. It seemed
to be necessary for him to go to New York often,
and his mother began to be astonished at his
sudden affection for a married sister who lived
there. Of course he went down to the Museum
whenever he was in the city. He was more
friendly than ever with Commodore Nutt, but
took advantage of every opportunity to talk with
Miss Warren when the Commodore was on the
stage or busy elsewhere, and he managed to see
her on Sunday afternoons and evenings without
the Commodore knowing it; and it was evident
that Miss Warren was pleased with his attentions.
So weeks passed, until one day Tom Thumb
asked his showman friend to do him the favor of
inviting both him and Miss Warren to spend the
following Saturday and Sunday at the Barnum
home in Bridgeport. This Barnum agreed to do,
the dwarf went away, and on Friday, as Miss
Warren, Commodore Nutt, and Barnum sat
alone in the green-room at the Museum, the latter
said:
"Lavinia, you may go up to Bridgeport with
me in the morning and stay until Monday."
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"Thank you," the little woman replied. "It will
be a relief to get into the country for a couple of
days."
"Mr. Barnum," the Commodore exclaimed, "J
should like to go up to Bridgeport to-morrow."
"What for?"
"I want to see my little ponies; I have not seen
them in a long while."
"That is the pony you want to see," Barnum
whispered, pointing toward Miss Warren, but
the Commod9re insisted that it was his Shetland
pomes.
''But how can we spare you from the Museum?
Who would do your act?"
"Oh, I can perform at half past seven, jump
on a train and get to Bridgeport before eleven,
and come back to New York early Monday morning," he teased; and the showman finally consented.
When Saturday morning came Tom Thumb,
spick and span, went to the station in Bri~geport
with his finest carriage and horses to meet Barnum and Lavinia Warren. He had taken especial
.pains to have everything look swell, even adding
a broad velvet ribbon and silver buckle to the
coachman's hat. Th~ carriage went at a brisk
pace to the Barnum home, where all thr~e went
.I6o
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in for half an hour, and then Miss Warren and
Tom Thumb went out alone for a drive. The
dwarf took his small companion all over the town,
pointing out pieces of real estate which he owned
and others which Barnum owned. On the way
he stopped at his home to introduce Miss Warren
to his mother and to show her the apartments
which his father had built for him, the rooms
filled with a generous amount of splendid furniture, and ·both rooms and furniture as much
smaller than ordinary apartments and furnishings as Tom Thumb was than ordinary people.
It had been arranged for the General to spend
the night at the Barnum home, and soon after
dinner was out of the way he and Miss Warren
started in to play the old-fashioned game of backgammon. Toward nine Barnum mentioned the
fact that it was nearly bedtime, but that some one
would have to sit up late to let in the Commodore.
The General voluntered to do this if Miss Warren would stay with him, and she assented,
remarking something about being used to late
hours and wanting to see the Commodore. After
some food had been placed on a table for the
Commodore the Barnum family disappeared up
the stairs and the two dwarfs were left alone.
It :w~s µot long before the General was beaten
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at his game. It was pushed aside and he began
to entertain his companion with more details of
his financial affairs. Then having, as he hoped,
established his reputation as a business man, he
drew his chair closer and began to talk about Miss
Warren's trip to Europe which had been planned
to begin in a couple of months. She told how
much she :Was looking forward ta it, for Barnum
had told her that she would probably appear
before royalty and nobility. "Oh, I shall like
that; it will be so new," she exclaimed; and then
the General, swelling with pride, told of his six'.
years in Europe, the crowned heads he had met,
the sigh ts he had seen, and the gifts he had
received. Pictured it all as most attractive, but
observed that he was afraid she would be lonesome, a danger which she said she did not fear,
as friends would go with her.
"I wish I was going over," the General
remarked, with a sigh, after a slight pause in the
conversation, "for I could explain everything and
all about the different countries to you."
"That would be very nice." ·
"Do you think so?" the General asked, eagerly.
"Of course it would be pleasant to have some
person along who could answe; all my foolish
questions."

A THIRTY-THOUSAND-DOLLAR NUT

"Would you really like to have me go?" he
said, after some discussion of whether Barnum
would be willing to engage him.
"Of course I would."
"Don't you think it would be nicer if we went
as husband and wife?"
Tom Thumb's friend gave a start, accused
him of joking, wondered why the Commodore did
not come, and accused him also of being sudden;
but he persisted, and just as carriage wheels were
heard grinding the gravel of the Barnum driveway she agreed to say yes if Tom Thumb could
get her mother's consent. Then there was a
sharp jingle of the door bell and the Commodore
was let in.
"You here, General?" he snapped, as he
caught sight of Tom Thumb.
"Yes, Mr. Barnum asked him to stay," Miss
Warren said, with a smile, "and we were waiting
for you. Come warm yourself and have something to eat."
But the Commodore insisted that he was
neither cold nor hungry, and finding that Barnum
had retired, asked which was his room, and
rushed off upstairs, where he found the showman reading in bed.
"Mr. Barnum, does Tom Thumb board here?"
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he asked, sarcastically, without stopping for the
formality of a greeting.
"No," Barnum replied, "he does not board here.
I invited him to stop overnight, so don't be foolish."
"Oh, it's no affair of mine," the Commodore
growled, and, turning on his heel, started for bed
in very bad humor. Ten minutes later Barnum's
door was opened again, this time by Tom Thumb.
Rushing up to the bed, he seized the showman's
hand and, jumping up-'and do~n in joy and
excitement, he whispered:
"We are engaged, Mr. Barnum! We are
engaged! We are engaged!"

CHAPTER

xvur

A SMALL BIG WEDDING

URING a friendly scuffie soon after they
became acquainted, Commodore- Nutt had
easily thrown the stouter and heavier Tom
,T humb on his back, but the doughty little General
from Bridgeport had beaten his rival in winning
the affection of the girl from Massachusetts.
Except for a short call in the evening, Tom
Thumb kept away from the Barnum home on
Sunday, and whatever the Commodore may have
mistrusted, he made no comment and asked no
questions either in Bridgeport or on the way back
to New York with Miss Warren the next morning. Monday and Tuesday the routine of work
at the Museum moved on as usual, but on
Wednesday morning Mi.ss Warren and the
General appeared in the showman's office.
"Mr. Barnum," the General said, as soon as
he had closed the door, "I want some one to tell
the Commodore that Lavinia and I are engagecl.
I am afraid there will be a row when he hears it."

D
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"Tell him yourself," the showman answered,
with a smile.
"Oh," said the little General, almost shuddering. "I don't dare to. He might knock me down."
After some discussion of the best way to break
the news Miss Warren offered to do it herself.
The Commodore was sent for and the General
disappeared.
· "Commodore, do you know what this little
witch has been doing?" Barnum asked, pointing
to Miss Warren.
"No, I don't."·
"She has cut up one of the cutest pranks you
ever heard of. Can you guess what she has
done?"
For a moment the Commodore seemed lost in
thought, and then looking straight at the showman, whispered one word, "Engaged?"
"Yes," Barnum replied, "absolutely engaged
to be married to Tom Thurrib."
"Is that so, Lavinia?" the Commodore asked.
"That is so," she assented.
The "thirty-thousand-dollar nut" turn~d pale,
choked a little, hurried out of the room, and as
he did so mumbled in a broken voice:
"I hope you may be happy."
For some strange reason a prospective bride
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always arouses a lot of curiosity, and even Barnum could not have invented a better advertisement for -his Museum than the announcement in
the papers of the dwarfs'· engagement. Crowds
immediately poured into the Museum. Those
who had seen Miss Warren went to see her again,
and those who had never seen her hurried to find
out for themselves what she looked like and how
large she really was. She kept on hand a supply
of tiny photographs of herself which she sold to
visitors, and as soon as her engagement was
known the sale of these increased to more than
three hundred dollars' worth a day. Barnum
arranged for Tom Thumb to appear with his
fiancee and help in the sale of pictures, his own,
of course being added, and the two little people
proved such an attraction that the Museum could
hardly take care of those who squeezed their way
in and out. Of course this was all a remarkably
fine piece of financial good fortune to Barnum,
and he proposed that the dwarfs' wedding be
postponed a month in order to gather more of
the harvest, but no amount of money would tempt
the happy little couple to wait. Their match was
a real love affair and they were in a hurry to be
married, so Barnum, although it meant a large
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loss to him, good-naturedly agreed to their wishes
and offered to give them a wedding.
It is unlikely that there was ever such a wedding before or ever will be again. February 10,
1863, at high noon, was the time set for it. Minnie Warren, a dwarf sister of Lavinia, was to be
the bridesmaid, and Commodore Nutt best man.
Soon after the Commodore had been told of the
engagement, Barnum suggested to him that he
act as best man, but he had replied with considerable heat:
"No, sir ! I won't do it!"
A few weeks later Barnum reminded the Commodore of this refusal, and the little fell ow pompously replied:
"It was not your business to ask me. When
Tom Thumb, the proper person, asked me, I
accepted."
Barnum arranged for the wedding to take
place in Grace Church, New Y_ork, and when the
day arrived crowds of people who hoped to get
a glimpse of the famous little folks began gathering on Broadway early in the forenoon, and
before midday the street looked as though some
important parade was expected. A squad of
policemen kept the steps of the church clear and
allowed no one to enter who did not have a card
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of invitation. Barnum was anxious to give his
small friends a swell wedding, but he did not
intend to make a show of it. Great pains had been
taken in making out a list of persons to whom
cards were sent and, though he was offered as
much as sixty dollars by those anxious to get in,
everyone was barred except the invited guests.
The church was filled, and with a distinguished
company. In it were several Governors, some
members of Congress, a sprinkling of army
officers, and men and women of wealth and distinction, many of them coming from New York's
old and aristocratic families.
In order that the two couples could see and be
seen, a platform about three feet high had been
built just in front of the altar rail and covered
with a Brussels carpet. As the great organ
pealed out a wedding march the four dwarfs took
their places on it. Miss Warren was elegantly
gowned in white satin decorated with costly point
lace. There was a long train to hei:- dress, and
caught in her veil was a spray of real orange
blossoms. The little men were in full-dress suits,
with white-silk vests and blue-silk under-vests,
and while the organist played softly selections
from various operas the ceremony proceeded.
;Three clergymen took part. Ttre rector of Grace
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Church and the rector of Tom Thumb's church
in Bridgeport shared in the service, while the old
pastor of her mother's church in Massachusetts
gave the bride away. Then, when they had been
pronounced "husband and wife," Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Thumb, or in reality Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Stratton, marched down the aisle to their carriage
and were whisked away to the Metropolitan
Hotel.
There a reception had been arranged for the
miniature couple, and other thousands were waiting for an opportunity to see them. So great
was the crush that it was necessary for a time
to shut the parlor doors and hold the crowd back,
but later they were opened again and it was
allowed to see the display of wedding presents,
among which was one from President and Mrs.
Lincoln. There was wedding cake, too. Not
just a loaf, but enough so that two thousand
pieces were cut and distributed among the guests.
Then in the evening the New York Excelsior
Band came and serenaded the couple, and Tom
Thumb went out on one of the balconies of the
hotel and made a speech of thanks-truly a big,
big day for a small, small couple.

CHAPTER XIX
WHITE WHALES

B

ARNUM was so well known by so many sorts
of people that his mail was always heavy.
People wrote to him about all sorts of things,
asked various f~vors, and begged_outright for
money to such an extent that he once said that
whatever else happened, ,he could be sure of getting a number of begging letters every day.
Then, too, his Museum was so well known that
he was continually hearing from people who
imagined they had curiosities which he would be
willing to pay great prices for. One morning the
mail brought him a letter from a Kentucky farmer saying that he had a three-legged chicken,
the only three-legged-chicken in existence, and
that Barnum might have it for a thousand dollars. Curiously enough, the same mail brought
a letter from a New Jersey farmer who boasted
that he also had the only three-legged chicken in
the world, and offered to part with his treasure
for a thousand dollars. It was seldom that such
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letters were answered, but this time Barnum sent
the Kentucky man's letter to the farmer in New
Jersey and to the farmer in Kentucky went the
letter he had received from the man in New
Jersey, and he was pestered no more by either.
Of the many attempts which were made to
work off fakes and tricks on Barnum in connection with curiosities, few were successful. However, one which was worked on his manager was
so good that Barnum himself set the story going,
and the joke has become famous. An apparently
honest and guileless farmer called at the Museum
and told of a "cherry-colored" cat he had at home
and which he would like to sell. How much
would the manager give for it? The latter had
never heard of such a strange freak among cats
and thinking what an attraction it would be with
its bright coloring, offered the man twenty-five
dollars. The farmer asked to have the offer put
in writing. This the manager did, stipulating
that the cat must not have been colored artificially and was to be delivered in a healthy condition. The farmer tucked the paper down deep
in his pocket and without so much as the suspicion of a smile went away. A few days later he
appeared in the manager's office. Closing the
door carefully, he solemnly untied a sack which
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he had brought and, reaching in, drew out an
ordinary black cat, saying as he did so, "Of course
when I was talking with you the other day I
meant a cat the color of black cherries."
But Barnum was always on the alert to find and
secure the unusual, the unique, and the striking
for his Museum, and when he heard of anything
which he believed it would be possible to create
a sensation with he allowed no effort or expense
to stand in the way of securing it. Usually he
did this by means of carefully instructed agents,
,though sometimes, if the matter were too important, he went in person and settled the terms
of the bargain himself. One summer such a trip
took him nearly to the mouth of the St. Lawrence
River.
In some way word came to him that fishermen
in that section of Canada had caught alive a white
whale. He was also told that if one of these
whales were placed in a box lined with seaweed
and partly filled with salt water, it could be kept
alive for some time and carried a long distance.
Barnum knew nothing about white whales or
their habits, but he believed that with the help of
the natives he could catch a couple. It seemed
worth trying, anyhow, and he was sure if he
could get them to New York they would attract
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a great deal of attention. Once he came to this
conclusion, no time was lost in putting the scheme
to the test. Men were immediately put to work
in the basement of the Museum, clearing out a
place and building a tank of brick and cement
forty feet long ahd eighteen wide, to hold the
whales he hoped to get. This done, Barnum, with
a couple of dependable assistants, caught a train
for ,Quebec, continuing on from the old Canadian
city by rail down the St. Lawrence to Wells
River. There he chartered a sloop and sailed out
to Elbow Island ( Isle au Coude). The people
on the island were Canadian French who secured
a living by fishing, farming, and at the right
season of the year making maple syrup and sugar.
Barnum found them hospitable, but distressingly
dirty. There was no question of there being
plenty of white whales, for at any time of the day
numbers of them could be seen spouting not far
from the island. Barnum was more than eager
to begin his efforts, but the fishermen were in no
such hurry. Although •Barnum spoke French
more or·less, it was impossible for him to understand their patois and nearly as impossible to
understand the interpreter's translation. So
while he fretted and chafed, tantalized by the
sight of so much "spouting," three whole days
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were used up in negotiations with the fishermen.
Finally terms were settled on by which some two
dozen of them were to attempt the capture of a
couple of the whales alive and unharmed, and
work began at once. A quantity of stakes and
fencing material was brought, and a great stockade built in the shape of a V, the pointed end on
the beach and the wings running far out into the
water. As soon as this was done all hands waited
for the whales to swim into the trap; but day
after day passed and none came, although scores
of them glided along in the most aggravating way
just outside the mouth of the V-shaped fence.
One did show itself nearly inshore between the
arms of the stockade, but as Barnum wanted two
he would not let the fishermen make any attempt
to catch it. Then very early one morning, after
two more weary and discouraging days, he was
a wakened by the sound of excited voices, and
hurriedly dressing, he found that two fine
specimens of whales, moving with the tide, had
come way inside the inclosure. The fishermen
were at once sent out to make a line of boats
across the mouth of the trap, and by splashing
and shouting so frighten the whales as to keep
them inside until the ebbing tide should leave
them stranded.
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Barnum, delighted and enthusiastic, waited
only long enough to see that the capture and boxing of the two whales promised to be successful,
and then started for New York. As he hurried
on toward Quebec he wrote out an account of his
expedition, which he gave to the Quebec and
Montreal papers. Then at every stop of the train
he left notices and told the telegraph operators to
take off and bulletin any messages going over the
wires about the whales and to tell the public when
, the whales would pass through their towns. On
reaching New York he found telegrams which
told of the successful capture and boxing of the
whales and that his assistants had already started
back with them. These dispatches, with others
which followed at intervals, he not only gave to
the newspapers, but displayed on a great bulletin
board in front of the Museum. The little notices
left along the route did their work well and there
were crowds at the stations to see the strange
sight of a pair of whales traveling by freight
train, and so their journey to New York was one
great advertisement for the American Museum
seven hundred miles long. So, too, the bulletins
in New York had created excitement, and no
sooner were the whales in their tank beneath the
Museum than thousands rushed to see one of
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the strangest curiosities which had ever been
exhibited in New York.
Unfortunately, the change from the great ocean
to the tank in the basement of the building in
downtown New York was too much for the
whales, and in two or three days they were dead;
but they had attracted so much attention and been
such a good advertisement for the Museum that
Barnum decided to try again. This time he made
more elaborate preparations to ,care for his
whales and exhibit them. A tank was built on
the second floor of the building with great slabs
of slate and pieces of French plate glass, imported
for the purpose, which were six feet long, five
wide, and an inch thick. This tank was connected with the water front by an iron pipe
through which.an engine pumped salt water from
the bay. It was not long after the tank was
finished before Barnum had another pair of
whales in it and, as before, thousands rushed to
see them. But he and his men had not fully
learned what and how to feed and care for them,
and so tliey too died. Then for a third time a
pair were brought from away up by the mouth of
the St. Lawrence River. These had hardly been
installed at the Museum before some one started
a story that they were not whales at all, but just
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porpoises. When Barnum heard of it he got
Professor Agassiz, the noted naturalist of
Harvard College, to go to New York and see
them. The professor declared them genuine white
whales and gave Barnum a written certificate to
that effect, which Barnum published far and wide,
and greater crowds than ever rushed to see them.
Altogether the three pairs of whales were a great
success from a showman's point of view, for they
created a big sensation, advertised the Museum
extensively, and returned a handsome profit.
The great tank in the basement of the Museum
which had been built for the first pair of whales
was not allowed to remain idle for long. Soon
the means of creating another sensation was on
its way across thousands of miles of ocean, this
time in the form of a huge hippopotamus from
Africa. It was the first one ever seen in America
and crowds hurried to look at the strange beast,
their natural curiosity increased by Barnum's
announcement that the animal was a specimen of
the "great behemoth''- of the Scriptures mentioned in the fortieth chapter of Job.
Barnum's next move was to amaze his patrons
with strange fish. These followed the whales in
the tank on the second floor, into which he could
pump salt water. R-are specimens from the
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waters around New York, 'together with sharks,
porpoises, and such things as sea horses, took
their turn, and when interest in them began to
slacken he hired a fishing vessel and sent it to
Bermuda to gather a supply of the peculiar shaped
and brilliantly colored fish which are so plentiful
in tropical waters. Several seasons he did this,
and then came an offer which must have made
every country boy who heard about it start
toward the nearest stream, for Barnum declared
he would pay one hundred dollars in cash for
every live brook trout brought to him which
weighed four pounds or over. Difficult as they
were to find, he soon had three or four in his
tank, and trout fishermen came long distances to
see them. So Barnum not only kept interest in
his Museum alive, kept people asking "What
next?" and supplied a wholesome means of
entertainment, but in addition many of his
exhibits had a distinct educational value.
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CHAPTER XX
BESIDES BEING A SHOWMAN,

N a fall morning, not long after he was
forty years old, Barnum was busy in the
cellar of Iranistan, his palace-like home at Bridgeport. Pale, haggard, and alone, he worked
feverishly at his self-appointed task to the accompaniment of snapping, popping, and the crash and
rattle of broken glass. A stranger would have
believed him either drunk or crazy, for with a
thoroughness which spared or overlooked nothing
he was deliberately destroying the content& of a
well-stocked wine room, a choice collection
representing much money and careful buying.
It was a thing in which he had taken great pride,
but champagne, rare wines, precious old vintages,
unusual brands, and unique liqueurs, all shared
the common fate, and when the last bottle went
.crashing on the heap Barnum hurried from the
cellar1 hunted up a celebrated temperance lecturer
tO" whom he had listened the evening before, and,
securing a total abstinence pledge, signed it.

O
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Some forty years later, at the time of his death,
it had not been broken.
It was fear which drove Barnum to take such
a dramatic step-the fear: that he would become
a drunkard and die a sot. When Barnum was a
boy practically everyone drank, and quite likely
he drank · as much, and no more, than the
average young man of the time, but as he got
past twenty-seven the habit grew on him and he
drank more and more hard liquor. During the
first four years he spent in England, where heavy
drinking was common, he drank so much that,
in telling of it afterward, he said, "There my
appetite for liquor grew so strong from month
to month that I discovered if continued it would
certainly work my ruin." Shortly after realizing
this he went with Tom Thumb to the New York
State fair at Saratoga Springs. There among
"men of wealth and intellect filling the highest
positions in society" he saw so much intoxication
that he began to wonder what was to prevent his
becoming a drunkard. As a result he decided to
give up strong liquor, but continued to use light
drinks. He also began to urge his friends to give
up strong liquor and he had been the means of
bringing the temperance lecturer to Bridgeport.
But ,the latter, to Barnum's surprise, had treated
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the moderate drinker as roughly as he had the
drunkard and the rumseller, declaring that the .
moderate drinker should be willing to give up his
wine as an example to the community, and pointing out that if doing this seemed a hardship,_ it
proved he was in danger of becoming a drunkard
himself. This reasoning made such an impression on Barnum that he could not sleep, and after
spending the whole night turning the matter over
and over in his mind he finally, with a tremendous
effort, decided to become a total abstainer and
destroyed the contents of his treasured wine
cellar. How much he benefited by the decision
can be judged best by his own statement.
Referring to it a couple of years before his death,
he said : "Had I not done so I should have been
in my grave a quarter of a century ago, for my
health had already begun to be affected by
alcohol."
No sooner had the showman decided to give
up drink himself than he started in to get others
to do the same, and from talki~g to people on the
street it was but a short step to talking to an
audience, and before long he was making trip
after trip to lecture on temperance. That winter
there was hardly a community in Connecticut
which did not hear him. Then as his reputation
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as a temperance lecturer spread he addressed
audiences in Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, and many of the Southern and
Middle West cities. One year just before an
election in Wisconsin the prohibition people there
asked his h-elp, and for four weeks he traveled and
made two speeches a day in that state, and
occasionally all the rest of his· life he was to be
found lecturing for temperance.
But temperance was not the only subject Barnum talked about from the platform. One sea.son
he traveled all over the West, appearing before
lyceums, Young Men's Christian Associations,
and literary societies with a lecture entitled,
"Success in Life." It was on this trip that he
had one of the wildest rides of his life. One
afternoon his train was late in reaching a junction
point. The train he depended on taking had bten
gone for two hours. He was a hundred miles
from the town he was advertised to lecture in at
eight o'clock that evening, and not another train
until morning. Hunting up the superintendent
of the railroad, he told his trouble and asked for
a special engine and car to go on with. He was
so excited and offered so much money for the
train that at first the superintendent refused,
· thinking that very likely he was dealing with some
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criminal who was trying to escape, but when Barnum told who he was and why he was in such a
hurry, the official declared his willingness to do
what he could. An engine was hurriedly ordered
from the yard, and as there was no better car
available it was coupled to a caboose. Barnum
thanked the superintendent, and as soon as he
had climbed on board, the little old-fashioned
engine with its big funny smokestack started
puffing and snorting on its journey. Orders were
sent out for all other trains to clear the way, and
the Barnum special went bouncing on as fast as
the engineer dared to drive. Even the best of
passenger cars did not ride any too comfortably
in those days, and an old freight caboose much
less so, but Barnum rather enjoyed the new
experience and the novelty of watching freight
trains waiting on sidings while he went rapidly
past, hanging ~:m as best he could to keep from
being thrown to the floor of the caboose, and
reaching his destination none the worse for the
trip and in plenty of time to tell the people what
he knew about success in life. A few years later
he spent a season traveling in England and lecturing on "The Art of Money-getting." This
proved so popular that the lecture itself was a
very good example of the art. One night he
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'f ound himself at Oxford, facing a crowd of
students from the famous old university which
filled the hall to overflowing. They were in a
merry mood and he saw at once that they were
out for a lark. He hardly commenced his lecture
before various students began to call out comments, and soon there was a roar of laughter.
Waiting until he could be heard, he told his
audience that he saw symptoms of a "jolly" time,
and then went on to explain that they had paid
him liberally for an hour of his time and he was
at their service, but that, like a good showman,
he liked to please his patrons, and if they pref erred to furnish the entertainment, or to take
turns with him in doing so, he was perfectly willing, and then quoted the American saying: "You
pay your money, and you take your choice." This
announcement was followed by shouts of, "Good
for you, old Barnum," and he was allowed to go
on with his lecture for a matter of fifteen minutes,
when a voice called out:
"Come, old chap! You must be tired by thi~
time. Hold up now until we sing 'Yanke~
Doodle.'"
Barnum obligingly sat down until the song was
finished and he was told to "go ahead." Then
remarking, after looking at his wa.tch, that there
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were still forty minutes left, time for lofs ot fun,
he commenced his lecture once more. He was
soon interrupted again, and so, alternating with
the boys, he kept on with his talk, stopping short
at the end of the hour. He had won them though
with his good-nature. They crowded around to
shake his hand, asked him all sort of questions
about America and his Museum, urged him to
spend a week with them, and, when he explained
that his engagements would not permit it, insisted
that at least he spend the night and have breakfast with them, which he did.
So all through his life, at dinners, at receptions,
in churches, as mayor of Bridgeport and a member of the Conne~ticut legislature, once as Commencement speaker at Tufts College, and in all
sorts of places Bp.rnum was continually making
speeches full of wit, wisdom, and funny stories.
Like many other men who never cared to earn
their living at farming, Barnum, after he became
wealthy, enjoyed having fields and gardens and
raising crops and stock, fruit, flowers, and poultry. At one time from the windows of Iranistan
he could look out on a hundred acres that were
his and the biggest greenhouse in the city. In
his stables were fine horses and a herd of cows,
and in his poultry pens, not only the common
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varieties of fowls, but rare specimens from
foreign countries as well. He liked to be considered a farmer, even though only a gentleman
farmer, and he belonged to the Agricultural
Society of the county and sent a large variety of
things to its yearly exhibition. Many of his
entries won prizes, too. A prize for the best pair
of farm ho,rses and also some pigs; the best pumpkins and the greatest variety of vegetables; the
three best turkeys; the best dahlias, grapes, etc.;
and one year there went to the biggest showman
the prize for the biggest turnip.
While acting as president of the Agricultural
Society Barnum took a very active part in arranging for the annual fairs, and managed to make
them so interesting that they drew larger crowds
than ever before. One year he offered a prize
for the lady who should ride a horse best. At
another time he gave a special prize for a plowing
match. This aroused so much interest that one
drove his team all the way from Vermont clear
to Bridgeport, Connecticut, to take part in it.
The contest was held a mile or more outside the
city, where a great field had been divided off into
plots of equal size, one to each team. Long before it was time for the affair to begin the roads
leading from the city were choked with people,
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and conveyances of all kinds and thousands of
people stood around the field discussing the merits
of the different plowmen, each with his team
waiting at the edge of his plot for the signal. At
last word came to be ready. Every man grasped
his plow handle and watched intently the tall
figure of the marshal. Suddenly he waved his
hat in the air. Each horse and ox at the word
from its driver strained to the work and there
was a great shout as the people saw that the
teams were off. The conditions called for the
plowing to be ''well done," the turf to be "turned
flat," and the furrows seven inches deep. An
hour and a half was allowed for the work, but all
had finished in an hour and a quarter and were
crowding around the judges to hear their decision. The next day the Vermonter, whistling
merrily, headed his team north, carrying one of
the coveted prizes.
One day in the spring of 1855 there was a
strange addition to the live stock on the Barnum
farm, for there came ambling into the yard a
great elephant and its driver. "What is Barnum
going to do with that elephant?" was the question on everybody's tongue, but the showman
simply smiled and said nothing. One morning
soon after, passengers on the trains of the New
•
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Haven Railroad as they rode through Bridgeport
were astonished to see a field next the track being
plowed by a man dressed as an Oriental, and
whose plow was dragged neither by horses nor by
oxen, but by an elephant. As soon as the train
had disappeared around the bend the elephant
was driven to a corner of the field and allowed
to stand. Then when the driver, by consulting a
time-table which he carried, knew that another
train was coming, the elephant was again set in
motion and kept going until the train had past.
This was repeated all through the day and for
many days afterward. Meanwhile the passengers
were telling of the unusual sight they had seen in
Bridgeport, and presently reporters from New
York papers were going out there to see what it
all meant. Their trips were followed by stories
which other papers copied, and soon people all
over the United States were reading that Barnum,
proprietor of the American Museum, was using
an elephant to plow with, while he continued to
smile and say nothing.
There was one man, though-"Uncle 'Gid'
Thompson"-a farmer friend and neighbor, who
was not to be denied an answer in any such
manner. He insisted on talking the matter over
with Barnum, told him exactly how impractical
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he thought it was and senseless to use an elephant
to plow with, and finally questioned the animal's
ability to draw more than his two yoke of oxen.
"You are mistaken, Thompson," Barnum replied. "He can draw more than forty yoke of
oxen."
"Forty yoke of oxen!" Uncle \G id snorted.
"Forty yoke 1 I don't want to tell you that I doubt
your word, but I would like to know what he
can draw."
"He can draw the attention of twenty millions
of Americans to my Museum," Barnum replied.
The old farmer suddenly saw the point. The
plowing, like the job of the man who laid down
and picked up bricks for a few days in front of
the Museum, was just an advertising scheme, and
after the field had been plowed over some sixty
times, and the story well started in the papers,
Barnum sold the eleph~t to a menagerie.
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CHAPTER XXI
SOME SET-BACKS

B

ARNUM'S life, like that of all other men,
. was not without its misfortunes and setbacks. As he began to prosper with the American
Museum in New York and money came to him in
generous quantities from touring with Tom
Thumb, he began to think more and more about
building himself a house which should be to his
liking. While in England with Tom Thumb he
saw a building which pleased him so much that
he had plans made for a house similar tq it.
These plans he brought to America wit!?- him, and
while he was touring the United States and Cuba
with the General, workmen were busy at Bridgeport building the great house. It was of O~iental
style, a combination of Moorish and Turkish
architecture,, much ornamented with lattice-work
and quantities of spire-like little minarets, and
on the roof a number of domes, with one large
one in the center. Colored glass was used freely.
The building was three stories high, with . an
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abundance of piazzas and porch room. There
was not another house like it in the United States.
Special furniture was made for every room in the
house. Greenhouses, barns, and stables were
provided to match it. Trees were moved from a
distance and set out alongside the new driveways;
fountains were scattered about the grounds; and
around it all was built an ornamental iron fence.
It took a long time to do this and cost not less
than one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, a
great sum in those days; but at last it was finished,
and during November, 1848, the family moved in
and the event was celebrated with an oldfashioned New England "house-warming," with
almost a thousand invited guests. Barnum named
the place "Ira~istan," which he said meant "an
Oriental Villa." He was not only very proud of
the place, but very fond of it as well, and for
several years everything there moved on smoothly.
Then the family went away from Bridgeport for
a time and the house was closed. In the fall of
1857, nine years after the house-warming,
Barnum was planning to open it again, and carpenters and painters were busy putting the house
in order. Positive instructions that there should
be no smoking had been given the men, but some
of them were in the habit of eating their lunches
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seated on great plush cushions in 't he big dome
and having a quiet smoke afterward. It is
thought that one of them left a pipe lying on the
cushion, and a spark, eating its way to the tow
with which it was stuffed, smoldered there until
some stray draft fanned it into flame. At any
rate, on the morning of December 18, 1857,
Barnum, at the Astor House, New York, was
handed a telegram from his brother in Bridgeport telling him that Iranistan was only ashes. It
had been discovered in flames at eleven o'clock
the night before, the firemen were unable to cope
with it, and in two hours the great place which
had cost so much time and money had been swept
away. The place was never rebuilt but the name
Iranistan has been given to an avenue and so
Ii ves on in Bridgeport.
During the spring of 1865, as a member of the
Connecticut House of Representatives, Barnum
led a fight against a certain measure which the
New Haven Railroad was trying to get passed.
The critical point was reached on the 13th of July.
Barnum was making the last speech before the
bill was to be voted upon. Just as he was in the
midst of it a page handed him a telegram. He
glanced at it, and then with apparent indifference
folded it, tossed it upon his desk, and went on with
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his speech, driving home his points one after the
other with such force that when the matter was
put to vote the railroad was beaten. The session
was then adjourned, and as some of the members
were coming to congratulate him on his victory
he picked up the telegram and passed it to one of
his friends, who, on opening it, found that it was
from Barnum's son-in-law in New Yor~ telling
the showman that the American Museum was in
flames and that there was no hope of saving any
part of it. The news spread through the room
rapidly and the members of the House crowded
around to express their sympathy.
"Mr. Barnum, I am really very sorry to hear
of your great misfortune," his chief opponent
of a few minutes before told him.
"Sorry!" Barnum replied. "Why, my dear
sir, I shall not have time to be 'sorry' in a week."
The next morning, when he reached New York,
all that was left of the great American Museum
was a heap of smoldering ashes, in which he could
see the half-consumed carcasses of two white
whales which had reached the Museum only the
week before and were swimming in the great tank
when the fire which started in the engine room
broke out. It must have been a very unhappy
moment for Barnum as he stood there and
.
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realized how thoroughly and how quickly had
been destroyed the results of the many years of
patient work which he and the former owners of
the Museum had spent in getting together from
all parts of the world the great collection of
rarities which half a million of dollars and quarter
of ~ century of time could not duplicate. Many
of the exhibits, such as Revolutionary relics, could
never be replaced, and of all that the Museum
housed not a thousand dollars' worth was saved.
His famous Museum was gone. What should
he do next? Barnum went around to the office of
the New York Tribune to talk it all over with his
old friend, Horace Greeley.
"Accept this fire as a notice to quit and go
a-fishing," the great editor told him.
"A-fishing!" Barnum exclaimed.
"Yes, a-fishing. I have been wanting to go
a-fishing for thirty years, and have not yet found
time to do so."
The idea of retiring at fifty-five after ,h is
strenuous life seemed attractive to Barnum, but
the burning of the American Museum had thrown
one hundred and fifty people out of work at a
season of the year when it would be difficult for
them to find other positions. He felt vigorous;
he was fond of attempting big undertakings, and
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so it was not long before he had leased some
buildings farther up Broadway and workmen
were busy remodeling them. Agents were sent
hurrying all over Europe and America in search
of curiosities. Several entire museums were
bought, and on NQvember 13th, just four months
after the fire, "Barnum's New American
Museum" was opened to the public.
Three years later, on March 3, 1868, Barnum
sat leisurely eating his breakfast and reading
the morning paper. Mrs. Barnum and a lady
guest were at the table with him. It was an
unusually severe winter, with bitter cold and more
than thirty heavy snowstorms during the season,
and on that Tuesday morning there was a
quantity of snow on the ground. From time to
time as he came upon an interesting item Barnum
read it aloud to the ladies. After a little, with
no trace of excitement in his voice, he remarked:
"Hullo! Barnum's Museum is burned!"
"Yes, I suspect it is," his wife replied, sarcastically, thinking it was only more of his constant
joking.
"It is a fact," he said. "Just listen! 'Barnum's
Museum totally destroyed by fire.' "
".Yes, it was totally destroyed three years ago,
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but Barnum built another one," she said, with a
"you can't catch me" air.
"Yes, and that is burned. Now listen," and
Barnum proceeded calmly to read the details.
The guest, still thinking it all a joke, stole slyly ,
behind the showman's chair and glanced over his
shoulder.
"Why, Mrs. Barnum," she exclaimed, in consternation, "the museum is really burned! Here
is the whole account of it in the paper."
It was only too true. Like so many other fires,
it had started from a defect in connection with
the chimney. The people sleeping in the building
barely escaped with their lives and the poor
animals were burned to death in their cages.
Everything was destroyed except the granite
front of the building, and so intense was the cold
that the water froze before it had hardly left
the hose of the fire engines, and after all was over
this front, together with lamp-post and signs, were
covered deep with a fantastic and gorgeous coating of ice so unique and so full of shifting colors
in the sunlight that for several days thousands of
people gathered to see it. And so in hardly m~re
than ten years, in three fires, Barnum had lost his
treasured Iranistan and two museums and seen
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something like a million dollars' worth of property lying in ashes.
Shrewd and careful as he was, Barnum sometimes, though not often, placed more confidence
in people than he should. Once the results were
disastrous. Some years after settling in Bridgeport, Barnum, with another Bridgeport man,
began to develop a large tract of land in what is
now the eastern part of the city, then only open
fields. Streets and walks were built, trees planted,
lots laid out and offered for sale, and frequently
the two men helped those who bought lots to build
homes on them, allowing payment to be made on
very easy terms. Barnum was anxious to have
some big industry settle in East Bridgeport whi~h
would bring more people there and increase the
demand for his lots and houses. Just about this
time a representative of a large clock company in
New Haven went to Barnum and asked for financial help. He told of the big business the company did, of its resources and good standing, but
·d eclared it had been a bad year with small sales,
and that although the company had more stock
on hand than it needed it did not want to shut
down and throw its seven hundred men out of
work. As an inducement the representative
-.._a greed if Barnum would help the company it
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would move its plant to Bridgepprt. This was
exactly what Barnum would like. He made some
inquiries about the company and, getting favorable answers, he agreed to sign notes up to a total
amount of a little more than a hundred thousand
dollars. For a time he kept close watch of
matters, being particular to see canceled notes
before he signed new ones, but after a time, as
everything seemed perfectly honest and open, he
ceased to be so careful and without question
signed notes as they were brought to him, be-·
lieving that he was simply renewing old ones. So
matters went on for a few months. Then came
a sudden and cruel a wakening, for he discovered
that he had made himself responsible for more
than half a million dollars, that the clock company·
was bankrupt, and that it could not pay its
creditors more than a few cents for each dollar
it owed. Barnum's notes had gone to pay old .
claims, and instead of signing renewals, as he supposed, he had been repeatedly putting his name to
new notes. Efforts to settle on the basis of what
he had agreed to be responsible for failed, and he
was obliged tQ face the fact that he was a ruined
man.
Whatever he had the creditors of the clock company took, and Barnum, poor again, went to New
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York, hired a furnished house, and began taking
boarders. Having acquired and lost a large
fortune, at forty-six he was back at the foot of
the ladder. His misfortune was told of and discussed in nearly every paper in this country and
Europe. He was criticized and jeered, an~ many
of those who said it served him right were indebted to him for past favors. It was a bitter experience and gave him a chance to discover how
many were really his friends.
That he had friends was proven beyond a
doubt. The mayor of Bridgeport called a meeting to give public expression to the sympathy
people felt for Barnum and the confidence they
had in him. So many attended that it proved to
be the largest meeting that Bridgeport had had
.up to that time. More than a thousand men in
New York, among the number some of the most
prominent and influential citizens, signed an offer
to get him up a series of benefits. Proffers of assistance poured in from all sides, but Barnum,
declining all of them, set about mending his
fortunes single-handed.
Gathering together
what attractions he could, he went to Europe with
them, and for four years by means of lectures and
the management of various amusement enterprises, traveling over Great Britai~, Germany,
200
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and Holland, he earned money which he sent to
America and gradually paid off the clock debts.
l'hen one night in March, 1860, he stood before
a cheering audience in the old American Museum
and told the story of the clock deal and his successful struggle to pay up; and what a thrill he must
pave felt as he announced, "Richard's himself
again."
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CHAPTER XXII
THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

T

O-DAY at the mere mention of Barnum's
name everyone thinks of the circus, yet as a
matter of fact three-quarters of his Ii£ e had been
spent, and his name and reputation as a showman were widely known on two continents, before
he gave any attention to the circus. To be sure,
when he was a young man in his twenties he had
traveled for six months as a part of Turner's
circus; his little show which he called "Barnum's
Grand Scientific and Musical Theatre" had some
things about it which resembled a circus, and he
had been interested a couple of times in a traveling menagerie; but with these exceptions ·h is
interest in circuses was no different from that of
other: professional showmen engaged in various
branches of the show business. His fame had
grown out of his connection with such enterprises
as the American Museum, the exhibition of Tom
Thumb, and the concerts of Jenny Lind, but in
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1870, when he was sixty years old, he turned his
attention to the circus.
It was not from necessity, however, for he was
in secure and comfortable possession of a large
fortune. He had a beautiful estate where he
lived at Bridgeport, Connecticut. He had large
real-estate interests which he was developing. He
was president of a bank, an active director of the
public library, connected with the street railway,
active and prominent in his church, a leader with
gifts and influence in the development of a beautiful public park, and in all sorts of ways busy
with the different things which are constantly
engaging the attention of a distinguished first
citizen in any large town. Enough, one would
think, to furnish plenty of occupation and keep
almost anyone from being bored. But for men
of the Barnum sort nothing can ever take the
place of the joy of accomplishment, and only
death takes away the desire to measure their
strength against obstacles, to outdo the crowd and
conquer the impossible, and so while Barnum
at fifty-five had decided to spend the rest of his
days in a leisurely and partly idle old age, at
sixty he was entering an entirely different branch
of the show busipess and starting out on one of
the biggest undertakings of his life.
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In this first great circus undertaking of Barnum's he was associated with two other men who
had had long and varied experience in the circus
world, W. C. Coup and Dan Costello. On them
fell the actual work of assembling and running
the show, Barnum furnishing a large part of the
money and, what was more valuable, the prestige
of his name, his advice and suggestions, and the
benefit of his uncanny genius as a publicity man
and advertiser. From the first he was determined
that it should be larger and better than any circus
had • ever been before, and Coup and Costello,
equally anxious to excel any former exhibition,
devoted their time and energy to securing the
necessary features.
The first public performance of Barnum's Circus was on April 10, 1871, in Brooklyn, New
York. People were amazed at its size. Never before, either in this country or in Europe, had any
one dared to spread such an area of canvas as
there was in Barnum's new "big top." Never
before had a show had so many men, so many
horses, or so many animals in its menagerie.
Never had there been such an "aggregation" ( as
an old circus man would say) of side shows: wax
works representing many tragic happenings and
portraits of famous people; scenes painted on thin
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cloth and exhibited in a dark room, where by
means of changing lights most surprising effects
were produced; mechanical figures, like the
'iSleeping Beauty" and the "Dying Zouave,"
which breathed evenly and gasped in a very real
manner for breath; Swiss bell-ringers, who produced the sweetest of music by striking on bells
of different sizes; and then another dwarf had
been discovered and given a more striking name
than any Barnum.had had before, "Admiral Dot,
the Eldorado Elf"; and for contrast "Colonel
Goshen, the Palestine Giant," who sometimes
made a seat for the tiny admiral in his hand; and
Esau, the bearded boy, the armless woman,
and so on through a long list. But all these
special and striking attractions were commonplace compared with the sensation of that opening season, the family of Fiji cannibals from
the Fiji Islands. This family, it was explained,
had been captured by the men of one of the island
kings with an impossible name and would have
been served up on his table as a delicacy but for a
timely rescue by civilized persons. From time to
time these visitors from the other side of the world
mounted a platform and did dances of various
sorts and rude marches, while the curious watching crowd experienced various emotions from
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shuddering at the awful fate the beings before
them had escaped to waves of nausea at the
thought that the half-naked dancing creatures had
frequently feasted on human flesh. Then, too,
when the ringmaster snapped his whip, what an
astonishing spectacle. Such acrobats, such riding,
such beautiful women, and the clowns! Did anyone ever know of such drollery or such side-splitting jokes? No wonder it was the talk of the
town.
Then after Brooklyn had seen it the show went
on the road, and what an undertaking that was no
one but a circus man could fully appreciate. In
ordinary affairs a little moving is a great matter.
How much excitement and commotion is caused
when a single family moves from one house to
another. Seldom that something is not forgotten.
Frequently things are not fully packed and ready
when the van comes. As often the van is late and
the whole plan for moving day is out of joint as
a result. To get some boxes from the freight
station is apt to involve much trouble and annoyance, and it is far from an uncommon thing for
the grocery wagon to be behind time, and all these
failures are passed off with an excuse; but excuses do not go in a circus. It simply has to do
the right thing at the righ~ time day after day,
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otherwise it would soon cease to exist, for if it
kept on failing to meet the crowd drawn together
by its advertisements it ~ould be only a short
time when it would have neither crowds nor
money. So, regardless of weather or anybody's
feelings, the circus has to move punctually,
smoothly, and be sure and leave nothing behind.
This is only possible by the utmost regard for
system and team play; by giving each person in
the great organization a certain part to do and
making sure that he does it thoroughly at just
the right moment, like the members of a great
orchestra.
There was system in the Barnum circus. Other
big tops in many a circus had come down quickly
at the end of the night performance, but none so
big as the one which so suddenly melted into heaps
of canvas that April night in 1871. Other wagons
gayly painted in blue anq red and yellow had been
loaded over and over again in the past with tents
and circus properties, but never so many or so
large. Never had so many cages formed in line,
never so many horses and people, and when
through the night the great procession rumbled
and rattled to its next "stand" while heads nodded
and eyes closed in snatches of sleep, it formed a
207
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unique pageant which, once seen, would never be
forgotten.
That first season Barnum went with the circus
to all the large cities. For more than thirty years
he had been before the public as a showman.
Everybody knew Barnum. Knew him as a showman and the proprietor of the famous American
. Museum and remembered his connection with
Tom Thumb and Jenny Lind, and so in the popular mind his name and his presence stamped the
big show as genuine. Many were more interested
to see Barnum than they were to see the show and
he took pains that they had an opportunity. Especially was he eager to meet children, and it is
quite certain that he took a genuine delight ·in
seeing their pleasure in watching the "show."
Possibly he was carried back in thought to that
day in his own early boyhood ~nd the two wonderful hours at his first circus. But great as was
the value of his personality as a drawing force, he
and his partners were far too practical to depend
on that alone to fill the great field which was
covered each day by the big tent. They had
established the circus on a larger scale than ever
before and its success required larger crowds in
proportion, and so orders were issued to "stick up
more paper" than had ever been heard of before,
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paper being the circus term for show-bills. It
had always been the custom to post them only in
the neighborhood of the city or town in which a
show was to stop, but the Barnum bill-posters
were sent out in every direction from the big
towns for fifty and seventy-five miles to cover not
only billboards, but barns, fences and rocks, with
flaming annou·ncements of the big show, and it is
said that in some weeks they put up as much paper
as other shows did in a whole yea-r. Having billed
the show over such a large territory, arrange..
ments were made with the railroads to run special
trains to the circus towns and carry passengers
at reduced rates, and the result was such "business" as old-time showmen never dreamed of.
The next season the development of the
circus business was carried still further. Until
then all circuses had been one-ring affairs,
but when the Barnum show started on the road
again the public was astonished with the a,nnouncement of two rings--double the performance for the same money-and later another ring
was added, making the present three-ring circus.
Of course no one could watch more than one ring
at a time, but as each ring had a different act it
gave people a choice, made Barnum's circus more
popular, and put rival shows at a disadvantage.
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By the old method of wagon travel it was necessary for the show to make short "jumps." That
is, the circus proprietor in laying out his route had
to plan to have the towns in which he exhibited
no farther apart than his teams could travel between the time the show ~as loaded up after the
evening .p erformance and the next morning's
parade. This frequently made it necessary to
show in towns too small for profit, and wi_th such
an outfit as the Barnum circus this was a serious
disadvantage, and to the amazement of the old
showmen the Barnum circus started out in 1872
traveling by rail. In this way it was not only
possible to carry a larger show, but it could easily
make "jumps" of a hundred miles in a night and
in this way avoid the little towns.
Year after year the Barnum show kept on
growing bigger and better and more popular. It
had its imitators, too. Most of them were too
small to make much difference, but many of them
bore witness to the drawing power of Barnum's
name by either claiming outright to be ~arnum
shows or else trying in some way to leave such
an impression. There was a fierce rivalry between the different shows, much of it such as
would not be resorted to now, some showmen not
hesitating to cover a competitor's "paper" with
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their own, and there is a story on record of one
show that burned a bridge as soon as it had
crossed in order to prevent a rival from reaching
his next stand. Barnum met this sort of thing
with advertisements. He covered the country
with large bills which read: "Wait for Barnum.
Don't spend your money on inferior shows." He
also printed much about the small shows in his
programs and offered great sums of money to
anyone who could equal some of his curiosities.
Though the Barnum show was so large that it
did not need to worry much about the smaller
shows on the road, still there was one which grew
so rapidly that it became a genuine competitor and
there sprang up a bitter rivalry. This was the
show owned by Cooper, Bailey, and Hutchinson
and which traveled under the high-sounding name
of the "Great London Circus, Sanger's Royal
British Menagerie, and Grand International
Allied Shows." It began to be a question if perhaps this show might not outdo the Barnum show,
and when things were just at this point a baby.
elephant was born in the Bailey show, the first
baby elephant ever born in captivity. Barnum
heard of it, realized at once its advertising value,
and then made one of his few big mistakes as a
showman by telegraphing Bailey an offer of a
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hundred .thousand dollars for the baby. Of
course Bailey quietly ref used the offer, but when
he got near the section where the Barnum show
was he covered all the pillboards with great
posters which bore pictures of the telegram, and
underneath it in big letters the caption, "What
Barnum Thinks of the Baby Elephant."
Barnum could not deny the telegram. Bailey '
had turned the tables on him in a very clever piece
of advertising which would hurt the Barnum
show. There was no prospect that it could drive
Bailey from the field, and so Barnum made a
move to get rid of his rival in another way. He
took steps to induce Bailey to combine with him
and finally succeeded. Coup and Costello had
long before left Barnum. Cooper was dead,
Hutchinson soon retired, and the famous firm
name of Barnum & Bailey came into existence,
and Barnum's ambition, the Greatest Show on Earth, had become a fact.
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CHAPTER XXIII
THE MOST FAMOUS ANIMAL

HILE traveling in Africa during 1861, Sir
Samuel Baker, an English explorer, fell in
with a band of Hamran Arabs making its way
down the Settite River with a baby elephant. .
Wild-looking fellows they were, with long curling hair parted in the middle, and carrying
leather-covered shields and great double-edged
swords more than three feet long, which they took
good care to keep sharp enough to cut a hair neatly
at any time. Somewhere off in the central part
of Africa the little elephant had been born and
spent the first year or more of its life. Just how
the Arabs got hold of it no one knows. They may
have trapped it, or possibly killed its mother, for
they were wonderful horsemen and most daring
elephant hunters who did not hesitate to risk their
lives by galloping up behind one of the fleeing
animals and, still going at full speed, leap to the
ground, sword in hand, and, racing on foot for a
few seconds, strike the elephant such a blow on

W
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the leg as to cut the sinewof its ankle and cripple
the huge creature. Very likely Sir Samuel went
on his way giving scant thought to the little fellow,
and least of all imagining that he would ever see
the young elephant again; but, strange to say, he
did, probably many times, and the African youngster became the most famous animal in the world.
At some one of the towns on down the river
the Arabs disposed of their captive to a Bavarian
by the name of Johann Schmidt, who made a
business of collecting animals, and one day, stowed
away in a ship, the little fellow found himself out
on the great ocean, sailing slowly toward Europe.
The next we hear of him he was one of the attractions at the famous Jardin des Plantes in the
gay French city of Paris. But he was still small,
even then, and a man who saw him the day after
he reached there told how much taller the keeper:
was, and how easily he scrubbed the little fellow's
back with a broom. African elephants do not
grow as fast as those which come from India, the
Frenchmen saw nothing to make them think that
this one would be very large, and so when they
found that the Thndon Zoological Society was
willing to exchange a rhinoceros for the African
youngster they gladly accepted the offer: and
shipped him over to London.
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There in the gardens of the noted Zoo he found
as comfortable and pleasant a home as an animal
in captivity could have, and before long he had
become so much of a popular favorite that no one
thought of going to the park without seeing
Jumbo, as he had been named. The children were
especially fond of him, and day after day he
patiently plodded around the green with loads of
them on his back. Even the Queen and the Prince
of Wales visited him, and they too rode on his
back, not once, but many times. So year after
year past and Jumbo grew more and more popular and bigger and bigger until he had become a
regular giant among elephants. There was only
one larger in all the world and that was owned by
a great prince in far-away India. For nearly
twenty years Jumbo was the pride of the Zoo and
the pampered pet of the London public. Then
the keepers began to be troubled about him. At
times they did not like his actions. l'hey knew
that some elephants had spells of being ugly and
unmanageable, and they commenced to fear for
the safety of the boys and girls who rode on his
pack daily and fed him peanuts and buns.
Barnum had seen Jumbo in London many times
after he had grown to be such a giant elephant,
and, though he would have been glad to have him,
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he had never supposed he could be bought; but
in some way word got to Barnum that the officials
at the Zoo were becoming afraid of Jumbo and
through an agent he at once made inquiries to
know what they would sell the big animal for.
Word came back that Barnum could have him for
ten thousand dollars. Just as quick as the money
could be sent it was paid over to the officers, and
the papers signed which made Jumbo Barnum's
property. Barnum was delighted, for he did not
think the elephant would become ugly, and the
officials of the Zoo were hardly less delighted, for
they thought they had gotten rid of their trouble
and anxiety in a very clever way. In this, though,
they were mistaken, for as soon as the London
papers told of the sale all England became excited,
and there was a great clamor to have it stopped.
The poor secretary of the Zoological Society published a letter in which he tried to explain why
he and the other officials had thought it best to
get rid of the big elephant, but it did no good. If
anything, it made matters worse. The excitement
grew rapidly from day to day, and letters and
protests came pouring in upon the Zoo officials and
the newspapers by the hundreds. It was not long
before the German, French, and American papers
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began discussing the matter, and the :sale of
Jumbo soon became the most-talked-of matter of
the day. · Many of the children appealed directly
to Barnum in an effort to save the popular pet.
One little girl wrote:
DEAR MR. BARNUM : Please do not take Jumbo to
America. I think it would be cruel. . . . There are
plenty of other elephants. Will not one of them do for
you instead? If you will only let Jumbo stay I am sure
the English children will thank you.

The Queen, the Prince of Wales, and Ruskin,
the famous author, urged the Zoological Society
to keep Jumbo, and others began to collect money
for a fund to buy the popular elephant back again,
if possible, while the editor of one of the great
London papers cabled across to Barnum:
All British children distressed at elephant's departure.
Hundreds of correspondents beg us to inquire on what
terms you will kindly return Jumbo.

But Barnum had no idea of returning Jumbo.
The great amount of publicity which had been
given the matter made the elephant all the more
valuable, for he knew that there were few who
would not be anxious to see the animal which
England hated so much to part with, and so he
'
cabled back at once:
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Fifty millions of Americans anxiously awaiting Jumbo's arrival. Hundred thousand pounds no inducement
to cancel the purchase.

When this answer was published the English
public began to realize that Jumbo was really going to leave London and go to America, and so
people crowded in to the Zoo to pay him a farewell
. visit. More than four thousand in one day went
to see him, and so many buns, a dainty of which
he was very fond, were fed him that he was nearly
killed. Even after Barnum had said that no
amount of money would induce him to give Jumbo
up, there were a few Englishmen who still fought
on and tried to prevent his leaving London; but
finally a judge, into whose court the matter had
been taken, declared that the elephant had been
fairly and legally bought and must be considered
Barnum's property, and so preparations were
begun for the great elephant's long journey.
It was no easy task to take so large an animal
from London to New York, and to make matters
worse the English authorities refused to let him
be led through the streets from the Zoo to the
dock. So a huge box had tq be built in which to
cart him. This monster box was thirteen feet
high, built of stout wood strengthened with bands
of iron, and when finished weighed six tons.
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Jumbo at first did not like its looks and refused to
go into it, and so it became necessary to wait day
after day until he became accustomed to it. Then
very early one morning he was chained in the box.
For an hour he struggled against the confinement,
and the keepers were afraid that even the great
iron-bound crate would not be strong enough to
hold him, but he soon quieted down, the big box
was placed on wheels, a lot of horses were hitched
to it, and the long drive of nine miles to the dock
was begun. Early as it was, a large crowd followed all the way, and at the pier thousands of
pe()ple jostled one another, covered near-by roofs,
wedged into windows, and climbed the rigging of
boats to give the Zoo's favorite a farewell.
It had been a difficult matter to find a vessel
with a hatchway large enough to let so great a
box into the hold, but at last arrangements had
been made with a British freight boat called the
FA_ssyrian Monarch, and it was anchored down the
,T hames, waiting for its noted passenger. A big
lighter pulled up to the dock. Powerful derricks
creaked and the big box containing Jumbo was
lowered to its deck. Then while the crowd waved
the lighter moved down the stream. Again another set of giant tackle groaned and the ironbound box, swinging up from the lighter, disap219
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peared through the hatch of the Assyrian Monarch. Not long after there was a calling of
orders, a rattling of anchor chains, and then the
vessel swung out and headed down toward
Gravesend. Jumbo was on his way to America.
He was not, however, entirely among strangers.
With him went "Scotty," a strange eccentric fellow who in twenty years had only been away from
the Zoological Gardens for two half days. Scotty
had had the sole care of Jumbo for seventeen
years. He was an unmarried fell ow and associated only with the elephant, even refusing to eat
with the other men and cooking his own meals.
His salary had been meager, but he had saved
enough tips received from those who had ridden
on Jumbo so that he was possessed of a snug little
fortune. There was hardly anything which Jumbo would not do for him, and as soon as the big
box was put in place the old keeper took up his
station near it, and there he stayed all through the
long rough passage of fifteen days. Jumbo was
not le£ t alone for a moment. While Scotty slept
an American keeper watched and a light burned
constantly before the elephant's box. For the first
two days the big fellow was seasick, then it passed
away; he was as good a sailor as anyefne on board
and made as little trouble.
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It was on Easter Sunday in April, 1882, that
Barnum went down the harbor in New York and
climbed aboard the Assyrian Monarch to meet
Jumbo. Thirty-two iears before, on another
Sunday, he had gone down the harbor and climbed
aboard the Atlantic to meet Jenny Lind. But it
was not so simple a matter to get Jumbo ashore,
for, unlike the great singer, he took his stateroom
with him. There was considerable time lost in
getting a lighter and derricks and swinging the
big box off from the Assyrian Monarch, but finally, with Scotty clinging to it and reassuring
Jumbo, it was lowered to the lighter and towed
from the New Jersey side to a New York dock.
Then the box had to be put on wheels again. When
this was all accomplished eight pairs of horses
were brought to move it; but they did not get far.
The wheels sank in the ground and came to a
stop. Then a couple of ropes two hundred feet
long were attached, and volunteers from the
watching crowd, six hundred to a rope, put their
strength to that of the horses, and Jumbo, followed by the rest of the crowd, began his journey
up Broadway to Madison Square Garden, where
the circus was. All this had taken up so much
time that it was the middle of the night when
Jumbo reached the door to the great building; but
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the difficulties had not all been overcome, for it
was found that the door was not wide enough to
let the box through. There was some discussion
about what to do, some proposing to take Jumbo
from the box and lead him in; but this was decided against, and his first night in America was
spent in the box in which he had traveled three
thousand mile~. Huge tarpaulins were thrown
over it to protect him from the cold, and in the
morning the door was made bigger, the box was
rolled inside, and he was led out to become a part
of the Barnum show.
He proved a great attraction wherever the show
went. His enormous size, measuring fifteen feet
across from tip to tip of his extended ears; his
great height; his legs, measuring more than five
feet around; his stately movements, and the pendulum-like swinging of his monster trunk-never
failed to make a vivid impression on all who saw
him. Wherever the circus stopped men and
women as well as boys and girls flocked to see him,
and his name became as well known as Barnum's.
His English friends did not forget him rapidly,
and for some time after he reached America the
mail brought cards, letters, and packages of dainties, and much of this mail was simply addressed:
"Mr. Jumbo, New York." For three years he
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went wherever the show did all over the Unitecl
States, and was seen by hundreds of thousands of
people; and then one September night a terrible
thing happened.
It was in St. Thomas, Canada. The evening
show was over and the trains were-being loaded.
Animals and properties were being hurried to the
circus cars. Old Scotty was leading Jmnbo from
the show grounds to his special car. It was quite
a distance by the highway, which wound around
somewhat. A spur track from the main line of
, the railroad led through a deep cut to the yards
where the circus trains were. The distance
through this cut was much shorter and it had been
said that no trains were to use it. Scotty, Jumbo,
and a smaller elephant took the short cut. When
nearly through there came the sudden roar of a
train Some one had made a blunder, and without
warning a fast freight came thundering down on
man and elephants. There was the shrill cry of
the whistle, the shriek of grinding brakes, a dull
thud, and a rattling crash all blended into one.
';rhe small elephant and Scotty had been quick
enough to get out of the way, but the engine had
hit the big elephant in the shoulder. When those
who watched the accident rushed down the bank
they found the engineer dead, the engine a wreck,
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the cars derailed, and old Jumbo stretched out on
his side. But the great animal paid no attention
to Scotty's frantic efforts to arouse him, nor to
the crowd which quickly gathered. The huge
frame stirred uneasily once or twice, there were a
few long breaths, and then the wonder of two
continents was dead.
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CHAPTER XXIV
THE SHOW IN LONDON

the speeding years passed and Barnum
neared the mark of fourscore he still stayed
young in spirit and remarkably vigorous in body
and mind. At a time of life when most men are
content to cease their efforts, drift with the tide,
and reflect on the past, he was looking forward to
new enterprises and greater successes with the
keen interest and anticipation of a young man.
Nothing annoyed him more than to have it said
that he was going to withdraw from the show
business. . One day he sent for a New York Sun
reporter, told him about the stories he had read,
and declared that he thought it was too bad for
people to "print him out of business" just as he
and his partners were arranging to secure more
and greater attractions from all over the world,
and insisted that he took greater interest in
his big show than any other man of seventy-nine
did in his business.
"You say, sir," he ordered the reporter, "that

N.
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I am in the business to stay as long as life lasts,
and that afterward my show will go on just the
same, disseminating joy to millions of little ones
all over the land, and I am still hale and hearty
and worth a dozen dead men."
His fondness for,, children was genuine, and
whenever he was around the circus gave them an
opportunity to shake hands with him, frequently
leaving guests and acquaintances to do so. Often
he was the entertainer at some gathering of young
people, and as late as 1889 we read of his doing
magic and having a social chat with the boys at
the National Convention of the Golden Hours
Club in Palace Rink, Brooklyn.
More than half a century had gone since the
day when Barnum had gath~red his little together
and left Bethel and what seemed like success to
Bethel people, and gone out into the world to
make a fortune and a name. How well he had
succeeded! His wealth, great for those days,
would be considered very large even now, for it
took a number of seven figures to express it. And
his name! Who did not know Barnum?
"General," said Barnum to Grant after the
latter returned from his tour of the world, "I
think you are the best-known American in the
world."

THE SHOW IN LONDON

"By no means," replied the ex-President.
"You beat me, for wherever I went, in China,
India, Japan, etc., the constant inquiry was, 'Do
you know Barnum?' I think, Barnum, you are
the best-known man in the world."
But as he aged he thought of the old town up
among the hills of Connecticut and had a fountain made for its public square. Later one day
he .paid the place a visit. It was a gala day for
the little village. The streets and houses were
decorated their brightest and several hundred
people marched to the station to greet Bethel's
most famous son and escort him to the hotel,
where there was speech-making and a dinner.
How different from his leaving! How many the
changes which the years had brought, and of all
those who crowded around there were scarce twoscore who knew him in the old days.
Late August of 1889 found the old showman
and his wife in the Adirondacks, where one day
at dinner they discovered Grover Cleveland and
his wife at the next table, and after the meal all
four visited for a time on the porch, the conversation being repeatedly broken into by bursts of
hearty laughter. On another day, Barnum and
his wife, coming up to their hotel after a canoe
trip on the lake, found the guests intently watch227
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ing the remarkable performance of several
Frenchmen with huge trained bears which they
had brought from the Pyrenees. Some one
recognizing Barnum called out:
"Your Greatest Show on Earth has arrived."
The old showman at once entered into the joke
and, taking off his hat, gravely passed it around
1for
contributions; but the excited Frenchmen
failed to see the point and part of them, none too
carefully, hustled Barnum out of the way, while
another of their number passed a tambourine for
a real collection. Afterward there were explana..
tions and then Barnum had a talk with what he
called his "brother showmen," and as a result the
Frenchmen were engaged to join the circus with
their bears and be a part of the real Great~st
I
Show on Earth.
Thus the summer days-gay, happy, and carefree-disappeared there in the mountains, and
then Barnum went home to Bridgeport and began.
to make preparations to go across the ocean, for
it had been decided to take the big show to England. It was a long journey, to be followed by
commotion and excitement, such an undertaking
as very few men in their eightieth year would
think of attempting, but Barnum, feeling perfectly fit, was as eager for it as a boy. It was
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nearly twenty years since his name had been given
to the big circus, which had grown bigger and
better and more amazing each year until it was
without a rival and was truly the greatest show on
earth, and he was anxious to have the English
people see it and to witness their astonishment.
Of course Barnum left details and the active
management of the show to his partner, a younger
man, and to subordinates, but for months he had
been doing duty in dealing with a host of agents,
in discussing problems connected with the enterprise, and in watching the development of novelties, so much so that a New York paper thought it
worth telling about and said that the "octogenarian showman" was a "rare specimen of virility
in body and mind."
There was still another reason why he was
anxious to go over ·with the show. Taking it
across three thousand miles of ocean to exhibit in
a foreign country was a tremendous undertaking
and involved the spending of great sums of
money. No such thing had ever been attempted
on so large a scale before, and the certainty that
the trip would pay was none too great. Much depended on the feeling of the English people toward it. Either its success or its failure might
depend on some small thing. There never was a
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man who knew better the value of publicity and a
personality, and could handle the one, or make
more profitable use of the other, than Barnum.
He knew, too, that on those days when it was
announced he was to be present at the show, receipts increased, sometimes as much as a thousand
dollars, and he shrewdly and rightly believed that
his presence in London would be a distinct benefit
to the undertaking.
One of the first things Barnum did after coming down from the mountains was to give a jolly
farewell dinner to his children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, and a few near relatives.
Altogether nearly twenty were at table. Then
two or three weeks later the Seaside Club arranged a reception, and over two hundred prominent people of Bridgeport joined in wishing their
distinguished townsman success and a "safe and
speedy return." In his introductory remarks the
president of the club said, "It is rumored that our
honored guest is going to capture the 'British
lion' for a part of the 'Greatest Show on Earth.'"
Barnum replied in a crisp little speech in which
he told his hearers that he hoped to return safely
to Bridgeport, where he wanted to spend "the
few coppers he would try and gather from Queen
Victoria and other friends across the water."
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It was the middle of October when Barnum
actually started for Europe. The night before he
spent at the Murray Hill Hotel in New York, but
he was up at daybreak, ate a hasty breakfast, and
then was driven rapidly to the Eutruria at the pier:
, of the Cunard line. He bowed to the crowd,
which, early as it was, had gathered to see him
board the steamer, and before eight o'clock he had
lost sight of New York and was off on another
big adventure.
Barnum was no stranger in London. Fortyfive years before, an unknown Yankee showman,
he had gone there with Tom Thumb and taken
· the town by storm. Since that day he had lived
there so much and been there so many times that
he was almost as much at home as in New York;
and although he went some weeks ahead of the
show, he did not break the news to the English
that the circus was coming, for everywhere he
went in the great town he saw mammoth posters
with wondering crowds standing in front of the
billboards. But he had not underestimated the
value of his going. No sooner had he reached
England than he was much sought after by reporters. They followed and interviewed him
everywhere-on the train, at his meals, they even
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interviewed him while eating his breakfast ancl in
bed. They told what he ate, what he drank, and
what he wore. They followed him wherever he
went and printed detailed descriptions of his walks
and drives. There was a stream of people at his
hotel to see him. He was made honorary member
of London clubs and asked to make addresses on
all sorts of occasions. He was a guest of the Lord
Mayor at the annual civic feast. In fact, there
had not been so much excitement in London for
some years, and to cap it all the night before the
opening of the show he was given a banquet
where the more than two hundred guests were
each one either a lord or a duke or a viscount or
a celebrity of some sort, and Gladstone, at that
time the greatest man in all England, in excusing
himself wrote, "My compliments and congratulations to Mr. Barnum."
What a contrast to the days at the other end of
his life when he had feasted on sausages toasted
over the fire in the Bethel schoolhouse or even
that week at Congress Hall in Philadelphia!
Of course everyone went to the show. The
Queen and the Prince of Wales went. The
nobility went. Society went, as well as noted and
distinguished people of .all sorts, and the common
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people went when they had a chance and the price.
The Queen and the Prince were old friends of
Barnum's, and the Prince reminded him that the
American Museum was the only place of entertainment which he visited while in the United
States. Gladstone found opportunity to visit the
show one night with a party of distinguished
friends. Barnum occupied the box with them,
and the old statesman and the old showman spent
the evening side by side.
It was not possible to seat all those who came
to the show and many had to be turned away.
One night, as Barnum sat in the office of the
manager, with his head and hands resting on the
top of his cane, a man came to the door and said:
"I have traveled one hundred miles to see the
show and cannot get in. Why?"
"Because every seat is sold," the manager explained.
The fellow le£ t, only to return a few minutes
later with several others.
"Will you please explain to my friends why we
can have no seats?" he asked.
"My friend," said Barnum, lo king up before
the manager could answer, "we cannot put .a
quart into a pint bottle. I am very sorry that I
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have not one seat to offer you, but I should be very
glad to shake hands with you all."
This he did, and the men went away declaring
that, having spoken with Barnum and shaken his
hand, they felt paid for all their trouble, even if
they could not see the show.
There were those, though, who wished Barnum
and his show far away from London. These
were the theater managers and proprietors of
other sorts of entertainments, who not only lost
their usual Christmas profits, but nearly went
broke as well, and who laid their troubles to the
fact that so many went to see Barnum's show.
Very likely this was true, for a London paper said
that, though the town was dirty, the weather:
bad, and no one would stay for Christmas who
could get away, yet there was a larger crowd of
people from the country than usual, due to Barnum and his show.
In spite of his age, however, and all the commotion of which he was the center, Barnum remained well, writing in January to friends in
Bridgeport, "My health is robust, and on the
whole we are a jolly lot."· But as with everything else, so with the wonderful winter, it had
to have an end. The show must be back in
America for its New York opening and the sum234
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mer tour, and so one day as the spring skies began
to brighteni after a round of dinners and farewells, he stood on the deck of a steamer and saw
the hills and shores of England fade, shrink, and
finally disappear beneath the tossing waves of the
Atlantic.
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CHAPTER XXV
SUNSET

T

HE winter in :Condon, with all the attention
paid him, had been a great triumph for
Barnum, a fitting climax to a long career filled
with great experiences. It was remarkable, too,
that a man lacking but a few months of being
eighty years old could endure so much in the way
of dinners and excitement, so much going and
coming, and meeting distinguished people, but
none of it seemed to affect his health, and when,
early in March, 1890, he started for home on the
steamer Saale he was as happy as a boy. It was
a rough passage, the roughest the captain of the
Saale had ever experienced, but Barnum was a
good sailor, and the more the boat pitched the
more he enjoyed it, ate hearty meals with a relish,
slept long and peacefully, and when the Saale,
three days late, docked in New York he came
down the gangplank in his fur-lined overcoat
fresh and fit, and assured his ~riends that he was
"as good as new."

SUNSET
Two days later he went up to Bridgeport. Of
course it had been noised around that the "most
noted showman in the world" was coming home,
and a big crowd gathered to see and greet him;
but the train stopped at a crossing a short distance
below the station and allowed him to get off unobserved. Hugh Brady, his coachman, was waiting with a carriage, and before the crowd knew
what had happened the showman had been
whisked away, first for a few minutes' talk with
his friends in the offices of the newspapers, and
then to Marina, his home on the shore of Long
Island Sound. Here he spent a couple of weeks
seeing his friends, attending to various business
matters, and laying out work and plans for the
summer. Then he went back to New York to
watch the circus, which was playing afternoon
and evening at the Polo Grounds to crowded
tents. Each night the· old showman was in his
box, watching the crowds and the show, especially
the children, making it a point to_get around by
the exit where he could shake hands with them as
they came out.. Later, when the show started on
its travels, he went back to Bridgeport and his
home by the sea.
So sped away the spring and July came. The
5th was his eightieth birthday and_he celebrated
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it with a dinner in the park, to which he invited
not only his household servants and the help
about his place, but all those who worked for
him in Bridgeport. The families of the men were
included, and there were a hundred and fifty or
more who sat down in "Bowen's Pavilion" to the
£east prepared by caterer Sherwood. Barnum,
looking as "ruddy and vigorous as ever," made
a long speech bubbling over with wit and humorous anecdotes, and his guests went away declaring him the "prince of hosts."
Later in the month the afternoon quiet of
Marina was suddenly broken by the clattering
thud of horses' hoofs, and wild cries and the
grinding of wheels on the graveled drive, as twoscore or more riders on spirited horses, followed
by a cloud of dust, drove furiously up to the porch
where Barnum was reading. They proved to
be Indians, mostly Sioux and Blackfeet, bringing
some of their squaws in a stagecoach, who had
come to pay their respects· to the great showman.
· They were part of a "Wild West" feature connected with a circus playing in Bri"dgeport that
day and owned by a former partner of Barnum's.
Speeches were made back and forth between Barnum and the chiefs, after which the whole party
:was taken through Marina. Black Bull Bear, a
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Sioux chief who had been one of the notorious
Sitting Bull's lieutenants and was leader of the
party, kept casting envious eyes at the great lawns
which stretched off toward the water, and finally
told Barnum it was such a nice place that after
the summer was over he would bring his braves
and camp there through the winter. The suggestion was deftly sidestepped by Barnum, but he
sent them all away happy, each one with a photograph of the showman.
Late in September he went West and spent
some weeks visiting his daughter in Denver, then
came home again to Marina, seemingly as full of
plans and vigor as ever. Life looked bright and
rosy and there was much reason for it. The
once poor boy of Bethel had acquired a great
fortune and a beautiful home, he had become the
most noted showman in the wor Id, his name was
known everywhere, and he was half proprietor
of what was justly called "The Greatest Show on
Earth" and among the large number of those he
counted as friends were many who were distinguished. No wonder, then, that the view ahead
was pleasant to look upon and was brilliant with
colors; but, unfortunately, they were the quickly
fading colors of sunset.
In November Barnum was stricken with sudden
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and. serious sickness., which after a time yielded
enough for him to be up, but he did not go out.
One day in reading the paper he saw a reference
to his sickness and word was sent in haste for
the paper to tell the people that Barnum was not
ill and to remember that he had the biggest show
on earth. From then on his good friends, the
editors of the papers in Bridgepo rt and New
York, made no mention of his feeble health.
For some months a schooner had been building
in East Bridgeport. It was named the P. T. Barnum and in the stern of the vessel was a bronze
medallion portrait of the showman; but when in
December the gayly decorated boat slid down the
ways into the water he was not present, although
he had looked forward eagerly to the event~ The
next day, however, the schooner was towed
across the harbor to a point just opposite Marina.
As it came to a stop it dipped its colors; the flag
on the staff at Marina dipped in response, and in
addition, Barnum, standing at a window, waved
a handkerchief. For a few minutes the boat
stayed there for him to watch, and then slipped
away past the trees and the harbor light to the
eastward, and was gone .
His New-Ye ar callers found him seemingly as
full of spirits and jovial as ever, and those who
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went to Marina on business brought back the
same report. Even his love of joking kept up.
''What may I have' for supper,?" he asked his
ooctor one day.
"Rice and milk and some fruit," was the answer.
"Did you follow my advice about supper?" .the
physician asked on his next visit.
"Yes.''
"What did you have?"
"Rice, milk, and a couple of hard-boiled eggs.
Those are l;ien fruit you know."
Thus the weeks crept past, but he did not improve, did not get able to go out, and he began
to realize that he never would. He made no talk
about it, though be went carefully over all his
business matters with his lawyer; made sure that
his will was strong and right, and that the various
matters in which he was interested were attended
to. Then from Brooklyn he summoned a distinguished clergyman, a friend of his, and exacted
a promise that when the time came he would
preach at his funeral. He even selected the text.
When there was no more he could do he waited
quietly and patiently the few remaining days, and
then one evening in early April, like the boat
which bore his name, he slipped out past the trees,
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and the Sound, and the shadowy shores, and was
gone.
Some months later workmen brought from a
secluded corner of a building at the winter
quarters a great box. Its covering of dust, layer
on layer, indicated that it had been stored for a
long time, and its markings showed that it had
come from across the water. As the workmen
broke apart the box there was disclosed a statue
of Barnum made by the American sculptor
Thomas Ball in his studio in Florence, Italy.
Down near the water which he loved, just a little
way out in front of his old home in the great
beautiful park which he helped to establish, it was
placed on a pedestal. The bronze figure of the
old showman rests easily in a big chair, while his
eyes appear to look out where the boats go up and
down Long Island Sound; to the dark strip which
is Long Island, and the sky beyond. At times
children play near by, big gulls circle overhead,
and always there comes the ceaseless lap of the
waters on the sand as the tides from the 9cean
ebb aad flood forever.
THE END

